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Introduction.

R. WEYLLAND is an author so well"

known by many works illustrative of the

social and religious condition of London,

that no introduction can be necessary for

any book he may give to the public.

Nevertheless, at his request I have written a few

lines, because I am happy to be associated with him,

in some way or other, in all his enterprises of wis

dom and humanity.

The several Exhibitions he describes, may have ap

peared to many minds, as General Councils appeared

to Old Fuller, " There is none that doeth good, no, not

one." The following pages, however, will show that

some benefit has been extracted from them ; though

a benefit that may not, by many, have been fore-

calculated or foreseen.

Such narratives as these are full of instruction, because

they prove how zealous and experienced hearts will

B



INTRODUCTION.

discover opportunities and act upon them, amid cir

cumstances externally the most unfavourable.

They abound, also, in comfort ; for though we learn

that the agent does not obtain all that he wishes, we

learn that he obtains, in fact, more than he had reason

to expect ; and if he be allowed to argue from what he

sees and hears, to what he does not see nor hear, he

may hope that, under God's blessing, there may be

also a proportion and degree of unseen good.

An instance of good unforeseen, and which, but for

the peculiar circumstances, might never have been

known, occurred at the first Exhibition in Paris. A

gentleman being in the room where Bibles and Testa

ments were displayed in every language, observed a

French sergeant taking up and putting down con

tinually a large French Bible. The sergeant frequently

walked away, and then returned to the table. This

gentleman was convinced that the sergeant earnestly

desired the copy of the Scriptures, but had not where

withal to purchase it. So he addressed him : " You

seem to have a great fancy for that book." " Why, yes,

I have." " Would you like to possess it ? " " Beyond

anything." "Well, then, allow me to make you a

present of it." The offer was accepted. The gentleman

moved on ; but some one who stood by said to the

sergeant, " Your friend is the President of the British
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and Foreign Bible Society." He instantly followed

him, and said, with much emphasis, " I am sure that it

was not for myself alone, that you gave me this

book ; I promise you that it shall be read this very

night to my comrades in barracks."

We learn, too, that good as it is that the word be

spoken in season, it should be spoken also after a season

able fashion. Zeal and earnestness must be tempered

and directed by experience and judgment ; and though

people, sometimes, in a generous impetuosity, urge the

language of St. Paul, and ardently desire to be " instant

out of season," we may believe that the apostle enjoined

far more a constant frame of mind, than a constant

system of action, without any regard to times or cir

cumstances.

These several Exhibitions attracted to London, to

Paris, and Vienna, large numbers of workpeople and

Officials of various grades. They attracted also very

many young women, who, allured by the prospects

held out, went ignorant and friendless to those great

capitals, little knowing, and some of them, perhaps,

little minding, the dangers to which they would be

exposed.

The efforts made to meet this state of things were

energetic in principle, but limited, of course, in means.
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Yet the reader will see that they were not without fruit ;

and especially those set on foot, among the young

women, by a lady, a near relative of my own, then

domiciled in Paris. It was a bold conception thus to

sanctify, as it were, those gigantic edifices, so sparkling

and brilliant, that every one, overwhelmed by the glory

of them, seemed to be incapable of any other thought

or feeling. But pious and long-tried men well knew

that, among these loiterers and labourers for their own

and others' pleasures, there would be hearts in need of

counsel and consolation, pressed down by a sense of iso

lation even in the midst of whirl and merriment ; for

oftentimes vast and noisy assemblages create the melan

choly and the solitude they were intended to dissipate.

Another event of interest occurred. By a movement,

akin in principle to that here narrated, the Evan

gelical Alliance utilized to good purpose the French

Exhibition.

They obtained from the Emperor permission to erect,

within the enclosure, a large public hall, to be assigned

to meetings, lectures, and religious services, daily and

weekly, for protestants of all nations. This permission

received the assent of the Archbishop of Paris, the

good Prelate who was afterwards murdered by the

Communists ; and I had myself the honour of presid

ing on the first occasion.
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There were many notables present, and among them

M. Guizot. That distinguished man observed to me,

with much emphasis, " I see here the dawn of real

religious liberty in France." He was right. The

Emperor himself was, I have good grounds for saying

so, ever favourable to it. The Emperor, however, has

passed away ; and we are left to pray and to hope that

Ultramontane Rule will not be permitted to revoke

what was granted under the Empire.

The Word of God, too, took its position among the

wonders to be exhibited to the curious millions. An

objection was raised to the admission of the Bible

Society as Exhibitors. They were not, it was said, con

nected either with art or science. In a correspondence

which I had, on the subject, with the Prince Consort, I

ventured to urge that the operations of our great society

manifested, in a most striking manner, the intellectual

power and progress of the country. I stated that, under

its action and authority, the Bible had been translated

in 170 distinct languages, and into some 250 different

dialects ; that for many languages without letters, an

alphabet and a written character had been invented and

applied ; and to crown the whole, that these works

were spread, by private agency, over the entire surface

of the earth. The argument was effective ; and space

was assigned for the display of its versions. Its position

in the First Exhibition was not in so public a spot as
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we could have desired ; nevertheless, it occupied a

place and stood there erect as a national testimony

to all mankind.

The personal narratives of Mr. Weylland, and the

records he gives of those of his fellow-workers, will stir

many—why should it not be so ?—to follow in their train.

Let the younger part of the community, who may derive

instruction and encouragement from these sources, be

fully assured that (to say nothing of the actual moment)

every hour in the coming history of the world will more

and more demand this individual service ; and that the

higher and the more brilliant the refinement that may

wait on the progress of society—if such, in fact, be the

issue of things—the more deep, and the more urgent

will be the necessity for the personal, quiet, humble,

undemonstrative, teaching of the gospel of Christ.

SHAFTESBURY.

Castle Wemyss,

Sept. 27th, 1877.

^%



T
he Author's Preface.

10 those who take pleasure in tracing great

movements of mind, and matters of sus

tained benefit to mankind, back to their

origin, there is much of interest in records

concerning National and International Ex

hibitions. Students of history find many

references to collective displays of manufactured goods

and art-work as having taken place in ancient and

modern nations ; but it is generally agreed that the

first written account of such "roll-calls in the story

of labour," and of amiable intercourse between differ

ing races of men, is to be found in the Book of

Esther. We are there told that Ahasuerus (the Ar-

taxerxes, as some biblical scholars maintain), who

" reigned from India even unto Ethiopia, over an hun

dred and seven and twenty provinces," that he " in

the third year of his reign, showed the riches of his

glorious kingdom and the honour of his excellent

majesty many days, even an hundred and fourscore
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days." In other words, that this display in " Shushan

the palace," like all of more recent date, lasted six

months ; and as if to show the advanced condition

of constructive skill five hundred and twenty-one

years before the birth of our Lord, we are informed

that among the things there to be seen were "white,

green, and blue hangings, fastened with cords of fine

linen and purple to silver rings and pillars of marble ;

the beds were of gold and silver, upon a pavement

of red and blue and white and black marble, . . .

the vessels being diverse one from the other." There

may also have been like displays, occasional or per

manent, in Tyre, Carthage, and other centres of na

tional influence, as Isaiah, for instance, describes Tyre

as "a mart of nations, . . . whose merchants are

princes, whose traffickers are the honourable of the

earth." As the ages passed on, other nations, fore

most among which was Imperial Rome, at intervals

of time garnered the products of industry and the

spoils of war to their capitals for the public pleasure

and benefit ; but a long interval of time elapsed

while the Huns, the Goths, and Moslem were break

ing up the Western and Eastern Empires. It was

not, indeed, until the year 1268, that in Venice, Queen

of the Seas, a display occurred which included a

water fite, a procession of the trades, and an Indus

trial Exhibition. At its opening a pageant of great

splendour, including numerous gilded and decorated
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barges, with galleys and gondolas, proceeded to the

ducal palace, where a vast multitude of Venetians

had assembled to witness the opening ceremony.

These greeted their prince with loud acclamations of

joy and shouts of " Long live our . Prince Lorenzo

Riepolo, the noble Doge of Venice!" after which free

access was granted to the various apartments of the

palace in which the display of many works of art

and beauty were tastily arranged. This was a great

sight; and, to use the words of Rogers,—

" The fisher came

From his green islet, bringing o'er the waves

His wife and little one. The husbandman

And village maiden, her first flight from home,

Crowding the common ferry. All arrived :

And in his straw the prisoner turned and listened ;

So great the stir in Venice. Old and young

Thronged her three hundred bridges."

These and like gatherings of things pleasant to the

eye, and of useful products, were unique of their

kind, and of deep interest ; but it is to the great

fairs of the middle ages that we must look for the

commercial elements associated with Expositions or

Weltausstellungs. Traders arranged for the inter

change of merchandize, and met annually at places

which have to this day retained their business im

portance, such as Leipzig and Nijni-Novgorod. The

kaisers also gave licence in the twelfth century for
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biennial fairs to be held, and several of these have

continued for generations ; but perhaps the most in

teresting of those which are still largely resorted to

is the great Egyptian fair of Zantah. Its origin can

be traced back to the defeat of the fifth crusade in

the thirteenth century. Situate in the centre of the

delta between Alexandria and Cairo, it presents an

appearance of great novelty and interest. Multitudes

of people of various complexions and every variety

of costume surge through its canvas street, crowding

its bazaars and thousands of tents. Longfellow, in

his " Belfry of Bruges and Nuremberg," thus describes

those gatherings:—

" I beheld the pageants splendid that adorned those days of old ;

Stately dames like queens attended, knights who bore the fleece

of gold ;

Lombard and Venetian merchants, with deep-laden argosies ;

Ministers from twenty nations, more than royal pomp and

ease.

In the reign of our third Edward, who, to the title

of the Hero of Cressy, appended the better one of the

Father of English Commerce, there were signs of ad

vancing civilization and good-will to foreigners. Old

Knighton, in his " Chronica," informs us that the King

issued his Royal Proclamation throughout all England,

that all knights and strangers from any part of the

world, who had a mind to come to the Feast of St.

George, to be held at Windsor, should have his letters
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of safe conduct to pass and repass the realm at their

pleasure, for the space of three weeks, without the least

impediment or danger, there to partake every one,

according to his degree and merit, of those honours

and prizes which attended the princely exercise of

jousts and tournaments. And accordingly this great

feast was held, and thither went, in their suits of armour,

and with devices emblazoned on their shields, with all

the pomp and circumstance of chivalry, John of France,

and the Duke of Brabant, and many noble lords and

knights from "Almain, Gascoyne, Scotland, and other

countries." Philippa, the heroic wife of Edward, and

the queen of the king of Scots, were present with a

whole bevy of high-born dames to gaze on the tilt and

tourney.

It is also a remarkable fact that in the wild

revellings of poetic genius curious and marvellous

conceptions of fairy palaces and wonderous gather

ings have been developed, one of the most singular

of which is the "Dream which was not a Dream,"

written by Chaucer, the father of British Poets, up

wards of six hundred years ago. He imagined, stand

ing on an island, a structure, whose walls and gates

were "all of glass," the island being under the sove

reignty of a beautiful lady, who became wedded to

a royal knight. He then describes a festival cele

brated in tents on a large plain by—

" The Prince, the Queen, and all the rest,"
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amid a wood between " a river and a well," con

tinuing for three months—

" From early rising of the sun

Until the day was spent and done."

But to return from the poet to the workers, it

may be asserted that, as civilization advanced, the

gathering of merchants for trade purposes increased ;

thus bringing together cunning artificers in all kinds

of metals and raw materials, for mutual improvement

in their productions ; men of high art and genius for

inspiration in their creations of beauty, and lovers of

novelty and pleasure for personal enjoyment. But as

we consider the claims of these exhibitions for ad

miration, one defect is common to them all ; they

were without an exception local, or at most national,

and each was circumscribed by existing circumstances

or narrowed by some speciality of purpose. Each of

these displays in both ancient and modern times had

a home interest, a tone of selfishness, about them ;

but it was quite the reverse with that which has dis

tinguished our Victorian era, THE GREAT EXHIBITION

of the Industry of all Nations. A conception

so vast and so beneficent could only proceed from a

man possessing innate majesty—a deep sympathy

with, and an exalted aspiration for, the good of the

whole family of mankind—and this united with gene

ral knowledge and a force of will powerful to direct

and to control. All concerning this call of the nations
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to meet together for the universal good was noble,

generous, and wise. The interests of those afar off

were as precious to the kindly heart of Prince Albert

as of those who were near. His inception of this first

gathering of the nations was therefore A Thought

for the World.

The full grasp of this thought can be gathered

from the pen and utterances of the Prince himself.

So early as September 10th, 1849, he, in a letter from

Balmoral addressed to Baron Stockmar, wrote as fol

lows :—" What principally occupies me just now is a

plan for an universal Industrial Exhibition. Agents

report from the manufacturing districts that the manu

facturers hail the project with delight, and will co

operate heartily ; and the East India Company pro

mises to contribute a complete collection of all the

products of India. In October the scheme will be

advanced further." This comprehensive plan with its

thousand details rapidly developed and approached

completion, and as it did so the motives of its author

were discovered. These, indeed, were expressed by

himself in a speech delivered at the Mansion House,

March 21st, 1850, and his words are worthy of being

written in letters of light. After acknowledging the

warmth of his reception, the Prince said :

" Man is approaching a more complete fulfilment of

that great and sacred mission which he has to perform

in this world. His reason being created after the image
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of God, he has to use it to discover the laws by which

the Almighty governs His creatures, and by making these

laws his standard of action to conquernature to his use :

himself a Divine instrument. . . . Gentlemen, the Ex

hibition of 185 1 is to give a true test and a living

picture of the point of development at which the whole

of mankind has arrived in this great task, and a new

starting-point from which all nations will be able to

direct their further exertions.

" I confidently hope that the first impression which the

view of this vast collection will produce upon the spec

tator will be that of deep thankfulness to Almighty God

for the blessings which He has bestowed upon us here

below ; and the second, the conviction that they can only

be realized in proportion to the help we are prepared to

render each other ; and titercfore, only by peace, love, and

ready assistance, not only between individuals but be

tween the nations of the earth:'

In this and in other personal records the threefold

desire of Prince Albert is clearly expressed : amity

between nations, the increase and diffusion of know

ledge, with religious progress. And these blessings to

mankind have largely resulted. Twenty-seven years

have passed since his great project was realized, and

tracing them through, we assert that the world is

better, and that good is increasing, through the influ

ence of that short but precious life.

Amity between nations has been promoted: not that
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war with its terrible and withering curse has been

stayed as by miracle ; but an influence antagonistic to

its spirit has been working,—a pleasant intercourse, a

knowledge of each other, which is gradually quelling

the passion of national hate, and is removing causes

which promote the spirit of conflict among the various

races and communities of mankind.

The increase and diffusion of knowledge, natural,

social, and scientific has been promoted, and is gra

dually but surely binding the families of the earth

together by bonds of interest. Not only has wisdom

necessary for human progress shed its light over the

wide world, but telegraphy and postal vigour are strong

and increasing bonds of union. Men are taking plea

sure in the productions of former rivals and enemies ;

and mutual respect results. During a close association

of twenty-five years with that institution of many

sciences— the Royal Polytechnic, we have with keen

interest watched improvements which have resulted from

international intercourse and friendly rivalry. So marked

has been the progress in mechanical construction—in

art as applied to manufacture—in painting, sculpture,

and in scientific research, as applied to domestic com

fort, that we are almost tempted to write about these

things. The subject is, however, suggestive, and worthy

of the pen of those who have had enlarged oppor

tunity for observation.

Religious progress was no doubt the desire—a lead
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ing impulse—in the mind of the Prince. His was the

higher life which gives force and dignity to worldly

projects. Though for his exalted position he was

modast and retiring, he with reverent boldness acknow

ledged Almighty God. This is plain in the passage

of the speech we have quoted, and in the warm expres

sions of gratitude he wrote at the close of the Exhi

bition, thanking Divine Providence that no lives had

been lost, and that abounding success had been granted ;

while his speeches are rich with such passages as

these :— " Ctvilization rests on Christianity, could only

be raised on Christianity, can only be maintained by

Christianity!' " I have no fear for the safety of the

Church, and her ultimate welfare, so long as she holds

fast to what our ancestors gained for her at the Refor

mation, the Bible, and the unfettered right of its use."

Such were the sentiments of the Princely founder

of International Exhibitions, and it was therefore only

in harmony with his design that these peace festivals

should be used for purposes of spiritual blessing to the

world—that from them a refulgence of light, even "the

light of Life " should spread over the nations of the

earth. The desire for this took possession of large bodies

of English Christians upon the " first roll-call of man

kind," and led to long and continued effort to extend

the kingdom of Righteousness in the earth. In this

effort the writer has been honoured with positions of

responsibility, and having some knowledge from the
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beginning he has ventured in this volume to place on

record a few leading facts and narratives concerning

these labours. Material he contributed to two volumes

long out of print* and original archives of information

have been freely used, yet he has the impression that

his co-workers and others will regard the task as feebly

and imperfectly done ; but he asks their indulgence

because of the object with which he writes.

This object, if the Lord of His great mercy will

give it force by His blessing, is, that from the small

and defective endeavours here recorded increased good

may result—that the coming Exposition Universelle in

Paris, and each succeeding "congress of the nations" may

find Christians of all lands united in bonds of in

creasing strength for evangelistic effort. That the desire

of king David, when he ordained a choir to "thank

and praise " may be attained in our generation. " Give

unto the Lord the glory due unto His name. . . .

Let the heavens be glad, and let the earth rejoice : -

and let men say among the nations, The Lord

reigneth."f Yes, more, while knowledge is thus in

creased, and man goeth to and fro in the earth, assert

ing his dominion even over material nature, it is

well that there should be a constant and increased

* " The Standard of the Cross among the Flags of the Nations ;"

and " The Standard of the Cross in the Champ de Mars."

t 1 Chron. xvi. 29, 31.

C
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gathering into the large Church of the redeemed, even

to the Lord Jesus, her " head over all things," that her

pleadings for the universal triumph of grace, truth, and

peace, her cry of " come quickly," which has ceased

not during the ages, may prevail ; by a way being

" prepared and made ready " for His coming and king

dom who maketh all things new.

Carlton Hill, N.W.,

November, 1877.

"



The great Exhibition; trf the Industry;

of alt Batinns. Xjrodon, 1851.

" All honour be to those who nobly planned

This world-wide congress in our far-famed land ;

All hail to those whose comprehensive mind

Wrought out the scheme by royalty designed ;

And well deserved such tribute pay to all

Whose skilful toil hath reared this Crystal Hall.

" Hark ! through the welkin rings Victoria's name,

While distant echoes swell the loud acclaim ;

Hundreds of joyous thousands crowd the scene,

To greet the entrance of our honoured Queen :

Trust in her people, courtesy to all,

Her only guard within the Crystal Hall.

" The stately court around the transept pace,

These ready, take their high appointed place ;

And not the slightest sound the stillness stirred

Until the solemn words of prayer were heard,—

Prayer that oppression should for ever cease,

Prayer for a blessing on the shrine of peace.

" Then pealing music and triumphant cheer,

With roar of cannon burst upon the ear ;

A flood of sunshine lit each "long-drawn aisle,"

While happy crowds soon filled the aerial pile,

Exulting in the welcome given to all,

Both rich and poor, within the Crystal Hall.

" And hoary grandsires shall hereafter tell

What in this famous century befell ;

Grey Time shall chronicle the victories gained

Since mercy o'er the world and justice reigned ;

What time the Crystal Hall sent forth her dove,

And signed the league of universal love."

Miss H. M. Rathbone.
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AY-DAY in the year of grace 185 1 is me

morable in the annals of England and the

world. The early morning opened glori

ously, with a clear atmosphere and bright

sunbeams, and well do we remember the joy

ous aspect of London as we passed from one

of its suburbs to Leicester Square. Though early,

there was great stir and excitement in every thorough

fare. But few shops were open, and yet the people

were pouring into the streets in merry mood, while

numerous flags and window-decorations were being

arranged. Men and women in their holiday attire from

all parts of this fair kingdom of Britain, who were

streaming from each railway terminus, became mingled

in a picturesque manner with the wearers of costumes

from eastern and other lands. All were under the

influence of kindliness and good temper, as they
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passed in increasing numbers towards Buckingham

Palace or Hyde Park, to witness a procession and

ceremony of unrivalled interest. The joy-spirit had

penetrated everywhere, even to the dingy back room

we entered in the centre of the foreign quarter of the

Metropolis. There was scarcely space enough for the

thirty men there assembled, and so subdued was the

light, caused by the height of the buildings immediately

behind, that the "play of countenance " could scarcely

be noticed. It was however plain that an epitome of

the world was there, as the visitors formed into small

groups, each of which conversed in a different tongue.

It was indeed a Babel ; but a general note of happiness

charmed the ear, and this happiness found expression

when a French gentleman struck up the hymn, in the

singing of which many joined,—

Mon coeur te rdclame, pays de bonheur;

Dieu sauver mon ame, 6 Christ Rddempteur.

The Scriptures were then read in three, and prayer

offered in five languages, after which, being strengthened

with inner might, the company of Evangelists sepa

rated, each man to his duty.

The scene upon approaching the Park was simply

magnificent. The Queen's guard of honour, with

gleaming swords and flashing helms of steel, was, with

stately canter, proceeding to the palace. Fair ladies

and gallant gentlemen, courtiers and peers, with men of
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distinguished names from many lands ; members of the

learned professions, and the Mayoralty of the King

dom, in charming variety of costume—" adorned with

jewels rare"—in superb carriages, were slowly making

their way through admiring multitudes to the great

centre of attraction. . As this was approached, exclam

ations of admiration were freely uttered. As the sun

shone upon the Palace of Glass in all its freshness from

the distance, it appeared a dazzling mass of crystal,

and the effect was heightened by the standards of all

nations and flag-decorations by which it was richly

adorned. As myriads of eyes gaze upon it, all are

happy, and it is evident that the British people and

their visitors are charmed with the creation of beauty ;

and that they regard it as a fitting temple for the

world's industrial treasures. Its architect's name, Joseph

Paxton, was honoured that day, and the meed of praise

to its constructors, Messrs. Fox & Henderson, was

rightly given.

The shouting of the multitudes in the distance, sound

ing as " the voice of many waters," inform us that the

Queen of England is approaching. Never was en

thusiasm greater, for never was sovereign more beloved

by the people than the lady who wields the sceptre of

this vast empire of Britain. As Her Majesty entered

the exhibition, the scene was thrillingly glorious. No

pageant more beautiful could be imagined. The thou

sands of richly dressed and decorated people who filled
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the fairy-like palace, and the great officers of state with

the diplomatic corps, who surrounded the throne with

its rich canopy,—all the gay throng rose, radiant with

delight, to receive the Queen. Then a solemn prayer

was offered by the Archbishop of Canterbury. The

"Hallelujah Chorus" followed, and then cannon in

the parks and the joy-bells of the old city announced

that the first International Exhibition was open. The

Queen in her journal wrote of that happy day :—

" / was more impressed than I can say by the scene. It

was one that can never be effaced from my memory, and

never will be from that of any one who witnessed it.

Albert's name is immortalised, and the wicked and

absurd reports of dangers which a set of people, viz., the

' soi-disant ' fashionables and the most violent of Pro

tectionists spread, are silenced. It is therefore doubly

satisfactory that all should have gone off so well, and

without the slightest accident or mishap. Albert's em

phatic words last year, when he said that the feeling

should be 'that of deep thankfulness to the Almighty,

for the blessing which He has bestowed upon us already

here below, were this day realized.' "

It was a day of unclouded happiness for all ; but few

delighted themselves more through its hours than a

band of eight Christian workers who, with brethren of

other lands, had met for prayer in the early morning, and

had then taken arranged positions near the Exhibition,

for the purpose of distributing printed truth, and by
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oral teaching to promote religion and virtue among the

unceasing flow of visitors to the garnered treasures of

industry. They, indeed, were under orders, to continue

an effort for good which had been commenced with the

first turf which was cut for the erection of the " Palace.'"

It was evident to many, that the freedom from intempe

rance and insubordination among the army of workmen

employed in the construction, was exceptional ; and the

fact that no loss of life occurred by accident, and no

serious quarrels took place, indicated a regulating force

amongst the men, which was powerful though unseen.

This "force," to some extent, was represented by two

earnest but unobtrusive men who had been appointed

by the committee of the London City Mission (with the

consent of the contractors), to visit among the workmen.

They watched for and used every opportunity during

rest hours and meal times, to obtain an influence for

good, even following them into refreshment houses, and

during the evenings into taverns. One of these men

wrote, before the opening day :—" I have devoted nearly

six months to the men employed inside and outside the

Crystal Palace, and find it a pleasing sphere of labour ;

they evidently value the efforts made for their spiritual

welfare, and very many have expressed their thankful

ness. I have this month, alone, given to them ten

thousand well written tracts, and I trust that these, and

the constant utterances of myself and brother Missionary,

will prove as ' bread cast upon the waters.' It cannot
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be that so much good 'seed of the kingdom' should

perish !"

The success of these pioneers was as the source of a

great river, as a spring forming the rivulet, which in its

onward flow gathers volume and force from many other

springs and brooks, until its streams fertilize its course

and beautify the landscape, in its widening progress to

the distant sea. They were reappointed at the opening

of the Palace, with six other members of the City Mis

sion staff, and instructed to do good by every means in

their power to the people approaching and leaving its

attractive display ; and also to aid foreign brethren

whose endeavour it was to extend the blessings of

Christian instruction to strangers from many nations.

Their posts of duty were chiefly in the Park, and we

can bear witness to its peculiar interest. It may to

some appear a small matter to distribute little books

and handbills with a liberal hand, and to converse with

all comers ; but to do this wisely requires tact, temper,

and moral courage, with much information and readiness

of reply. A gentleman, for instance, upon leaving the

building, accepted the tract, "A Walk though the Crystal

Palace," and after glancing at the first page, tore it in

pieces, with an angry remark to the giver. " You ought

to have treated that tract as you have the Exhibition,"

was the cool reply—" have gone through it, before form

ing an opinion as to its contents." " It's all lies," was

the retort. " One thing is certainly true," answered the
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distributor, " it states that the Palace is open ; so there is

one truth in it, and others of its statements are equally

capable of proof." " What ! the supernatural in the

Bible true when the book itself is based on scientific and

historic falsities ? " " Yes," was the firm reply, " logic

ally, and if you please experimentally true. Come let

us seat ourselves under yonder tree, and I will do battle

with your difficulties." The offer was accepted, and for

more than an hour the conversation deepened in interest,

especially when it was made clear that the omnipotence

of Jehovah was pledged to the keeping of His promise,

" I will put my Spirit within you, and write my laws

upon your heart."

After parting from the gentleman, who had arranged

for another conversation, an illustrated paper was offered

to a young man, the Newgate cut of whose hair indi

cated his character. " Thank 'ee, mister," was the civil

utterance; "likes pictures; don't read nuffin; niver was

taught larnin' in all me life." "Do you ever go to

church ? " " No, sir, niver in me life ; only three weeks,

when I was in jail. I em out now, a-trying to take,

summut; wants a feed and a place this 'ere night." " I

can send you to a Refuge if you would like to be good.

God is angry with the wicked." A look and a spring

of delight gave effect to his exclamation, " Do, gov'nor,

do; I wants to be good." An address was written

on a card, he went at once with it and was re

ceived.
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One of a large group of foreigners accepted the

tract, " Le Chemin du Salut," and all turned back to ask

for more. One of them in broken English enquired,

" Is it Protestant ? Is it Catholic ? " " It is the old

and true Christian religion," was the reply. After

speaking with his friends, he said thoughtfully, " This

country was catholic, one bad king did make it Pro

testant." The answer was instantly given : " I know

the king you mean, he was a catholic, he did quarrel

with the Pope. The Pope did give him a great title

and honour. He died a catholic. He did not write

this book I take from my pocket which is the religion

of England. It is in French; I will give it to you;

then you will know our religion." The Testament was

accepted, and with polite expressions they passed on.

Quite a company of shopmates, pianoforte makers,

next gathered round the evangelist^ fairly seizing the

tracts. " You would soon give up this business, young

fellow," remarked one of them, " if you read the books I

have at home." " That if" was the prompt reply, " is

the difficulty ; I might not do so." " Why not ? you

should read everything." " Well, then I might read a

bit of each and throw them aside. Let me ask you this

question : If you invited me to dinner and gave me bad

meat or cheese would you expect me to go on eating ? "

" You would be a fool if you did," he replied. " And a

greater fool still," was the earnest retort, " if I corrupted

my mind and heart by reading bad books. It is written
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here (producing his pocket Bible), ' Thy words,' the words

of God, ' are pure, making wise the simple/ Read them

and you will increase in wisdom and goodness." " Capi

tal ["exclaimed several, and one ofthem offering his hand

said, " I hope, sir, you have done my friend good ; his

books are all about the rights of man and the wrongs of

the Bible."

" You gentlemen are as wayposts," observed a lady

who returned the tract, " Glad Tidings for all People."

" I received one of these at the other side of the Park,

and think the teaching excellent." Well, the lady was

right, as these "wayposts" pointed many to the highway

of holiness which leads to the celestial city.

Among the multitudes which passed in unceasing

throng were the gay and careless. These heard the utter

ances of Wisdom, and were exhorted to cry, " My Father,

be Thou the guide of my youth." Many of the King's

enemies, who paused to scoff, received hard thrusts from

that " sword of true Jerusalem blade," the word of God.

The profane and many who were sinners heard in

loving accents of Him the Saviour, in whose name all

such have access to the Throne of boundless mercy. The

bereaved and the sorrowing passed by, and were glad to

be reminded of Him who bindeth up the broken in heart;

while not a few children of grace, whose desire, " Thy

Kingdom come," was strong and increasing, rejoiced

in spirit at this open testimony of Jesus. And thus it

was that these " handposts " gave safe direction from
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the unerring Guidebook to thousands who passed by,

among whom were not a few from " foreign climes and

lands remote." This was an abounding labour, as we

who took part in it, and were charged with the respon

sibility of writing the report, can testify.

But it is time to pass into the " Palace " to gaze upon

the treasures that man values, or can with all his gifts

produce : gems of fabulous worth are there, and gold

and silver cunningly wrought ; trophies showing the tri

umphs of manufacturing skill, and creations of beauty

by sculptor and artist abound ; while things precious,

rare, and wonderful are scattered in rich profusion.

Upon one of these we fix attention because its intrinsic

worth is " beyond price," and because more labour has

been bestowed upon it than upon any other object.

The Book of books has ever won its way by conflict,

and yet it may appear strange that at the first Indus

trial display it with difficulty secured a position simply

as an "exhibit." The British and Foreign Bible Society

anticipated no difficulty, as it seemed to them that they

had a wonder of intellectual power to display to the

world,—a book in one hundred and seventy languages

and nearly two hundred and fifty dialects ! Great in

fluence however had to be used, and three months had

passed away before a " niche " was found for it, and that

in an upper gallery. We well remember the welcome

with which the last specimen of the world's industry

was received by the foreign exhibitors, they flocked
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John iii. 16.

]yr±> :-mv» >32~n» inyo DViyrr/iN dt6n nnx ro »a

Kyunki Khuda ne jahan ko aisa piyar kiya hai, ki

us ne apna iklauta Beta, bakhsha, taki jo koi us par

'iman lawe, halak na ho, balki hamesha ki zindagi pawe.

—Urdu.

Ing-we Jing-ming se-sih shii-ksen-zong zing-ts-ii s-16h

Gyi doh-yiang Ng-ts, s-teh vaen-pah siang-sing Gyi cii-

kwu feh we mih-diao, tu hao teh-djoh iiong-yun weh-

ming.—Ningpo Chinese.

Siong-te chiong tok sin e kian- ho se-kan ; sin i e ling

-m sai tim-lun, oe tit-tioh eng oah ; I thia se-kan an-ni.

—Amoy Chinese.

Ghaliex Alia hecca hab ib dinia illi ta. l'lben tighu

unigenitu, sabiex collmin jemmen bih ma jintilifx, izda

icollu il haja ta dejem.—Maltese.

Sic enim Deus dilexit mundum, ut Filium suunvuni-

genrfum daret, ut omnis qui credit in eum non pereat,

sed habeat vitam eternam.—Latin.

Perciocche Iddio ha tanto amato il mondo, ch'egli ha

dato il suo unigenito Figliuolo, acciocche condanni il

mondo, anzi, acciocche il mondo sia salvato per lui.—

Italian.

Car Dieu a tellement aime le monde, qu'il a donne

son Fils unique, arm que quiconque croit en lui ne

perisse point, mais qu'il ait la vie eternelle.—French. .
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Aiotl toctov ^yaiTT/aev o 0eo? tov icóo-fiov, ware e&coice

tov Tlov avTov tov fiovoyevr), b~ia va fir) diroXécrörj 7ra<? 6

incrTevwv et? avTov, aKKa va e%j] £an)z/ alwvcov.—Modern

Greek.

Ovtco yap rp/dirrjcrev ó 0eo? tov Koo-fiov, waTe tov Tlov

avTov tov fiovoyevrj eScoicev, 'iva 7ra? 6 iricTevav et? avTov,

aWa va eyr) %a>r)v ali'oviov.—Greek.

%i\o f)at ®Dtt bie SCBeït geliebct, bajj er feinen eingefcontcn ®o|it

gab, atif tap afte, bic an tf)n glaubcn, nicfyt öcrlotcn rcerben, (onbertt baS

ennge Men fiafcen.—German.

" Want alzoo lief heeft God de wereld gehad, dat Hij

zijnen eeniggeboren' Zoon gegeven heeft, opdat een

iegelijk, die in hem gelooft, niet verderve, maar het

eeuwige leven hebbe."—Dutch.

tvf svo elskafti Gu'S heiminn, a$ hann gaf sinn eingetinn Son, til

tess a'S hver, sem d hann truir, ekki glatist, heldur hafe eilfft Iff.—

Icelandic.

Thi saa haver Gud elsket Verden, at han haver givet

sin Son den eenbaarne, at hver den, som troer paa ham,

ikke skal fortabes, men have et evigt Liv.—Danish.

Ty sa alskade Gud werldena, att han utgaf sin enda

Son, pa dett att hwar och en, som tror pa honom, skall

icke förgas, utan fa ewinnerligit lif.—Swedish.

Canys felly y carodd Duw y byd, fel y rhoddodd efe

ei unig-anedig Fab, fel na choller pwy bynnag a gredo

ynddo ef, ond caffael o hono fywyd tragywyddol.—

Welsh.

" Na, koia ano te aroha o te Atua ki te ao, ho mai

ana e ia tana Tamaiti kotahi, kia kahore ai e mate nga

tangata katoa e wakapono ana ki a ia otiia kia wiwi ai

ki te oranga tonutanga."—Maori.
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to examine the marvellous variety of characters which

constitutes the written languages of the earth, and each

and all read something in their tongue concerning the

wonderful works of God.

Visitors also gathered round this display with interest,

and foremost among them, upon the 1 3th of October, was

the Queen and Prince Albert. The Scriptures printed in

rare languages were carefully examined, and specimen

pages graciously accepted. At leaving, the Prince re

marked to the attendant, " This is a good work." A

Chinese Mandarin who could speak English regarded

with indifference the Testament in his own tongue, but

he listened with interest to a statement concerning the

" love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord." French, Dutch,

Germans, Norwegians, and Italians pressed forward to

receive pages of chapters and verses for their own

use, so that during the eighty-five days the Bible niche

was occupied, many thousand portions of the Divine

word were circulated.

The pleasure which this exhibit gave to visitors was

not surpassed by anything in the Palace of Crystal.

" This is the glory of the whole exhibition," exclaimed

one gentleman, " though it is in a bad position. It ought

to have had a place as prominent as the great diamond

itself." A widow and her daughter approached one day,

taking up a Bible, she said with tearful eyes, " My hus

band now in glory translated this." Another person while

examining a Bible of curious type, dropped a piece of

D
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paper into the case, upon which was written in pencil,

no doubt impromptu,—

" Almighty Lord, be gracious still,

Attend with power Thy word and will,

And let this spot, supplied the best,

More honoured be than all the rest."

This desire was certainly granted, as the hundreds of

volumes in ever-varying tongues and type were uni

versally admired, and scarcely a disrespectful word was

spoken because of its Divine inspiration and authority.

The acquaintance of many exhibitors, who frequently

passed them, was of necessity made by the staff of mis

sion distributors, and this led to friendly converse when

they visited the interior of the Palace. One young man

for instance, who had charge of exhibits in Section XXIII.,

stopped the visitor who had given him a little book and

conversed with him in the park, to ask his opinion of

a device of his own conception for a medallion in com

memoration of the Exhibition. He had, indeed, sent an

impression of it to the authorities as a suggestion for the

great prize medal. Being a die-sinker by trade, and an

heraldic painter for amusement, he was competent to

produce unique art-work in this department. He had

also emblazoned several proposed certificates of merit,

and these, with the medals, were critically examined by

fellow exposants from several countries. At that time the

proposed medal was a great matter of discussion ; as to

possess it, whatever its design, would not only be an
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honour, but was expected to increase the refutation and

aid the future of those whose exhibits won the prize.

The form of this medal was curious, somewhat after the

famous medallion of Augustus Caesar, and the proposed

mottoes and inscriptions were well selected, especially

one for a certificate of merit. This we give in Latin,

with its translation, as it met with general approval.

Humani generis progressus,

Ex communi omnium labore ortus,

Uniuscuj usque industriae debet esse finis :

Hoc adjuvando,

Dei opt : max : voluntatem exsequimur.

The progress of the human race,

Resulting from the common labour of all men,

Ought to be the final object of the exertion of each individual

In promoting this end,

We are carrying out the will of the great and blessed God.

While examining its construction of language and its

sentiments with a group of hopeful competitors for

honourable awards, the Christian teacher took exception

to the statement that human effort, however good and

great, " ought to be the final object of all men," and he

endeavoured to convince them that "the conclusion of

the whole matter," as arrived at by the wise king, was

the right of the question. " Fear God and keep His

commandments, for this is the whole duty of man," and

that " seeking first the kingdom of God and His right

eousness" led to the cultivation of all gifts calculated

to advance the good of the human race.
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Though original and beautiful in conception, the works

of the young artist were too unfinished to be adopted in

the form of his ambition, but they found professional

friends for him, and indirectly led to the higher good, as

the following incident will show.

About three months after the conversation narrated,

he, with his Christian acquaintance, and several prize

winners, were standing under the great tree in the central

transept, examining their medals and certificates of

merit, when the remark was ventured :—

" You know, gentlemen, that there is promise of a yet

greater prize. ' To him that overcometh will I give a

white stone, and in the stone a new name written, which

no man knoweth, saving he that receiveth it! The gift

of that stone by the Righteous Judge, ' who giveth to

every man according as his work shall be,' means ac

quitted from the penalty of the broken law, with the title

upon it of adoption into the Royal Family of Heaven.

I trust that each of you have decided for Christ ? "

" I have, sir," the young man replied thoughtfully, as
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they separated from the others and walked down the

transept. " When you first spoke to me I had a troubled

conscience, as, after once taking the sacrament, I fell

back into a worldly and sinful life. I have sought for

mercy, and for the past few weeks have enjoyed peace

with God, and long to be useful as a Christian."

" Thanks be to God," exclaimed his friend, "for your

right decision and boldness in confessing Christ. By

all means yield fully to the holy impulse to devote your

self to the Divine service. Wherever there is life there

is motion, and activity as a Christian is the secret of

rapid growth in grace and in preparing for the unend

ing service of praise. Let us cement a closer friendship,

and I will set you to work."

The offer was accepted with some emotion, and the

friends lingered in the palace until arrangements were

made for them to visit a sick man in Middlesex Hos

pital on the next Sunday afternoon, and in the evening

to teach in a Ragged School. That friendship lasted

for several years, as the young die-sinker attained to a

good position and was doing sound work in the Church

when he left England to join an uncle in New York.

When there, as his letters testified, he renewed a life of

Christian usefulness.

Each of the eight evangelists to the Exhibition had

cause for gratitude and encouragement in their labours.

Five have finished the earthly service of the Saviour,

and those who survive are still zealous in good works.
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The other day we were speaking to one of them, when

he remarked, " That was a happy summer we spent to

gether in Hyde Park twenty-six years ago ; it seemed

as though the blessing of God rested upon everything

and everybody."

But then all proceeded pleasantly in that fairy-like

palace, as during the five months of its existence there

was a reign of good temper and happiness within its pre

cincts.* Time, indeed, passed so rapidly, that that sum

mer in London appeared to glide to its close as a length

ened day; and as the morning drew near for the closing

ceremony a general desire was expressed for its continu

ance if only for a few weeks. Arrangements with exhi

bitors would not allow of this, and therefore, upon the

fifteenth day of October, the Prince Consort received

the British and Foreign Commissioners in the vast central

nave. He was met with an universal expression of af

fection and gratitude, for all felt that his grand conception

had succeeded, to the lasting benefit of England and

the world. All that was right and courteous, to the

smallest detail, had been accomplished, and no compro

mise of principle had been permitted. That sign between

God and His people, the Sabbath, had been strictly ob

served in the " Palace ; " and the closing words of the

good Prince in his reply to the Report of the Commission

ers, read by Viscount Canning, proved that his spring of

* Appendix, Note I.
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motive and successful effort was deep religious feeling.

His memorable words were,—

" Let us receive it (tliis success) as an auspicious omen

for the future ; and while we return our humble and

hearty thanks to A Imighty God for the blessings He has

vouchsafed to our labours, let us all earnestly pray that

that Divineprovidence which has so benignantly watched

over and shielded this illustration of nature's productions,

conceived by human intellect andfashioned by human skill,

may stillprotect us, and may grant that this interchange of

knowledge, resultingfrom the meeting of enlightenedpeople

infriendly rivalry, may be dispersedfar and wide over dis

tant lands ; and thus, by showing our mutual dependence

upon each other, be a happy means of promoting unity

among nations, andpeace andgoodwill among the various

races of mankind''

Many friendships had been formed among officials re

presenting foreign governments and amongst exhibitors

in the " Palace " from various peoples, while at that time

in England's capital all men appeared to be friends.

There were, therefore, many farewell meetings, to one

of which we were drawn by bonds of Christian regard,—

the closing praise- and prayer-meeting, which was held

in the back room of Leicester Square, where the band of

evangelists gave thanks for blessings granted on their

labours, and commended each other to the keeping of

the God of all grace. They told of discouragements so

great that several had returned to their own country ;
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but those who had persevered to the end obtained ac

cess to foreign hotels, cafes, and lodging houses, in

which many visitors gladly received the tidings of

great joy ; and were pleased at the opportunity to obtain

copies of the written word of God. Regret was ex

pressed that " regulations " had prevented their efforts

among foreign exhibitors in the Crystal Palace itself ; but

as hundreds of thousands of silent messengers of peace

had been circulated, and a true if feeble testimony given,

the Divine blessing was asked in several languages and

in many prayers of faith. The parting of these brethren

was hopeful and cheerful. They, indeed, had a good

hope that many who had come from the uttermost parts

of the earth to see the wisdom of man would return,

saying, " Behold, a greater than Solomon was there ;"

and having resurrection-life in Jesus they anticipated

the time when the ransomed from all ends of the earth

should meet before the throne in the " City of our God,"

there to unite with the Church triumphant in the an

thems of unending praise for their accomplished and

complete redemption. And thus we separated, each

man to his own nation and home.
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" Uplift a thousand voices, full and sweet,

In this wide hall, with earth's inventions stored,

And praise the invisible, universal Lord,

Who lets once more in peace the nations meet,

Where science, art, and labour have outpoured

Their myriad horns of plenty at our feet.

' ' O silent father of our kings to be,

Mourned in this golden hour of jubilee,

For this, for all, we weep our thanks to thee.

The world-compelling plan was thine :

And lo ! the long laborious miles

Of palaces ; lo ! the grand aisles,

Rich in model and design."

Tennyson.
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LEVEN years had passed before a universal

desire was gratified, by England inviting the

world to form another repository in her

capital. The Palace of Crystal, with its won

drous contents, had, " like the baseless fabric

of a vision," been rapidlyremoved; but a powerful

influence of its own creation remained. The eye had not

been satisfied with seeing, nor the intellect with judging,

while impulse had been given to improvement in every

department of industry and art. Its financial success

to some extent provided for this craving after in

creased knowledge, as the Royal Commissioners closed

their accounts with the magnificent balance of £186,000.

This was wisely expended in forming that permanent

home for products of genius in every department of

human effort, the South Kensington Museum. Other

cities of the empire and other countries of the world

were led by like impulse to gather into buildings of their

own the produce of hand and brain. But these were

more or less national, and were in some cases the result

of energy on the part of rulers and in others of citizens
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with public spirit. The Palais de VIndustrie, in the

Carre Marigny, was for instance the thought of the Prince

President ; and that of Dublin, the thought of one of her

successful citizens, whom the people have honoured with

a statue, and also with a ballad expressive of his cha

racter and favourite attitude.

" Hard work filled his coffers with gold,

For the good of mankind he'll unlock it ;

For science and art thousands freely are told

By the man with his hand in his pocket." *

This multiplying of local exhibitions forced the con

viction upon Prince Albert and the English people, that

at the end of a decade of years it would be well to

witness progress and give impetus to this form of uni

versal good by calling the nations to another festival

of peace. The many national were indeed but prepara

tions for another international rivalry in the industries and

arts. Great therefore was the satisfaction, and cheerful

the response, when the invitation spread from shore to

shore, from centre to centre of human effort, to peoples

of all tribes and languages, to take part in keen but

friendly contests in London during the summer of 1862.

In the meantime adequate preparations were being

made in the chief city of the world for the fair treatment

and for the personal comfort of the representatives of all

peoples. Prince Albert, at the head of an experienced

* William Durgan.
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body of Commissioners, designed, controlled, and gave

such effect to the gigantic scheme, that another building

of immense proportions rose rapidly near the greensward

of Hyde Park. The impetus given to Manufacture and

Art was felt in ten thousand factories and studios the

world throughout. Arrangements for the transit of

exhibits . of untold number, variety, and worth were

being made, and plans for the gathering together of

vast multitudes of the people of the earth approached

completion. The anticipation of another summer of

peace, gladness, and joy was strong throughout the

British dominions and neighbouring nations, when the

gloom of a deep sorrow gathered over the earth, and

made sad the hearts of men.

Early in December, 1861, a rumour spread through

London that Prince Albert was far from well, and the

anxiety became painfully intense as daily bulletins

announced that a dangerous disease was prostrating

the strength of the royal patient. So general became

the distress, that the silence of sorrow hushed the tur

moil of the city streets, and sadness was expressed on

every countenance. One strong force of solicitude

united the subjects of Queen Victoria, so that the

highest in rank and the poorest in condition were

moved by one emotion of heartfelt care. Many

crowded to the temples of the Most High God, in

whose hands are the issues of life and of death, and in

in them, with earnest and deepfelt utterance, made
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prayer for their Prince and their Sovereign, while the

people,—yes, the whole nation,—in breathless submis

sion awaited the terrible result. That issue soon came.

Upon the 14th of December the decree of the Almighty-

Ruler was accomplished. It was His holy will, though

inscrutable to us, that His royal servant, in the beauty

of his manhood and the ripeness of his intellect,

should ascend to the place prepared for him in the

ineffable glory. There was solemn stillness in the

chamber of Windsor Castle as the beloved Prince yielded

himself to the sweet sleep of the righteous. Sheltered

in the cleft of the Rock of Ages his was soft repose.

Triumphing by simple faith in Jesus, the victory over

death was gained, and the innumerable company of the

redeemed received one immortal companion more. But

the land was filled with mourning, and the cry of lamen

tation spread through the nations, because a great man

had fallen ; and the world felt that it had sustained

a loss never to be repaired. A sympathy as deep as

the spring of emotions in the human heart was felt

throughout the British Isles and the vast empire of the

Queen, for her its Sovereign ; while prayerwithout ceasing

was made for her and the royal children, that the God of

all consolation might comfort them with the special help

of heavenly grace. When the time came to consign the

mortal body to the last resting-place, there was an out

burst of passionate and universal grief, and years passed

before the deep wound the nation had received was
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healed ; and while this generation lasts, mourners for the

good Prince Consort will not cease in this realm of

England, which benefited so largely by his presence,

his genius, and his goodness.

The influence of the creating and controlling mind

was lost ; and yet it was thought right that his efforts for

peace and progress should not be stayed, that his works

should follow him. Much and increased effort was there

fore thrown into the preparations, and by Mayday, 1862,

the second Great Exhibition was ready for the opening

ceremony. The absence of the Sovereign, and its cause,

cast a shadow over the proceedings ; and yet a quiet

magnificence marked the event. Representatives of all

nations, and 30,000 visitors, assisted at the opening by

the Duke of Cambridge, while 200 choristers and 400

musicians gave effect to the setting, by Sir Sterndale

Bennett, of the Ode by the Poet Laureate which we have

placed at the front of this chapter.

Upon entering, the contrast between this building and

the palace of glass struck us as very great. The massive

walls of brick, unornate even to plainness, with its roof

of heavy girders, supported by thick iron pillars, gave

it an expression of solidity and strength, which was

relieved by a mighty dome of. iron and glass upon the

axis of each transept. These rose to a height of 200

feet, and were crowned by ornamental finials fifty-five

feet high. Each of these were well toned by colours

and adorned with maxims of heavenly and earthly
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wisdom, said to have been selected by the Prince

himself, such as " RICHES AND HONOUR COME OF

Thee, and Thou reignest over all;" and

"Alternately the nations learn and teach."

Large as was the building,—988,000 square feet,—the

space was scarcely adequate to the collections gathered

within it, as, in addition to the garnered industries and

sculptures of the world, a picture gallery of vast extent,

and richly covered with the choice works of ancient and

modern masters, had been added. And then, alas ! as

if to show that the " reign of universal peace," though

desired, is not yet,—that the temple of Janus was not

closed to be opened no more,—there were many speci

mens of cannon, guns, and " the leaden messengers of

death." There, to use the words of Tennyson,—

" Were trophies brought from every main,

And mixed, as life is mixed with pain,

The arts of peace with those of war."

Sad reminders, indeed, that man, fallen man, with all his

civilization and intellectual force, cannot of himself rid

the earth of that withering curse, the sword ; that this

can only be done by subjecting himself, with all his

tribes and families, to His government who reigneth in

righteousness, and whose sceptre will increase its dominion

until His peace shall influence rulers and people, and

the nations shall learn war no more.

It was as a king's messenger, from the Prince of
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Peace, that a Christian man entered the Exhibition a

few days after the opening ceremonial ; and as his mis

sion became of interest in this and other palaces of

industry, we narrate the circumstances of his appoint

ment, as written by a young lady, in the Rectory of the

pretty village of Sweffling, Suffolk.*

" I am a clergyman's daughter, and my home is a quiet spot, far

removed from the noise and din of cities. It is the first of May,

and I am sitting by the open window, looking out into the garden,

watching the unfolding blossoms, and listening to the warbling of

many feathered songsters, as they one and all unite to welcome the

glad return of the pleasant summer time. It is their holiday, this

lovely first of May, and I gladly think of the thousands and thou

sands of the weary sons of toil who can say the same. My mind

wanders to the Great Exhibition, open to-day for the first time to the

admiring gaze of the world. I think of the pomp and splendour, of

the excitement and the noise ; and sadly of him who would have

been the chief among the chiefs, the foremost in admiration and

honour, as well as in rank and power, but who has gone away

where earth and all its grandeur shall never affect him more. These

thoughts sober me, or I too might have sung, with the birds, the

advent of my approaching holiday. For an event,—one of those

few which always form an epoch in the uneventful life of a country

clergyman's family,—takes place to-morrow. I am going to Lon

don, so I too shall soon see this Great Exhibition, shall mix in its

wondering crowds and all the spectacle of treasures, the half of

whose splendour has not been told me, shall have a real feast for

all my delighted senses. I was a little girl ten years ago ; but I

remember the Exhibition of 1851. Will the daughter surpass the

mother ? Difficult problem to solve for wiser heads than mine ; so

* Miss V. M. Skinner.
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I put it aside, and turn over the pages of the magazine I hold in

my hand. A story rivets my attention. It is this, ' An Asiatic

gentleman visited our shores to see the first Great Exhibition ; but,

on his return home, told the mournful tale, that all the time he had

been in England,—pre-eminently the land of Gospel light and know

ledge,—he had never once heard the name of Jesus, nor had any one

cared for his soul.' 'Now,' thought I, 'this is a reproach to us

English Christians. It is to our disgrace that we should ever allow

any foreigners to come here unloved and uncared-for ; withholding

from them our best-beloved treasure ; concealing from them the

pearl of great price, which they too have a right to possess ; and

forbidding them the knowledge of that which, rightly used, would

make them wise and great as ourselves. But I—what can I do to

wipe off such a reproach, or prevent its occurring again ? I am un-

influential, and have no Queen of Sheba among my friends to pour

their treasures at my feet, no Solomon to guide me with his

counsel ; and yet, God helping me, / will try. I will become an

exhibitor. The Bible shall be my staple commodity—the grand

old volume which maketh wise unto salvation through faith in

Christ Jesus ! and my lesser wares shall be books and tracts, dis

persed wherever an opportunity shall offer.'

" Such were my thoughts. To-morrow comes, and with it the

train destined to convey me to town. The bell rings, and I am off,

away from aged friends and young ; from the smiles and good

byes of my country school-children, who will, I know, be so pleased

to welcome me home, and to hear all my wonderful tales of that

wonderful place for which I am bound.

" There are many men in London, good, rich, and powerful ; and

yet I only know one. But he is a man of faith, and will, I am per

suaded, aid to the utmost of his power any effort to promote the

good work I have at heart. He comes to me, and we talk the

matter over. How shall I introduce my wares into the Exhibition,

and who will go for me ? We bend the knee and ask for counsel

and wisdom from on high, as many difficulties present themselves.

At last I said, ' Will you go ? Will you be a standard-bearer there?
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Will you go forth as a sower, bearing precious seed, sowing beside

all waters, in silent faith and prayer ?' He consents. His spare

time (for he has already plenty to do) shall be devoted to this work,

and his summer holiday. Arrangements are made, Bibles and

tracts supplied, and after a few days I return to my country home

thanking Him who has opened the way. Weak and feeble was this

beginning ; but who can tell the good resulting from it ? We had

no committee of honourable men to direct and sustain our move

ment. No gain but the joy of a blessed work was ours ; but I

cannot forget that Christ sent out His labourers by two and two.

' He hath chosen the weak things of this world to confound the

wise ; yea, and things that are not to bring to naught things that

Though separated by many miles from each other, the

co-workers were for several days active in their prepa

ration for that which they both regarded as a great and

trying, although a self-imposed, labour. Counsel was

taken and progress reported by the daily post. The

lady sending packets of letters written by herself in

English, French, German, and Italian, for distribution

among the waitresses and employes, her working part

ner distributing these, while by planning and energy*

ways and means of usefulness were opened up. As

regulations forbade the giving away of printed papers in

the building, a large selection of tracts, well and attract

ively printed, were made, and each of these was placed

in a fashionable envelope. Bibles and books were also

accumulated, and the necessity was soon felt for a large

♦Appendix, Note II.
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depot outside, and a small one inside the Exhibition ;

and these were providentially obtained.

A piece of unoccupied land at the west side of the

Exhibition was let for refreshment tents and temporary

erections, in which a strange variety of things were sold

by men and women of various nationalities. This com

mended itself as a splendid mission field, and a full day

was spent in visiting each occupier. The foreigners,

many of whom could speak a little English, were gener

ally courteous ; but there were many exceptions to this

rule among the Englishmen. In one of the tents, for

instance, quite eighty workmen were refreshing them

selves, and groups gathered round the visitor who had

entered to give them illustrated publications. As the

distribution proceeded, coarse language was used by

several, and one man, with words of bitter hatred to the

truth, tore up his paper. " My good friends," ex

claimed the giver, in a cheerful undertone, and with a

pleasant smile, " do you see what's the matter with the

man ? He wants ' glass-papering.' " This saying, used

commonly among carpenters to express a "rough

fellow/' produced a peal of laughter, and the man was

quieted. Another short sentence, and the attention of

all was riveted to the speaker, who said, " The polishing

makes the difference with each of us. Some of you

men are stone-masons, and others are painters ; now

you know the value of skill—of finish in any man's

work. Let me tell you this. The religion of our Lord
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Jesus Christ not only makes a man clean-hearted and

happy, but it makes him good - natured and good-

tempered ; it does him good all the days of his life, and

fits him for eternal happiness. A rough stone from

nature's quarry, it polishes and fits him to become a

pillar in the temple of our God." " Thank you for

coming, sir," exclaimed the master of the tent. " I am

a total abstainer, and close here on Sundays, but I shall

be at any time glad to see you, and take your papers."

" Our acquaintance may be useful to each other," was

the reply. " I have much ammunition, and want a maga

zine in which to store it for a time. Will you oblige

me in this?" "Most gladly, sir," he answered. The

new friends shook hands, and so the outside depot was

formed.

The central nave of this Exhibition was of such

splendid proportions, and so richly decorated and

adorned with art work, that, upon entering, the visitor

became fascinated with its magnificence. Several visits

were indeed necessary before he became sufficiently

familiar with the scene to use his catalogue with plea

sure. It was upon a second visit, when the eye could

rest with comfort upon single objects, that the sower

who had entered to scatter precious seed paused before

the Spanish court. A tall handsome youth was arrang

ing the various exhibits when the visitor stopped to

examine them, and comparing a specimen of cloth with

his own coat, remarked,—
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" You Spaniards are advanced in manufactures. The

texture of this cloth is very fine."

" I am not a Spaniard," the youth replied, " but a

British subject, born on the rock of Gibraltar."

"And so you are a Rock Scorpion, are you ?" was

inquired with a smile.

The colour mounted to the face of the youth, as the

term is one of reproach, and used throughout Spain in

contempt of natives of the Rock ; he however smiled,

and told several Spanish gentlemen and exhibitors what

had been said. They laughed heartily, and using the

youth as interpreter, commenced a very lively conversa

tion. Towards its close attention was called to a piece

of carved work wrought by a deaf-and-dumb native of

Gibraltar, when the remark was ventured, that "the

Rock was a favoured spot, as the pure light of God's

Holy Word shone into it ;" and the youth was asked if

he would accept a copy, as a peace-offering for being

addressed by an ugly name. He was evidently pleased,

and said " that he was a Catholic, and not allowed to

read it at home ; but that he intended to get through it

while in England." One of the gentlemen, who proved

to be the Spanish Commissioner and a Grandee, in

structed the youth to say that " the Bible was shut out

of some countries, not because the priesthood wished it,

but for political reasons ; and that there was no harm

in reading it in England." His attention was directed

to a beautiful piece of sculpture in marble,—the regalia
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of England placed upon a Bible,—which was within

sight a little way down the nave, and the remark

ventured : " Spain is a great and beautiful country, and

her people are strong and brave, quite as good as the

English ; but Spain made a mistake by shutting out the

Bible, and England has become great by placing the

crown upon it." This led to further converse, in which

Bibles sufficiently well bound to be worthy of their

acceptance were offered to be sent in the course of a

few days. These were politely accepted, the party

shook hands all round ; and the " Rock Scorpion " with

beaming countenance bowed the visitor out of the

court.

While in conversation he had noticed that an ex

hibitor, a jeweller, and withal a Christian man, with

whom he had a slight acquaintance, was looking on

from the opposite gallery, and he therefore made his

way to the British Section to speak with him. Their

converse was long and earnest, as it concerned the ex

tension of the Kingdom of Righteousness ; and the plan

of the campaign, as far as it was then developed, was

confided to the friendly exposant. When the necessity

of a depository within the building for Bibles and other

materials was mentioned, the offer was heartily made,

" Use the under part of my case ; and if you please to

send parcels to my shop, they shall be passed in without

difficulty to you." The kind service was accepted, and

the evangelist left the Palace of Industry with thankful
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heart and hastened thus to write his fellow-worker

" Let us with humility of soul praise the Lord together,

for He in the Exhibition is opening a wide and effectual

door for the Gospel. Your letters are creating quite an

interest with young people from the Continent, and I

am wondrously well received. Depots have been estab

lished both outside and inside the Exhibition. As a

messenger, I am received with favour; therefore let

' the joy of the Lord be our strength,' and trust in

His promises and faithfulness our incentive in this

labour, and our support in its trials."
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(Continued.)

" Beside all waters sow,

The highway furrows stock,

Drop it where thorns and thistles grow

Scatter it on the rock.

" The good, the fruitful ground,

Expect not here nor there ;

O'er hill and dale, by plots 'tis found ;

Go forth, then, everywhere.

" Thou know'st not which may thrive,

The late or early sown :

Grace keeps the precious germs alive

When and wherever sown."

J. Montgomery,
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'T has always been conceded that in the

department of Fine Arts the '62 Exhibition

stood pre-eminent. There the giants of the

palette, all the great English painters, were

represented ; and pictures which had been

under guardianship in royal, ducal, and noble

residences, were for the first time gathered and shown

to an admiring world. To these galleries there was

a constant flow of visitors ; and as the walls were

richly covered with every variety of subject, there was

no lack of suggestions for the Christian teacher who

could speak from facts or in parable. The commission

aire who was a chief care-taker, was a fine old soldier

who had seen service in many climes. Under fire and

by wounds received he had earned a row of medals which

adorned his breast. Early one morning a book on the

matter of the " good fight of faith " was handed to him

by one of the first group of visitors ; and its acceptance

led to close converse about the enlisting, the fighting

power, the " exceeding great reward," and other subjects

connected with service in the army of the Lord's elect.
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This commenced an acquaintance which proved a life

blessing to the old warrior, who for many years had at

intervals resisted strong promptings to yield himself to

God and confess Christ before his comrades. The ac

quaintance was also valuable to his instructor, as it

secured introductions to several members of his corps,

who had quite a regiment of dusters and sweepers under

their orders. His acquaintance also gave facility for

conversation with visitors to the Gallery of Arts, many

of whom were of cultivated taste ; and often therefore

were the great arguments of man's responsibility to Al

mighty God, and the absolving power from the conse

quences of sin by the atonement of the Lord Jesus,

brought forward and reasoned out, pictures and sculp

tures of the highest art being used to give illustration

and force to the grand truths of Revelation. New

friends were daily made and influence rapidly increased

until a power for good was felt in every section of the

building. The Rector's daughter multiplied her letters,

and was soon brought into confidential correspond

ence with many of the young women employed in the

refreshment and photographic departments, and other

divisions of industries.* Her letter-carrier also ad

dressed many to her ; and as these have been preserved

to this day, a few extracts may be of interest to readers

who remember the vast building, its sections, courts, and

•Appendix, Note III.
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treasures. Though desultory and hastily written, they

may also give pleasure and encouragement to those who

desire the increase of His government who ere long

shall fill the earth with His glory, even with truth and

righteousness.

"May, 1862.

" Thanks for your packet of letters, many of which

have been already delivered, several in the Colonial

Section. The chiefattraction here, as you may remember,

is the Canadian timber trophy. This pile of logs and

planks, representing the land of forests, is at the end of

the north-eastern transept. It is very high and reaches

nearly to the roof. I noticed an entrance through the

logs and a succession of ladders and landings leading to

the top, from which a splendid view of the building is

obtained, and therefore made the ascent ; but when about

half way up, the pile began to vibrate, and I thought of

coming down, but a merry laugh from the top induced

me to persevere. Reaching the upper landing, I found

four young gentlemen, from twelve to sixteen years of

age ; they were standing upon the slender gallery out

side, at a dizzy height, shaking the timber with all their

strength. The result was that it quite oscillated. After

some pleasant remarks about the questionable safety of

our position, I placed my hand upon the arm of the

oldest of the party, and said, ' This is like a house built

upon the sand.' They at once apprehended my mean

ing, and gazed thoughtfully in my face, while I spoke
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of the rocks of the Holy Land, standing out above the

surface of the earth, and of the people they sheltered in

a time of danger or from the heat. The gentleman in

terrupted me to say that his brother had commenced his

travels, and last year saw some of those rocks and had

taken shelter by them. I reminded him that God had

appointed a man, even Jesus, to be a covert from the

storm :—

' The shelter of a mighty rock

Within a weary land,'

and inquired, ' if he had believed on Him to the saving

of the soul ? ' A full quarter of an hour was thus occu

pied, and a solemn impression evidently made.

" As another party came up, we were obliged to leave ;

and at the bottom we were met by an elderly man, an

old Canadian, who was very angry, and scolded us for

being so foolish as to shake the pile. I told him that I

was blameless, in fact that I had stopped the youths who

were doing it. ' You see, sir,' he remarked, ' it's them

young bloods that does it. They see no fear. The

thing is safe, but it ought not to be shaken. I am ex

pected to spend my life up there like an old crow, but

won't. I suggested that ' young bloods ' were valuable

in the colony ; when he spoke highly of English and

badly of Irish emigrants. I remarked that a good

Irishman was better than a bad Englishman. This led

to an interesting conversation about the influence of a

man's creed upon his life, and then the Scripture was

*
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pressed upon his attention, ' If any man be in Christ he

is a new creature.' His acquaintance is fairly made and

I have promised to see him again.

" When passing down the right side of the annexe I

met a young nobleman whose acquaintance had been

made when engaged in Christian work about a year ago.

He was in company with a friend, to whom his lordship

introduced me. We left that part together, as I was

desirous to show them several works of interest and

beauty in other parts of the building. I found it most

difficult to introduce religious subjects ; but an oppor

tunity occurred as we passed the corner of the Austrian

gallery. Our attention being arrested by the life-boat

in the Horticultural Gardens, with its flag bearing the

inscription, ' The Friend of all Nations,' I remarked, that

a few months ago I was conversing with the Governor

of the Tower in a private room, and noticed an axe of

ancient workmanship and terrible dimensions. Upon

inquiring its use and history, I was informed that it was

a headsman's axe, and had for more than a hundred

years been used for an official purpose. When a prisoner

was rowed in at the traitor's gate, an officer received him,

bearing the axe upon his shoulder with the blade

reversed, and in this way conducted him to his cell.

Upon the morning of the trial the officer used to take

charge of the prisoner, and conduct him to the trial-

chamber, still with the blade reversed ; but the moment

the verdict of guilty was pronounced, he would turn the
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sharp keen blade towards the prisoner, and so conduct

him back again to his cell ; and at the time of execution

would conduct him to the scaffold with the blade towards

him ; but should a pardon arrive in the interval, the

officer would approach the cell with the axe upon his

shoulder, the blade again reversed, thus significantly

expressing the royal clemency. ' It is thus, my lord/ I

exclaimed, pointing to the life-boat, 'that the Lord

Jesus is the friend of all nations. All men have sinned,

and " the axe is laid at the root of the tree." We stand

condemned ; but God is the justifier of sinners who

believe in Jesus. By an act of faith in Him, the axe is

reversed, the sentence cancelled, and all the blessings of

adoption bestowed.' After exchanging a few thoughts

about this great salvation, we parted ; and I retraced my

steps into the machinery annexe.

" Several Bibles were promised, and, amongst them,

one to a negro (who has charge of the ). He told

me that he was an African by birth ; but, when young,

had entered as a sailor on board an English ship. He

had been for the past fifteen years, however, in the

Prussian service, in one of the dockyards. He said that

he thought he was a Protestant, and used once to read a

Bible ; but had forgotten the language, though he could

read German very well. I therefore promised him a

German Bible, whereupon he rubbed his hands, and

gesticulated very strangely. May the book of God be

blessed to his salvation !

\
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" Upon passing the cannons near the nave I noticed

a group of gentlemen round the breech-loaders ; a naval

officer was questioning the youth in charge upon scientific

details, indeed, bantering him, to his own and other

people's amusement. The conversation was joined in for

the youth's defence, and a very lively discussion followed.

The subject changed, as we left together, to the probable

influence of those new weapons in promoting peace, which

enabled me to give it a still more serious tone, by re

marking that power was the question in religion as well

as war, that the Lord Jesus was mighty to save, and that

regeneration was an act of Divine power by which God

the Holy Spirit gives life to souls that are spiritually

dead. I walked up- the nave in conversation with the

officer and one of the gentlemen, and upon repassing the

guns noticed that the youth seemed desirous to speak

to me, so went up to him. He told me he had been

articled to a military engineer ; that he came to London

last week with two other youths ; they are without friends

in London and lodge at the same house. He added

that last Sunday was a miserable day ; that they wan

dered about the town and in the evening went into a

chapel ; but they felt unhappy and friendless, as it was

their first Sunday away from home and their own places

of worship. I advised with him and then gave him a

card, upon the back of which was the address of the

Young Men's Christian Association, adding underneath,

' Receive the bearers as my friends.' I also took the
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address of the youth and promised to write to him. He

is intelligent. When you go to the Exhibition again

you might like to speak to him—mention my name.

" Left the building with a Roman Catholic physician,

with whom I have a seat upon a local committee for the

erection of a drinking fountain. As we were speaking at

his carriage door, a group of foreigners were noticed

.standing behind, as though they wished to speak to me.

One of them asked in very good English for some Italian

and Dutch tracts. His companion wanted some in

. French ; but none were left. I walked with them into

the Brompton Road, when they told me that they were

going to the East End, we therefore got upon the roof

of an omnibus, and all the way to the Bank they

were reasoned with out of the Scriptures. Two were

Romanists ; but the one who spoke English so well held

extraordinary views, more infidel than anything else.

The way of salvation was set before them in the sim

plest language at command. Returned home exhausted,

but very glad to have been privileged to speak of the

Saviour to so many immortal souls, and to scatter so

much seed of the kingdom in the form of printed truth.

We must be much in prayer that the Lord may give a

large increase."

" May 24.

" It has pleased our Lord to put this thing into your

heart, and His glory will most certainly be promoted if

we carry on our enterprise in His name alone. I shall
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esteem it a privilege to continue to visit the Exhibition

upon the Saturday and at other times (when duties will

not be interfered with), and to distribute the printed

truth you may collect for that purpose, having resolved

to assist in this good work to the utmost of my power,

as openings may arise."

" June.

" To-day there is news both good and bad for you.

The good news is this :—About six o'clock yesterday I

left the building, and met my little son outside, who

had brought me about two hundred tracts for distribu

tion in the tents. My heart was cheered at finding how

much is now being done in the name of the Lord for

the souls of men who come to the world's fair. In the

Brompton Road, not two hundred yards from the build

ing, is a British and Foreign Bible depot, where all

Bibles published by the Society can be had at cost

price, over the entrance of which is written in twenty-

eight languages the words 'And NOW HEAR WE

EVERY MAN IN OUR TONGUE WHEREIN WE WERE'

BORN.' In the Cromwell Road, at the most important

corner of the Exhibition, a beautifully ornamented

building has recently been erected, divided into seven

compartments, in each of which a man stands with an

immense supply of books of the Bible and tracts at

his side. In front is a board with this soul-stirring in

scription upon it—' Here the Word of God is freely

given in seven languages ;' and over each department
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is the name of the tongue in which the book is given—

Hebrew, Swedish, German, English, French, Italian,

Spanish. People of all nations flock by thousands to

receive portions of the Divine Word, usually complete

books, like the Acts of the Apostles, which I sent you.

The English passers-by have each a small packet of

cards given to them ; these cards have on one side some

striking question, such as, ' What think ye of Christ ? '

and corresponding passages from Holy Scripture on the

other, e.g., I Tim. i. 1 5 ; 1 Peter iii. 6 ; 1 Cor. xv. 3 ;

Heb. ix. 26 ; Rom. v. 6. This is an individual effort,

though subscriptions are received towards the books.

Next door to this place is an iron church, called ' Gospel

Hall,' in which sermons are daily preached in various

languages, and prayer-meetings held. The incense of

praise should rise from our hearts, because our Heavenly

Father has inclined His people thus to care for the

souls of men. May His glory this year go forth from

our island to the ends of the earth !

" The bad news is a change which has passed over

the field at the western end of the building. The whole

of it, which was marked out for building plots, has been

let for booths and tents of various dimensions. Pub

licans have taken quite a number of them, and obtained

licence to sell spirits and beer, while several have made

arrangements for dancing and singing. So this will be

a fair of a low description kept up during the time the

Exhibition is open, and will no doubt prove a curse and
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a snare to many of our country people and to foreigners.

At the end of one very long booth a low dirty man

was painting a large canvas sign. The waiters of the

establishment, consisting chiefly of youths and girls,

were standing round, with admiration upon each coun

tenance. I went in and called for tea, and while they

were bringing it made the acquaintance of the artist ;

he had painted the name and sign, and was dis

playing his powers upon the unicorn and lion. Such

animals, after the pictures inside the Exhibition ! Our

talk was about high art at first, then about John Bun-

*yan's picture gallery, the Holy Bible. On speaking to

them of one picture, the Prodigal Son, the artist stated

almost with tears, that he was a prodigal, having once

been a member of a Baptist Church ; but that accursed

drink had ruined him. The words were commented

upon, 'Thou hast destroyed thyself, but in Me is thy

help.' Suitable advice was given with my address,

and an invitation to call at any time. The young

woman who brought tea seemed much pleased with the

' Sinner's Friend,' and another tract given to her with

words of counsel. After a few minutes she came back

and said, ' Please, sir, the lady that serves the beer,

would be glad of the "Sinner's Friend ;" she is crying,

and says that her husband died with one just like this

in his hand, and that he used to read and pray out of

it.' Upon leaving she beckoned me into the bar ' par

lour.' She is a very low woman, with seven rings upon
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her fingers, nearly all of them men's rings. She was

glad to converse about religion, though her darkness of

soul was truly distressing. The landlord, who had been

keenly watching the proceedings, accepted an illustrated

paper, and spoke pleasantly ; so this place is also open

for our testimony.

"The keepers of our depdt are more friendly than ever,

and their friendship will be of increased value in this

new effort. How true and how gracious is the arrange

ment ' that all things shall work together for good.'

" In one of the other tents there were about thirty

poor foreigners, so poor and ragged that you would won

der how they got over here, and why they came. Ad

dressing them in a cheerful tone, I enquired how many

could speak English ? Several replied at once, whereupon

were offered about fifty tracts in different languages,

which they eagerly distributed amongst themselves.

One of them, a French upholsterer resident in England,

said that he rejected all creeds as the inventions of

priests. In reply, I stated the simple plan of salva

tion, and then gave several copies of Comment savoir

que la Bible est vraie.'

" Progress is being made among the foreign exhibitors.

The Spaniards were much pleased with the Bibles, and

the ' Rock Scorpion ' has introduced me to the Turk

in the Ottoman court opposite. He is a Mahometan,

and expresses reverence for Christ; but the Cross is an

offence to him. He can read in English, and accepted
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a New Testament. In the German courts I have been

so fortunate as to make friends with a young Prussian

who can speak English well, so I have now at my

command three interpreters ; does not this sound im

portant ?

" July.

" This month has commenced with large expectations,

and with many will close with disappointed hope. The

Jurors have been very active for some weeks past, and

now they are examining exhibits in their various sections

very closely, in order to make their final awards. The

spirit of rivalry is strong, and I am expected to speak

admiringly of all products ; but, as every man's friend, it

is quite a relief when able to express ignorance so pro

found as to be incapable of forming an opinion. In this

case it is easy to wish every rival a medal, or at least

a certificate of merit. In the machinery annexe the

other day, the approach of the Jury stopped conversation
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with a group of men ; and to avoid them and the

pressure of the crowd I made my way through the ma

chinery, and in doing so passed a man, a fine specimen

of an intelligent mechanic, who was seated, reading

Goldsmith's ' History of England.' A glance showed

that his attention was fixed upon the life of Henry VII,

I therefore paused, and handing him the Gospel of

St. John, said, ' Here is part of the great biography,—

some leading passages in the life of the King of kings

and Lord of lords, of that King who was rejected by

His people, but upon whose head there are now many

crowns.' The man looked at me thoughtfully and ex

pressed thanks for the book. Placing my hand upon

his arm, the question was asked, ' Are you well

acquainted with that life, which was a miracle from

the manger to Golgotha ? ' 'I have read it, sir,' he

said ; ' but the truth is, I cannot believe all the Bible

says about Jesus Christ' He informed me that very

early in life he was the subject of deep impressions,

but that his fellow-workmen had induced him to attend

theological lectures, which had quite destroyed his faith

in the pretensions of Christ. At times he had felt un

comfortable in his mind, and had then read the Bible

as well as infidel books ; but the result had always been

to strengthen his conscientious objections to the Chris

tian system. As is usual with men of his class, he

spoke of the development of the human mind, and of

philosophy and science being the destined regenerators
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of our race. When I found that he filled the important

office of ' machinery man,' and that it was his duty

to connect the bands of the working engine with the

various machines, so that by an act of his a mass of

Inert mechanism instantaneously became subject to

complicated motion and invested with great power, a

suitable line of arguments occurred. After premising

that the inner world of man's spiritual being has its

facts as well as the outer and material, I went on to
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show him that, however wonderful the powers and

capabilities of a man's soul—that he, while in a state

of spiritual deadness, was like the machinery around

us until the steam force was communicated to it ; that

man in a state of nature is dead, and incapable of

loving God, or otherwise exercising the powers of his

higher being ; but that the ever-blessed Creator, by an

act of clemency, pardons sinners who believe in Jesus,

and gives His Holy Spirit to them, so that there have

been in all ages, and still are, multitudes of men of

whom it can be said, 'And you hath He quickened,

who were dead in trespasses and sins.' I was pro

ceeding to show him the powers of a soul under the

influence of God the Holy Spirit, when he stopped me

and said (evidently under a feeling of strong emotion),

' I see it all, sir, just as if scales had fallen from my

eyes. I have had my machinery, philosophy and

science, and Bible, and all sorts of books ; but I have

never prayed " Give me Thy Holy Spirit." ' Then I

added, ' Utter that prayer to your Heavenly Father in

the name of His well-beloved Son, and you shall be

endued with power from on high, for He hath said,

" I will give My Holy Spirit to them that ask Me." '

I parted from him as from a friend, for my soul was knit

to that man. Since then I have seen him twice, and

consider that he is under the influence of truth. He is

reading ' Nelson on Infidelity,' and also Pearson's book.

"As regards the visitors to the world's fair, there is
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much to encourage effort among them ; and so inter

esting are the conversations, that to select from them is

difficult. For instance, I was seated in the Tasmanian

trophy, talking to a gentleman, a half-caste from Cal

cutta, who had only a limited knowledge of the

Scriptures, but talked fluently of the beauties of the

Shasters,—well, while thus engaged, a lady and gentle

man, with several children, came up, and sat near us.

One of the little girls said to the gentleman, ' Why don't

they have live things here, papa? I wish they had.'

' Indeed/ I replied, ' there is a live creature here exhi

bited, and only one ; and, strange to say, it was proba

bly alive hundreds of years ago, though it belongs to a

very short-lived race.' All present looked incredulous ;

so we led the way to the open court, and there showed

them the frog in the piece of stratified coal, in which it

had been hermetically sealed for ages, but had been

resuscitated by contact with the air. The whole group,

especially the young people, were much interested ; and

the conversation turned on the subject of geological

wonders. After a time, it was observed that there was

a remarkable geological passage in one of the Psalms,

the 102nd, 'Thou, Lord, in the beginning, hast laid the

foundations of the earth ;' and then spoke of the won

derful superstructure which the Creator of all things has

built upon it. 'And what He has done upon that earth,'

remarked the gentleman, ' is the greatest of all wonders.

Upon it He has displayed His attributes, and by His
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Son wrought out a plan of salvation.' 'And what He

intends doing,' I rejoined, looking round upon the people:

' The day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night ;

in the which the heavens shall pass away with a great

noise, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the

earth also and the things that are therein shall be

burned up.' A few words were then spoken in a conver

sational way about the redeemed from the earth, and a

call was given to repentance and faith in Christ Jesus.

Several persons seemed to feel the solemn import of

these words, but others made light of them. Two young

men went laughing into the refreshment-booth. The

gentleman and I shook hands, and parted as brethren in

the same holy calling.

"When left alone, the bells of different parts of the

building were ringing out their deep and pleasant chimes.

I was weary, and sat thinking over the work of the day.

The vast edifice was filled with products of man's genius

and power, and it well represented 'the kingdoms of

the world, and the glory of them.' Men of various

nations and many tribes had been conversed with, but

they were few who gave 'the glory to God ;' few indeed

had faith, while the multitude walked in darkness, and

many gave evidence of enmity against the ever-blessed

One. While thinking upon these things, the desire of

the Church rose in my heart—the cry which deepens

as the ages roll on — 'Come, Lord Jesus, come

quickly.'
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' Come, Lord, and take away

The curse, the sin, the stain,

And make this blighted world of ours

Thine own fair world again.' "

"August.

" Yesterday's work commenced in the gallery of the

French court, as I had a Bible for a young man there.

He is an exhibitor from the South of France, and be

longs to a cloth factory. Like all the Frenchmen con

versed with in this place, he is without God, thoughtless,

and ignorant ; he classed the Popish faith and the Bible

together, and laughed at them both when first spoken to

on the subject. Several tracts were given to him in an

envelope, among them the one, 'How do I know the

Bible is true?' which arrested his attention ; and we had

some conversation about this subject. A Bible was

promised him with the passage referred to turned down.

This was taken, and an important discussion followed, as

he had evidently been led to think upon the subject of

Divine revelation. He was much perplexed at the num

ber of sects, or, as he called them ' religions ' in this Bible

country. As this appeared to be a stumbling-block in his

way, I took great pains to set him right in the matter,

showing him that in an army of soldiers there are various

arms of the service, and many regiments, each distin

guished by differences of dress, but that all swore alle

giance to the same sovereign, obeyed the commanding

general, and acted upon the Articles of War ; and so all

men created anew in Christ Jesus, loved the one God,
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followed the only Saviour, and kept to the one rule of

faith—the Holy Bible. I then added, that there was

real unity between the disciples of Jesus Christ, though

not uniformity ; and opening the Bible he had received,

caused him to read John xv. 4-7, and explained that as

the branch drew its vital sap from the vine, so the real

Christian drew life from Jesus, whatever section of the

Church he might belong to. He seemed deeply im

pressed. May the word spoken be effectual to the

salvation of his soul ! Would it not be well if you

were to write him a letter upon the differences of sects,

and union with the Saviour. You might say that a

gentleman who gave him a Bible asked you to do so,

as he would understand the matter better in his own

language. Several opportunities for conversation oc

curred with persons who had not been spoken to before ;

for instance, a young lady, at one of the scent fountains

in the eastern annexe, kindly dipped my handkerchief

in the perfume. She was told about 'the Rose of

Sharon and the Lily of the valley;' and how the frag

rance of that Rose was spreading to all people under

heaven, and about the happiness of those who could

take up their song and say, 'Thy name is sweet, my

Saviour.' She was affected to tears ; but there was no re

sponse in her soul. One of your letters was given to her ;

may it lead her to know the sweet savour of His Name !

" As regards your letters, they are well, received, and

much read. One was given to a young woman in the side
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buffet, who told me she had copied one given to a

friend of hers ; and that, to her knowledge, four other

young persons had done the same. Another young

person enquired if she was at liberty to write to you,

and I assured her that she was."

" September.

" You may have heard that the Bible, which has been

exhibited in an obscure side gallery, has at length been

honoured by the Royal Commission with the prominence

which is its right. In the eastern gallery, just under the

clock, may be seen, in every tongue spoken under hea

ven, the Book which God gave to all His creatures ; and

what is more, the Sacred Book is opened, so that men

of strange languages can read its life-giving words. In

the centre of the case is a large English Bible, within an

alcove formed for the purpose. It is placed so as to be

convenient for reading ; and they are not a few visitors

who refresh themselves by the way.

" I was walking by it the other day with a Russian

gentleman,—an exhibitor,—a member of the Greek

Church, with whom several conversations had been held

about the nature of union with Christ, and the power of

saving faith. Upon this occasion we were speaking of the

universal reign of Jesus. As we approached the Bibles,

I was contending that a priesthood which professed to

offer sacrifices for the living and the dead was anti-

Christian, as opposed to the great High Priest who

offered one sacrifice for sins, and has entered into the
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heavenly place, where He ever liveth to make interces

sion for us, having completed the work of redemption.

The book was opened at the place where it is written,

'And nations that knew not thee, shall run unto thee,

because of the Lord thy God, and for the Holy One of

Israel, for he hath glorified thee.' We parted with mu

tual expressions of regard. He invited me to dine with

him, and I promised to procure a Russian Bible against

my next visit, as an expression of good-will.

" A gentleman of yellow complexion, very much like

a Lascar in appearance, stood reading the open page of

one of the Bibles, but evidently paying equal attention

to our words. I turned towards him, and gave him an

envelope of French tracts. He said he could read Eng

lish but not French. The tracts were therefore changed

and he was led into conversation about the subject-matter

of them. To my astonishment, he told me that I made

too much of Christ ; that He was only equal with Moses

or Solomon, and much below Mohammed, who was the

one true prophet of the one God. When doubt was

expressed as to whether Mohammed had credentials to

support his pretensions, my Moslem friend told strange

things about his power, among them—that the prophet

converted the king and court of Persia by a miracle,

and subdued vast armies by a power equal to the light

ning from heaven. We had wandered into the picture-

gallery, too intent upon our subject to notice the wonders

of art around us. We paused opposite a picture of
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Christ healing the sick, when I handed my new acquaint

ance to a seat, with the remark, 'let me show you in

what my Beloved is more than your beloved ; but listen

to a pleasing narrative by way of preface : ' and then

proceeded to tell him about a celebrated French painter,

who, from his youth, had been accustomed to regard

Jesus as an impostor, and had a prejudice against

His very name ; and that, upon receiving an order to

paint a picture representing His preaching the Sermon

upon the Mount, he felt it necessary to study His cha

racter as an historical personage. As he read the New

Testament, he conceived an outline of majesty, and

transferred it to the canvas ; but when he had to give

expression to the countenance, he thought of His deeds

of mercy and words of love, until he felt love towards

Him kindle in his own soul. Meditating still further

upon his subject, the painter exclaimed, ' He is the

chief, and altogether lovely!' and then, casting aside

his palette and brushes, fell upon his knees, exclaim

ing, 'My Lord and my God!' I proceeded to dwell

upon the attributes and the graces of the Redeemer's

character, and compared Him with the prophet of

Mecca. At parting, I placed my hand upon the arm of

my subdued companion, and in a solemn tone assured

him 'that God had exalted Jesus of Nazareth at His

right hand to be a Prince and a Saviour, and that there

was none other name under heaven given among men

whereby we could be saved.' He left me hastily, as he

G
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had an appointment, but appeared thoughtful and

thankful. He accepted my card, as did many others,

and was told how glad I should be to correspond

with him.

" One day and a very long evening had been spent in

the booths outside the Exhibition ; a work of increasing

importance, as these places are more resorted to than

they were at first. In addition to the country visitors,

the lowest part of our London population flock thither

in crowds, making them dangerous places for strangers.

Many persons have been robbed here, or inveigled into

the society of men who, under the pretext of getting

lodgings, or showing some novel sight, have made them

a prey.

" A visit of considerable interest occurred in the booth

of , known in London prize-fighting circles as

' the Pet Chicken.' A number of fighters and backers

were seated together, several of whom knew me, and

began joking at my expense in a very noisy manner.

After bearing with them a short time, I addressed them

thus :—' Well, gentlemen, you must know that this ring

is not often disgraced by a member of the P.R. entering

it, and after facing his adversary, playing the coward.'

(Cries of ' No, no.') ' Well, then,' I continued, ' you

would think lightly of me, if, after facing the ring,'

(looking round upon them), ' I should retire without

showing fight, inasmuch as I am called to " fight the

good fight of faith." ' (Cries of ' Go ahead,' ' Hold on,'
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etc.) ' Now,' know this, ' it's a much harder thing to

give a knock-down blow to a sinner's heart, and subdue

his rebellion to Almighty God, than it is to enter into the

" magic circle " with him ; and yet, until a man is sub

dued by the love of Christ, he continues to fight against

God.' Here there was disturbance by a hard-looking

man, who, in a very unamiable tone, assured us ' that he

always had an inkling for religion, and was quite up to

argue with me.' As he paused, I raised my voice and

said, ' It is not for argument I have come here ; but to

do that which the Lord Jesus commanded just before

He ascended into heaven—to declare or preach the

Gospel to you, because, as sinners, you are lost, eternally

lost, unless you can call Him by the glorious name of

Saviour.' I then, amidst comparative silence, told them

the meaning of the word ' Saviour,' explaining how

Christ came to save His people from, not in, their sins.

They all gazed in my face as I spoke, and several of

them seemed quite to feel the force of my appeal. Upon

my leaving, all held out their hands for tracts, and

several rose from their seats.

" These visits have been referred to because they in

volve points of interest ; but the many ordinary conversa

tions in which words of Scripture have been repeated and

enforced must not be passed over without notice, seeing

that our God does bless the simple utterances of His

truth to the accomplishment of His purposes of mercy.

I have spent many happy hours in this Exhibition
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in very ordinary work, feeling confident that the giving

of printed truth, and repeating portions of Scripture, can,

by the Divine blessing, be made very powerful for good."

" October.

"The last visit, on Friday, was paid to the agricultural

labourer, who is held in admiration by Commissioners,

exhibitors, and our large world of visitors. His cottage,

in a village near Lincoln, is built beside a stream, at

the upper part of which is a brewery. Corks and bungs

float past his little garden. These he stopped and col

lected, because the thought occurred to him that he

might with them construct a model of Lincoln Cathedral.

For ten years he thus employed his leisure hours, and

the product is an extremely perfect representation of that

ancient ecclesiastical building. He is a Wesleyan and a

very devout man; and though uneducated, it is a pleasure

to converse with him about the things which pertain

to the kingdom of God.* There are other Christian

* The following appeared a few years after, in the daily news

papers :—

" Extraordinary and Successful Result of Industry.—

Visitors to the International Exhibition may perhaps remember a

model of Lincoln Cathedral, made of old corks, which was there exhi

bited, being the work of an agricultural labourer named Anderton,

and which employed the whole of his leisure time for above ten years

to complete. Several thousands of old corks were used in its con

struction, which were collected by Anderton himself; and not more

than sixpence was laid out by him in cork, although a well-known
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exhibitors, and one result of our work is the bringing

them into friendly intercourse, to their own benefit and

strengthening of our effort for good. He is in difficulty

what to do with it when the Exhibition is closed, so I

have promised him space at the Polytechnic.

" I am deeply interested in the spiritual state of a young

man, a German who has charge of Chemical Substances

in that section. As an interpreter, he has often done me

good service. Upon an early visit I had pleasing converse

with him, and gave him a Bible, he also received the first

letter you wrote to ' a German exhibitor.' One day I

happened to make mention of him when speaking to a

foreign lady of my acquaintance, and found that she

knew the family ; and as the father was blind, she said

it would be kind of me to call upon them, which was

done with the son's consent. The family consisted of the

husband, wife, a daughter, and three sons—the eldest

of whom was at the Exhibition, the other two being

boys. The father was stone-blind, and has been so for

three years, which has reduced the family to great dis

tress. But their spiritual state was still worse, ' The

cork dealer stated that about sixty pounds' worth had been used.

It appears that by exhibiting the model, Anderton realized, mostly

in small sums, about eight hundred pounds, a large portion of which

he prudently expended in the building of four cottages, which are

now nearly completed ; and in front of them is a slab with the fol

lowing inscription :—

" Perseverance, cork, and glue,

One Thousand Eight Hundred and Sixty-two."
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eyes of the understanding were darkened ; ' and in no one

of the family could be traced a single ray from the Sun

of Righteousness. After instructing them in the truth,

the father was advised to send to the Blind Society, as

they would then request one of their agents to come

and teach him to read ; and he is now visited for that

purpose. Already he begins to read passages upon the

raised type. Interest has also been taken in the daugh

ter and boys, who, no doubt, will be benefited. From

the first, the mother has listened as one to whom Divine

mercy was a pleasant theme. She was invited to call

upon me, and did so one Sunday afternoon, when I told

her some of the great things out of the law of the Lord,

and gave her a German Testament with a few chapters

turned down. The following extract from a letter just

received from her, will cheer your heart, as it proves the

value of circulating the Holy Scriptures, and is to us a

great encouragement :—

" ' Since I was in St. John's Wood, when you gave me

the little book, I began to read with great interest the

Bible. I find the letters of Paul so interesting, so beau

tiful, I ever and ever read it again, if I have time. Once

I never read much of the Bible, thinking that I knew

the Lord ; and I never took the time. Oh, what a pity

I not sooner found the way ! but it is not too late. I

feel how kind is our Father in the heaven,—how often

His hand was with us in the great danger,—but I was

not thankful. I never thought of His kindness—no—as
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I do now ; and it makes me quite a new and happy

feeling. If I think I am His child, and He will forgive

me through Jesus Christ, I have to thank you for this

fine feeling and kind words ; your warm interest in my

children and me. You belong to the friends of the

Bible ; you are good from heart. I will also do so. I

will pray to God. I will help myself to think how short

this life is,—how long there,—I feel quite a pleasure to

know, and that I did ever forget ; but I shall have

another life again—a clearer day as here in this world !

To whom can we trust but unto God's friendship?—

other is very often falsehood ; we never can see in their

hearts who love us, and say so, but God sees everything,

and it is ever the best feeling that we know it is so.

Excuse—but I speak you as a friend.

" 'Yours respectfully, E. D.'*

Groups of sailors are very frequently to be seen in

the Exhibition, and they usually belong to vessels

which have just arrived, or are under orders for foreign

service. Opportunities have been sought to give little

books to them as memorials of their visits. Now, I

am a great admirer of the sons of Neptune ; but this

* An acquaintance is kept up with this family. The father died

in peace some time ago. The mother and son are rooted in the

Faith and members of the Established Church. They are now in

good circumstances. After fifteen years, these are pleasing results.

/
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admiration, however strong, must not prevent a truth

ful opinion, which is, that honest Jack in the Exhibition

is in every sense of the word " a fish out of water."

He lounges about in a remarkably vacant style, shoul

dering his way through a crowd as if he were in a dead

calm, or when he makes, or takes, an observation (just

as you please), he does it with an astonished gaze, and

then immediately sets sail ; and, as you may suppose,

it is difficult to get him to cast anchor for a quiet talk

with a landsman. Yesterday seven sailors, part of the

crew of one of Her Majesty's gunboats, passed down

the nave. As they were in straight course for the

monster anchor shown in front of the Norway Court,

I surmised that they would stop to look at it, and

happened to be correct. A remark was ventured about

the sensation the descent of such an anchor would

cause amongst a party of mermaids, which at once

placed me upon a sort of mess familiarity with them,

and we walked together up the building. Upon reach

ing a quiet place, books of the Bible were handed to

each of them, and I told them how much I had en

joyed Divine Worship between decks in H. M. ship

Pembroke. The beautiful prayer which our Church

has provided for the use of the Royal Navy was

repeated, and the words commented upon. ' Be pleased

to receive into Thy Almighty and most gracious pro

tection the persons of us Thy servants, and the fleet

in which we serve. Preserve us from the dangers of
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the sea, and from the violence of the enemy ; that we

may be a safeguard unto our most gracious sovereign

lady, Queen Victoria, and her dominions, and a se

curity for such as pass on the seas upon their lawful

occasions.' At parting they promised to use the prayer

of sinking Peter, ' Lord, save me, or I perish,' and we

shook hands all round.

" I had noticed in a magazine a piece of poetry upon

the Exhibition, in which reference was made to the

jewels, and had promised a copy to the policeman in

charge of them, as he was referred to in the passage—

' " Pass on, if you please," was the oft-uttered cry

From the sturdy and patient policeman just by.'

On Saturday the promise was kept, and he was pleased

with the paper. It was just as the building opened, and

there was no one at the case. I therefore took the

opportunity of telling him that ' part of the high priest's

glorious apparel consisted of a breast-plate, in which were

set in pure gold twelve precious stones, and upon them

were engraved the names of the twelve tribes of Israel.

Also, that in wearing this he set forth the coming Messiah,

even Jesus, who has firmly fixed His redeemed people

in the covenant of grace, and wears their names upon

His heart.' A crowd soon assembled, and a middle-aged

gentleman, who was waiting for a sight of the treasures,

heard some of the words. As I left, he gave me such an

earnest look that I addressed him in a pleasant way, and

then offered to take him to see Emanuel's case. He at
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once referred to the Aaronic breast-plate, and the uses

of the Urim and Thummim. The duty of giving a

personal turn to the subject soon became apparent, for

he discovered himself to be quite a Talkative in matters

of religion. He was therefore reminded, that of all God's

wealth in the universe, His people were alone called His

jewels ; that they were purchased gems, ' bought with a

price,' the precious blood of Christ ; and that all their

comeliness, brilliancy, and beauty were communicated.

The imputed righteousness of Jesus and the graces im

planted by the Holy Spirit were then referred to, and

the questions pressed :—' Have you received the Spirit

of Christ ?' 'Are you one ofJehovah's peculiar treasures?'

A sad conversation followed, in which he told me of his

present halting state ; ever learning, but never able to

come to a knowledge of the truth. The danger of his

position was pointed out, and the necessity of his striving,

agonizing, to enter the kingdom of heaven ... let

me add in this account of our last day's work in the

world's fair, that towards the closing hours a pleasant

conversation took place with an elderly gentleman and

his son. I stood beside them at a stall upon which

opera-glasses were being sold at very reduced prices.

As this gentleman saw that an interest was taken in the

purchase, he asked my opinion. They rested on the

seat at the side to use and examine the glass, and we

entered into converse about such things. He informed

me that he had a telescope of great power at home,
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and that a member of his family had discovered a

planet.

" He was told that the time of Christ's birth had

been regarded as remarkable in an astronomical point

of view, as the heavenly bodies then celebrated a

jubilee ; the planets having, at the same time, com

pleted their revolutions ; and that the opinion had

been put forth, that Jupiter and Saturn blended their

glories, and formed the star of Bethlehem which stood

over the place where the young Child was. I then

went on to speak of the Infant Redeemer as the Star of

Jacob's hope, in whose person was a gracious conjunc

tion, He being ' the light to lighten the Gentiles, and the

glory of His people Israel.' Their attention seemed

riveted ; so it was remarked that the blending of the

stars might be a beautiful theory, but that the time was

hastening on ' when there shall be signs in the sun, and

in the moon, and in the stars ; and when men shall see

the sign of the Son of Man in heaven/ I then told them

the meaning of having our lamps trimmed, and being

prepared for the midnight cry, ' Behold, the Bridegroom

cometh.' We did not separate till the bells, for the last

time, warned the visitors out.

" As the shades of evening gathered, a few jets of gas

were lit ; but this only made the darkness more con

spicuous. Many persons lingered behind, and I was one

of them. Upon passing the Austrian courts, a man in

very bad English addressed me with, ' You no speak
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me ; no, no. You speak one other, not me.' I told him

there had not been time to speak to every one, but that

I desired that all should be saved. He stated that he

was a Hungarian, and had been some months in

England ; that he was not happy, and that he did not

now believe the Romish faith. I took down his address,

and, to his evident delight, promised to call upon him.

" This was my last visit, and I left the building with a

feeling that the sacrifice of praise should be offered be

cause of our Lord's goodness to us. In this place had

been displayed the flags of all nations, and we had been

called upon to unfurl the standard of the Cross in the

midst of them. Others had exhibited the precious gems

of earth, but we had set forth the pearl of great price.

The products of the world and the wealth of the human

mind had been classed together ; but the book of God

had also been opened before men, and its treasures of

Divine wisdom and knowledge poured forth. Therefore,

let us bow very low before our God, and ascribe praise

unto His Name ! "



The International Ixnitotion, London, 1862.

(Concluded.)

" Thou, who didst come to bring,

On Thy redeeming wing,

Healing and sight :

Health to the sick in mind,

Sight to the inly blind :

Oh now, to all mankind,

Let there be light.

" Spirit of Truth and Love,

Life-giving, holy Dove,

Speed forth Thy flight ;

Move on the water's face,

Bearing the lamp of grace,

And in earth's darkest place,

Let there be light."



CHAPTER IV.

DEPOSETH CONCERNING THE PREACHING OF

THE GOSPEL TO A THOUSAND PERSONS WITHIN

THE EXHIBITION. — LARGE BLESSINGS ON

FEEBLE. EFFORTS.—SPEECH BY LORD SHAFTES

BURY.—A CLERGYMAN'S TESTIMONY.—CLOSE

OF EFFORT BY THE RECTOR'S DAUGHTER.

—DESIRE FOR INCREASE OF GOOD.
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'ANY desultory conversations like those we

have narrated, took place within this second

congress of the nations, results being un

known. It was not so, however, with the

letters from the Rector's daughter, which she

had multiplied by hundreds, and with the

17,200 Bibles, books, and publications she had put into

circulation. The interest created by these was so great,

that when the lady invited, upon the closing day,

all the young women employed in the Exhibition to

meet her at tea, no less than eight hundred of them

assembled, and to these were added about fifty ex

hibitors, many of whom had received spiritual good.

Considered from the small starting-point of the work, it

was a wonderful gathering, with extraordinary circum

stances. It was gracious of the Royal Commissioners to

allow such a meeting within their vast building, and the

kindness of officials was marked indeed. The enthusiasm

was very great, as hundreds of exhibitors of all nations

crowded the back of the annexe where the meeting was

held, and they listened with absorbed attention to the
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all-important truths of human redemption, as they fell

in silvery accents from the lips of that sweet speaker,

the Hon. and Rev. Baptist Noel, from the Rev. Capel

Molyneux, and Lord Radstock. These, with the opening

speech of the Earl of Shaftesbury, who presided, were

reported by the London press ; and in this way and by

those present the influence of the lowly and quiet work

was felt throughout England and to the ends of the

earth. We give his lordship's speech, who, after prayer

by the Rev. R. H. Baynes, now a bishop, rose amid

great cheering, and said :—

" Ladies and gentlemen, my excellent and industrious young

friends, you have been employed in this great Exhibition, which is

about to close ; and you have been invited here that we might show

to you our sense of gratitude for the diligence, the attention, the

civility, and the invariable courtesy you have exhibited to the very

many thousands of our countrymen, and of our foreign friends,

who have visited this magnificent temple of all the arts and

sciences. We are glad of the opportunity, before you depart from

us, of telling you of our admiration of your conduct, our apprecia

tion of your behaviour, our knowledge of your general intelligence,

and of your general urbanity and demeanour to those who have

visited this great Exhibition. This to me, and to my kind friends

around, is no common expression of congratulation. It is a natural

manifestation of good feeling towards you, who have so adequately

fulfilled your functions, who have so justly performed your duties,

and who have so diligently administered to the comforts of those

friends and neighbours who, for the last few months, have held

the principles of universal suffrage within this vast building.

Where but in this country could such a grand unity be found ?

and where but in our own fatherland could such a good feeling

exist ? I thank God I am an Englishman. I say, I thank God I
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am an Englishman—one of those who can identify themselves with

that thorough good feeling of kindness and conscientious apprecia

tion of merit, which is manifested on this occasion. To you, my

good young friends whom I am especially addressing, I know you

have been subjected to many temptations, to many adverse in

fluences ; but I thank God Almighty, who has preserved you.

What a satisfaction it will be to you to know that your life and

morals will be an example to others to follow, and that the con

scientious fulfilment of duty which you have exhibited, will be an

incentive for others to emulate. I am requested by the superin

tendent of one of the largest departments in this Exhibition, to

announce to you this striking fact,—and if there are any gentlemen

of the press present, I wish them to place it permanently upon

record,—that in the refreshment department 1500 people have been

employed, three-fourths of whom were women, and that not one of

them has subjected herself to a dismissal on account of misconduct.

Is not that something for you and me to be proud of? Ought you

not to be grateful to the Omnipresent Being who has saved you

from evil, and delivered you from temptations ? I will not ascribe

to self-interest such conduct, which is pregnant with virtue ; I will

ascribe it to a higher motive, a loftier principle, a holier feeling.

I believe in this country there has long been growing in the minds

of the people a sensible feeling of self-control, a dignity of mind,

enabling them to distinguish the niceties of right and wrong—an

innate sense of self-responsibility, without which there is no con

solidation of virtue and no security against vice. From these

feelings, we have a people lofty in their spiritual state, a people

filled with intelligence, a people thoroughly understanding the

liberties by which they profess to be governed. I believe such

feelings are rapidly growing in your hearts. I feel sure that by

the glorious spread of Christianity, the more general diffusion of

religion, both in connection with the Church of England and pious

Nonconformists, the mighty masses are being leavened ; that there

are many young women and young men, living proofs of the vitality

of God's word, seeking only the honour of their Master and the

II
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welfare of immortal souls ; and you are here to-night assembled in

this gorgeous palace of industry, instances of the elevating good

ness of the Almighty, who has imbued your hearts with the love

of His Name and inclined you to the practice of His precepts.

These, my young friends, will lead you in your future career, and

enable you not only dutifully to serve your master in this world,

but to prepare for the welfare of your souls in the world to come.

When you, young women, go back to your homes, I trust you will

practise in private the principles you have manifested in public

I say, go back to your homes with your hearts full of that mercy

that conquers evil, and which, by the blessing of God, will guide

you to a never-ending prosperity, both here and hereafter."

At the close of the proceedings thanks were expressed

with enthusiasm to the lady and to the friend who had

delivered her letters and arranged that gathering ; after

which the Earl rose again, and said : " It is God who

delighteth in mercy, who is rich in grace, and who sheds

abroad in our hearts the love of His name. It is God

alone who exalteth all nations, and giveth wisdom to all

people. God bless you all, both at home or abroad, in

time and eternity."

After a solemn pause, the people of the Exhibition,^

whose number had increased to upwards of a thousand

souls, joined in a hearty and reverent singing of words

always expressive of holy joy and desire, but so suited

for the closing moments of an International Exhibition ;

and the music of that song of thanksgiving echoed

through the vast expanse of building and re-echoed

from the mighty domes :—
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" Praise God from whom all blessings flow ;

Praise Him, all creatures here below ;

Praise Him above, ye heavenly host ;

Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost."

Through Divine mercy the effort was distinguished

by devotion and purity of motive, all being voluntary

and cheerfully done. Another feature being the forma

tion of a strong desire that the endeavour to bless the

earth with the knowledge of the Lord should be con

tinued and increased in all future exhibitions. As it

was with this intent that a country clergyman spent a

day in the building, and the Rector's daughter another

for farewell visits, and afterwards published an account

of their observations,—as to show the mode of proce

dure and to bear testimony to the gracious blessings

received was their single object,—it is only right that

a few extracts from their letters should be given. The

Rev. C. Baldwin, of Norwich, wrote,—

" The great Exhibition has now come to its close. It is numbered

with the events of the past ; but it has done its work. It has

entered into the thoughts of thousands ; it is to them a great and

wonderful memory ; it has stored for them many chambers of

imagery ; it has given them new ideas, and enlarged old ones ; it

may prove to be the germ and seed-plot of many inventions ; the

sight of it may have woke up genius in some ; and, amongst the

millions who have visited it, who can tell how it has affected their

history—what strange turns some lives may have taken from their

visit—from some friend met or made there—something heard or

learnt ! To some, their visit to the great Exhibition may be the

point from which they shall date their misery and ruin. To others,
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—let us hope the larger number,—that from which they shall date

their spiritual life.

" I am not to speak at present of special services for foreigners,

and other means used outside the Exhibition for the good of souls.

A silent work has been going on within the building itself—a work

for God. Amid so much that has appealed to the outward senses

—amidst those glorious exhibitions of man's genius, and skill, and

power, there has been a silent unobtrusive witness for the truth.

Some may have seen an active, thoughtful man frequently in the

Exhibition on the days on which it was least thronged. On

Saturdays, and sometimes for weeks together, he might be en

countered there. He passed rapidly from one part of the building

to another, as one who knew it well. He carried in his hand, not

tracts, but a catalogue—a well-worn, well-studied catalogue. Be

fore his work was finished, he had worn out three. The old cata

logues were full of notes, not notes of the works of industry and art

opposite which they were placed, but notes of conversations, of

things needed, etc. I have said he passed rapidly about the

building ; but, once arrived at the place he sought, his pace slack

ened, his catalogue is produced. He begins to examine that which

is before him. He lingers over it ; enters into conversation with

the exhibitor ; asks shrewd, intelligent questions, draws the exhib

itor into conversation ; and presently, with the ease of a man whose

thoughts are often on the highest subjects, leads the conversation

to spiritual things. Most blessed have these moments of inter

course been ! I had heard of his work, and asked him to allow me

to accompany him. He most courteously consented, and on one

bright morning he called for me, and after prayer, we went our

way.

" Perhaps I should first tell my readers how the work originated.

"An English lady in one of the eastern counties, thinking of the

number of exhibitors, English and foreign, who would be for some

months in the Exhibition, and also of the myriads of visitors who

would throng it, was very earnestly desirous of doing some work

for her Master there. She applied, therefore, to a lay friend whom
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she had known in connection with other good works, and asked him

if he would devote any one leisure day in the week to the distribu

tion of tracts, and other kindred efforts. This was the first crude

thought ; and this was what was first attempted. But the original

idea, both in the mind of the lady and her friend, began to extend.

He was one who loved such work ; a man of intelligence and

information, of quick and ready tact, and of that genial dis

position which makes friends with rapid ease. Many a long and

stubborn argument has he had within the building, and many

a cheering promise has resulted from those interviews. Then, too,

he managed to enter into conversation with the young women in

the buffets during the early part of the day. It was natural that the

lady with whom he acted should take a deep interest in these young

women. Accordingly, she furnished him with letters written in

French for those in the French department. He gave me one of

these to read : a most earnest, urgent, affectionate letter. The

others, no doubt, were of the same type. In all she invited them,

if they felt any care for their souls, any desire to love Jesus, to

write to her. If they wanted a friend and counsellor, she would

try to help them. If they were in difficulty, she would advise as

one woman would another. This was no slight labour, which she

willingly imposed upon herself. Some of them did write to her,

arid received prompt and affectionate answers. And I doubt not

she will carry on her work with these as long as God permits.

" Surely these letters came as voices of hope to some young girls.

Theirs was a position, as all must have seen who visited the buffets,

of great danger and temptation. And to them came these words

of love from an English lady, speaking to them as sisters, pleading

with them for their souls, and offering guidance to any who might

be in difficulty. Surely many will carry away the remembrance

of that thoughtful love. And it may be that some who turned a

deaf ear to her invitations may one day remember this womanly

sympathy ; and answers to the letters of 1862 may find their way

to that quiet English home after many years. Also, the lady

furnished her friend with books written by herself, to be given
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away, with Testaments, and with those pleasant little volumes

published by the Bible Society, containing a single Gospel or an

Epistle. He had Bibles, too, which he was to distribute as he

could By God's mercy he was enabled to give twenty-seven

Bibles in a foreign tongue to foreign Roman Catholic gentlemen,

who, after the Exhibition, would all return to their native country.

And these Bibles were not pressed upon them. One was given at

first, and the others were asked for, as, one by one, these persons

found him, and found opportunities to prefer their request. The

narrative of the gift of those Bibles is deeply interesting, but I

must not tell it here.

" I would only ask, may not twenty-seven Bibles, called for and

sent under the best care into a dark country, find their way into

many a family as lights in a dark place ? How many may learn

from their pages to know Him who is 'the way, the truth, and the

light?' In what deep secrecy they will be studied—what histories

will cluster round them ! Surely we shall hear of these Bibles

again at the great day ! But to resume our story :—

" We proceeded together to the Exhibition. He first spoke to

several young women in the refreshment departments, to whom

the letters of which I have spoken had been given. He managed

the conversation with great tact. Some had written in answer to

the letters, others had not To these, I, as being acquainted with

the lady (for she is from my own country), spoke, saying what I

knew of her earnestness about them. Passing along near some

machines, we were hailed by a youth with a bright, pleasant face.

To him my friend had been made of much use. He was, when we

saw him, reading a religious book. He was beginning, he told me,

to know something of the love of Jesus ; and he was resolved, by

God's grace, to live for Him. If he does, that pleasant face will

grow brighter as more of that love is tasted.

" We passed from court to court, and from gallery to gallery. In

most there was some one who knew my friend, who had a glad

smile for him, and for whom he had a well-chosen word.

" From place to place rapidly we went, seeking some who, we
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found, were no longer there ; for, towards the end of the Exhibi

tion, the exhibitors greatly reduced their staff, and many of those

with whom my friend had formed an acquaintance, and some of

whom he had much hope, had left.

"It was a strange, but happy day. We hurried by the works of

beauty and skill, masterpieces of man's handiwork, as though we

saw them not. We were looking for proofs of the great Master,

and gathering up the tokens of blessing which He had given to the

work—watching for the blade of the tender-springing plant, which

would, we hoped, soon bring forth the blade, the ear— after that,

the full corn in the ear. Rapidly flew the hours as we joined in

conversation. It will easily be seen that I must not say much

with regard to the persons we met that day. One or two case .

however, I may mention.

" There was a man who deeply interested me near one of the

colonial trophies, not a native of the colony, but one who had re

sided many years in it— a plain, blunt, outspoken, but thoughtful

man ; he had given little attention to religion till my friend met

with him. Now, however, the Bible which had been given him

was his constant companion ; the earnest attention with which he

listened to what was said to him was pleasant to see, not less the

serious gravity, the look, as though he was treasuring up what he

heard for future reference. I met him for the first time near a

trophy in the great Exhibition ; may I meet him as a trophy of

God's grace in the final gathering round the great white throne !

" I could plainly see that my presence as a stranger and a clergy

man acted as a restraint upon many to whom my friend spoke.

He had gone, not as an agent, or Scripture-reader, or tract-distri

butor, but as a Christian man, full of genial kindness and life and

love to men's souls ; and so he had won his way. But those who

would have talked with him freely if alone, were reserved and silent

now. This was especially the case with a young Roman Catholic

from South America, of whom I think with deep interest ; he had

received a Bible with gladness, and was reading it ; he listened

with deep attention to what was said to him, but on this occasion
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replied very briefly. As we went away, however, he turned to my

companion, and said, 'You will come again next Saturday?' a

strange request from a Roman Catholic to one who carried Bibles

with him, and whose conversation was about the Saviour.

" My friend showed a great power of arresting the attention of

those to whom he spoke. We were speaking to a woman in the

French gallery, with whom some one had left advertisements about

defective sight. My companion, immediately taking them up, began

to speak of ' a person who was going through an Eastern city, sur

rounded by a crowd, who were listening attentively to what he said ;

as they passed through the gates, a cry was heard, and when the

speaker paused to listen, and the crowd with him, it was found to

be a cry for help from two blind men, who were sitting by the way

side begging.' By this time the woman was listening attentively ;

and he proceeded to tell the story of the healing by the Lord

Jesus, of the two blind men outside the gates of Jericho. Then he

spoke to her about spiritual blindness, and of Him who came to

remove it.

" This, I observed, was his usual manner of proceeding. He

laid hold of any circumstance, or of anything that was said, and

would then picture out some Scripture truth or story, and usually

men settled themselves into rapt attention (as is the case with all

of us if stories are rightly told) before they discovered that they were

listening to Scripture. And, after some strong appeal to their con

science, he would leave them.

" Among other cases, I will mention, lastly, a man in charge of

machinery ; a frank, open-faced, and, as I should think, open-

hearted Englishman. I will not tell his history, for that has been

already related. I had been informed about this man, and was

very anxious to see him ; he spoke most frankly about himself, and

the account which he gave exactly tallied with what I had heard.

' I was, sir,' said he, ' an infidel when this gent, met me ; but he

reasoned, he lent me books, amongst others "Pearson on Infidelity;"

and now I am persuaded that the Bible is true, and I am trying to

be a Christian.' We spoke to him about a present salvation, and
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urged on him that Jesus, the Friend of sinners, was waiting and

beseeching him to be reconciled ; and we entreated him to lose no

time in accepting Christ's invitation. I think he has the root of

the matter in him.

" I have thus briefly sketched the history of the day which I

spent at the Exhibition. The results of the effort, however, could

not be weighed or tested by a casual visitor, but I saw enough to

interest and delight me, and to make my day at the Exhibition one

to be looked back upon with much pleasure. At the same time,

we must remember, that the very nature of the work precludes the

exhibition of its fruits to a stranger. Besides, great as are the

encouragements that have already crowned it, the time has been

essentially a sowing, and not a reaping time. The harvest is to

come. I would urge this truth on the Christian lady whose kindly

thought originated the undertaking, and on the friend who aided

her in carrying it out.

"As when we see the green and tender blade forcing its way

through the sodden earth, with the irresistible might of weakness,

we can look forward to the time when the field will be covered with

golden grain, and still further forward to that time when it shall be

gathered into the garner, so in this work we behold the earnest of

fucure harvest Faith can follow those young women to their

homes, and anticipate that, from their numbers, some will accept

the proffered help, and, having adorned the doctrine of God their

Saviour in this life, will be acknowledged in eternity as the fruit

of the prayer and diligence and effort of those who laboured for

their souls.

" And faith can follow those Bibles into Spain and other coun

tries, and can believe that many will be justified in the last day,

who will have been aroused, converted, instructed, and guided by

those copies of the Word of God.

" May God stir up some who read these pages, not to a mere

slavish imitation, but to similar exertion in quest of opportunities,

and similar diligence in embracing them. We are not required to

seek for great things to do, but rather to execute the lesser work

-v
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which will constantly present itself. To neglect a lowly effort

which may lie in our daily path, in the attempt to reach after what

may seem higher, better known, and more in sight of the world, is

not the part of Christian faith and love. God will ever find em

ployment for those who have shown themselves willing to undertake

any service. All toil for Him is high and noble ; it is ennobled by

His dignity to whom it is offered, and the merits of Jesus render it

acceptable. Let us, then, do what there is to do around us ; let us

neglect no opportunity; let usv labour to exclude self-seeking and

self-pleasing. The more self enters into our exertions here, the

less joy we shall have in them hereafter. Let us labour as unto

the Lord, shunning by-ends and pride ; they will eat away all our

reward, and rob us of our crown.

" Let us, in our sowing-time, be prompted by love, strengthened

by faith, and directed by simplicity, sincerity, and singleness of

heart ; so shall our own souls prosper, and our reaping-time be

glorious.

" The praises from the lips of the Lord whom we have loved, will

seem utterly beyond our service ; and the thoughts of our hearts

will be, ' Why should the King recompense with such a reward !'"

The last visit of the Rector's daughter was of deep

interest, though it took place after hundreds of the young

people she had written to had left, and the remaining

exhibitors and attendants were packing up for their

departure. We regard it as worthy of the press, be

cause it expresses grateful and quiet joy in holy work.

"After the close of the International Exhibition as

such, and while it was yet opened as a bazaar, I was

permitted to spend one day there with my friend and

fellow-labourer. Most of those foreigners in whom we

were interested had by this time departed ; still there
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were a few here and there left behind, to take charge of

their remaining goods. Amongst these I saw the young

Greek who had received the Holy Bible with such feel

ings of delight—an interesting-looking young man ; the

Turk, whose belief in Mohammedanism had been so

shaken by my friend's visits; the 'Rock Scorpion;'

and also the young South American. The three former

were too much engaged in the business of packing up,

and in answering the questions of numerous idle by

standers, to exchange more than a word or two with us ;

but the latter was not so occupied. He seemed much

pleased to see my friend, and expressed his wish 'to

hear more of that great salvation,' before his return to

his native land. He also said that, though he only had

lodgings in London, if the gentleman would call upon

him, he would be very glad to see him, and have more

talk with him there ; and a promise to that effect was

given. Passing through the courts, we met many of the

young women engaged at stalls, who expressed their

grateful thanks for the entertainment provided for them

on the night of the 31st, and their interest in the

speeches then made. Several of them who had not

received little books asked me for them, and others

promised to write when their engagements terminated.

'No one has ever so cared for us before,' said one of

them ; and another thanked me for what she said ' was

the happiest night of her life.' Much is often said of

the prevalence of ingratitude in the world ; but I must
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confess that, at least in this effort, the gratitude of these

young persons had been more than I expected or de

served, and at times quite overpowering. Now, for the

middle classes, comparatively speaking, there is but little

done, while the poor are often entertained by their richer

neighbours. From their superior education, also, they

are better able to appreciate a kindness from those above

them in station.

" Leaving my friend in company with five men who

came up to shake hands with him, and who afterwards

bade him a tearful and most reluctant good-bye, I went

to see the young lady who had received a letter from a

clerical friend of mine on the subject of religion.

" She had not answered it, she said, 'as she knew it all

before.' A long and interesting conversation followed,

in which she told me the trials she was subjected to from

her passionate temper, which often completely overcame

her, and her constant unhappiness and remorse. I re

minded her of her constant need of watchfulness and

prayer for the aid of the Holy Spirit, and promised to

write to her. I also suggested that perhaps the bio

graphy of some Christian tempted like herself, and yet

' more than conqueror,' might prove a help to her in

the Divine life. She told me she had often studied the

biographies of the Bible, but seldom those of private

Christians ; so I promised to send her one.

"My next effort was to find Miss H. with whom I had

corresponded, and who had written to express her wish
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to see me. I found she had left the Exhibition with

many of the young women who had been dismissed on

the previous Saturday. I therefore wrote to ask her to

call on me in the evening. Other visits of interest took

place in the galleries. A strange story reached me

respecting one of the young women, who represented

herself as the niece of the Earl of , but who, on ac

count of an ill-advised marriage, had been disowned by

her family, and therefore considered herself as neglected

and ill-treated. To make the separation wider, she had

embraced the Romish faith. I felt naturally desirous to

see her, especially as I had heard that her false pride

had prevented her at once accepting the invitation to be

present at our tea-party, although she had promised to

do so afterwards. While waiting for my friend, who had

gone in quest of her, I noticed an aristocratic-looking

girl, whom I at once supposed to be the lady in question.

An animated conversation was taking place between her

and another young woman. ' Mr. is looking for

you, Mrs. ,' she said. ' Oh, I know what he wants.

He wants to make me a Protestant ; but he shan't,

though,— I tell you he shan't,' she replied with some

warmth. ' I am sure you are wrong,' rejoined the

other. ' He never wishes to make any one a Protestant

against their will. Do come with us, and speak to him.'

And with that they moved away before I had time to

speak to the young lady. It is sad, but nevertheless

true, that perverts are more obstinate in defence of error
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than those who have been brought up all their lives in

the midst of darkness.

" Our next visit was to a Frenchman who had been

but a short time in England, and spoke English but

very imperfectly, but who seemed to be very anxious to

dispose of his wares. After some little conversation, my

friend questioned him as to his knowledge of that best

treasure, God's gift to the whole world. He told us that

that was a forbidden book by his priests, but neverthe

less listened patiently while it was explained to him that

no priest, no living man, had any right to deprive us of

that which is God's free gift to all, and that every one

was bound to read it. The visit ended with a promise

of a Bible and a second visit, with which he seemed

pleased.

" In the Colonial courts a long conversation took place

with the Canadian in charge of the wood trophy. He

seemed very much in earnest, and a good impression has

evidently been made upon his mind. From him we

passed to his neighbour, in another court, who has charge

of the poisoned arrows. With one of these tiny imple

ments of warfare, blown through his long tube, he trans

fixed a plank of wood, and explained how one of the

same had, the day before, instantaneously killed a rabbit,

brought for the purpose. He accepted a little book my

friend gave him with a few earnest words, as a parting

gift. Passing through the machinery annexe, we spoke

to the youth in charge of the planing machine, and
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reminded him of the duties and privileges incumbent

upon him ; and that, having come to Him who is the

Light of the world, it was his duty to show forth the

praises of his Redeemer. He had lent the much-prized

letter I had written him, and which had, under God,

been the means of his conversion, to a friend of his, a

pious young man, who, he said, so valued it that he had

not got it back again.

" The foreman on the opposite side was also spoken to.

He seemed a thoughtful, intelligent man ; and, though

formerly averse to religion, now listened with interest to

a statement of some of the leading truths of the Gospel.

The same might also be said of the Roman Catholic

manufacturer to whom we afterwards went ; and who

told my friend most emphatically, when he shook hands

with him, ' If you say good-bye to me, sir, I at least do

not intend to say good-bye to you,'—meaning that he

did not consider his acquaintance with him as ended,

which is very pleasing, after his former opposition. We

talked for some time with his neighbour, a needle-maker.

Though still a Jew, his hardness of heart was some

what subdued, and he appeared open to conviction.

May the veil indeed be speedily removed from his eyes,

and may he have grace to believe in Him of whom

Moses in the law and the prophets did write ! Many

other persons were spoken to in different parts of the

building, and several books given as farewell gifts, which

were in every instance well received, though space does
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not permit a reference to them all. We lingered till the

last, unwilling to quit the place where we had been

permitted, however feebly, to labour for Him who has

promised ' that our labour shall not be in vain in the

Lord.' Such labour does, and always will bring its own

reward. And so we returned home, happy and thankful,

praying for the Holy Spirit's blessing to rest as dew

upon those souls we had come in contact with that day,

and on ourselves, with a still higher measure of con

secration of body and soul to His service.

" In the evening, true to my appointment, Miss B.

appeared. I found her a pleasing-looking, intelligent

girl, barely seventeen years of age. She told me she

had adhered to her pledge of teetotalism,—which she

had taken before entering upon her Exhibition duties

of selling liquors,—all through that most trying ordeal.

' But,' as she said in the course of conversation, ' you

have no idea how great my temptations have been. In

one week I took £67 odd for glasses of wine and beer

I sold to gentlemen at different times of the day ; and

in one day—the last—in a few hours, £16. An hour

never passed without my being asked to drink by

gentlemen who came to purchase of me ! ' What a sad

testimony from the lips of so young a girl ! Many of

the young girls had doubtless been ruined in this way

by persons thus cruelly thoughtless, if not designedly

wicked ; for, as Miss confessed to me, her young

companion who stood by her side, and who had not, like

I
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herself, taken the pledge, was often so much the worse

for what had been given her in this way—since no young

woman had right to drink herself of the liquors she sold

—that she did not know what she was doing. If this

was the case, I thought, in an obscure corner of one of

the galleries, where these girls stood, what must it have

been in the large refreshment-rooms below ? But this

had not been her only trial ; since, as she told me, she

had had much to bear at first from the ridicule of

thoughtless companions, for her firm adherence to what

she believed to be right, though, as she steadfastly per

severed, their opposition in time ceased ; an encourage

ment to all those who are hindered in their duties by

the fear of man—that snare with which Satan slays his

tens of thousands. I was glad, also, to find from Miss

, that she did not wish for a repetition of these

dangerous and exciting scenes through which she had

passed during the months of the Exhibition ; but longed

for some quiet occupation amongst pious persons who

would instruct her in the things of God. She still at

tended her Sunday school, and her mind had been much

solemnized and impressed by the sudden death of one

of her companions. Before she left me we knelt to

gether in prayer, and I commended her to Him who had

thus preserved her blameless through her hitherto dark

and difficult pilgrimage, praying that her way might be

made plain ; and that, if it were His good-will and plea

sure concerning her, her lot might now be cast amongst
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the people of God, and her faith and hope and love

increased till we met again in His heavenly kingdom.

So we parted—she to the safe shelter of her parents'

home, and I to think and pray over the events con

nected with this, ' My day at the Exhibition.'

" Our friends may perhaps be interested in learning that

my fellow-worker is keeping up an intercourse with these

men and women, whose acquaintance he had made at

the Exhibition, and that it is our mutual intention to

continue in prayerful effort for their spiritual good, by

personal friendship and correspondence.

" In conclusion, we both unite in asking for the prayers

of our Lord's people, that it may please Him so to use

and bless our feeble instrumentality, that yet more may

be accomplished for the advancement of His glory in

the salvation of souls ; and we close this record with an

extract from the speech made by the Hon. and Rev.

Baptist Noel at the large meeting, as well suited for

our purpose :—

" ' All of you, my friends, are at the termination of

your career here, and in a short time you will be return

ing home. " Home, sweet home ! " What a charming

sound is that ; what sweet remembrances those words

recall ! Your association with this glorious palace of

industry may bring you prosperity ; but remember that

you want more than this ; you need to be children of

God, and heirs of the kingdom of Heaven. Are you

sure that you have trustworthy title-deeds to the home
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which is above ? Through the grace of Christ my

Saviour, I can say I have a title to the inheritance.

Can you say the same ? Are you the children of God ?

Let me beg of each of you to put these questions to

your own consciences. I see before me a large parcel

books, and am glad to announce that the lady intends

to present one to each of you. God grant that each

may prove a lasting blessing, and may He grant you

prosperity. Continue to serve Him, to do good in this

world, and we shall all meet again in a brighter and

happier state.' "
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" Albion ! on every human soul

By Thee be knowledge shed

Far as the ocean waters roll,

Wide as the shores are spread :—

Truth makes Thy children free at home,

Oh, that Thy flag unfurled

Might shine, where'er Thy children roam,

Truth's banner round the world."

Montgomery.



CHAPTER V.

IS A TRUE AND PARTICULAR ACCOUNT OF

CERTAIN EVENTS WHICH OCCURRED IN

PARIS, AND OF A CONFLICT UPON THE FIELD

OF WAR.—THE EMPEROR AND PEOPLE OF

ALL NATIONS.—FRANCE, AND ENGLAND'S

SABBATH TESTIMONY.—ARABS AND CHINESE.

—THE BIBLE HONOURED.— CHANTILLY, ITS

GROOMS AND JOCKEYS. — " COMPLETE IN

HIM."



?ERY much was expected, and rightly too,

when the announcement was made that

France intended to lead the Continent in giv

ing the next call to the nations by "sound

ing the assembly " to an Exposition Uni-

verselle to be held in Paris, her capital of beauty

and world-wide interest. The cultivated taste of the

nation in delicate art-work and the blending of colours,

with boldness of design and courage in execution,

gave interest to her invitation. Besides, it was known

that such efforts were quite in her way, as within

this century she had held no less than eight improv

ing and competitive gatherings of her own people.

Difficulties of no ordinary nature had been grappled

with and overcome, more especially that which led

the first Napoleon to take interest in and to promote

such displays. In 1797 the Marquis D'Aveze con

ceived the idea of an industrial display, to be arranged

in the Chateau of St. Cloud, in aid of the manufac

turing classes, who were then suffering from com

mercial depression ; and all had been wisely and care-

/
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fully arranged. The bare walls of the old palace had

been covered with valuable tapestries from the Gobelins,

choice porcelain from Sevres, art-work in painting,

carving and plastic, with novelties in jewellery, furniture,

and fabrics had been collected. A wheel of fortune

was also set up in the Chamber of Mars for the distri

bution of prizes. Fortune, however, did not smile upon

the enterprise, as the day before the opening Paris

was suddenly placarded with bills of the Directorate

ordering all the nobility to withdraw to at least thirty

miles from the city. The guillotine and exile had

thinned the ranks of the nobles of France ; but among

the few who remained and were named in the list was

d'Aveze. Never was projector of a scheme for the

public good more unfortunate ; but the Marquis met

the difficulty bravely. He obtained a troop of dragoons

from the marshal in command of the garrison of Paris,

and put them in charge of the building outside, and

then, locking the door of the Exhibition, he gave the

key to a trustworthy friend, and ere the dawn of

morning made good his escape. The rise of Napoleon

to power enabled the Marquis to return within the year ;

and with commendable resolution he afterwards carried

out the project with improvements.

The First Consul, with the fresh laurels of his Italian

conquests upon his brow, displayed a deep interest in

peaceful contests, and in the following year opened

another Exhibition with a procession of emblematic
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chariots twenty-nine in number. The first being pre

ceded by a banner bearing the inscription : " Flock

hither, artists, your masters are here" while each chariot

had its motto, such as, " Every day science discovers new

products" and " Ceres smiles at our trophies" This, the

first of Napoleon's Exhibitions, was considered a success,

as it was held in the Champ de Mars and its exhibitors

numbered one hundred and ten.

By the fourth month of this century Napoleon not

only found time to arrange another national Exposition,

but he placed honour upon the exhibitors by asking

those to whom the gold medal had been awarded to

dine with him. At short intervals of time himself and

his successors in government sought thus to improve the

arts and manufactures in France ; but foreigners were

jealously excluded from the benefits. To these we

cannot refer, and gladly pass over those years of revo

lution, bloodshed, and misery which separated Bona

parte, First Consul and Emperor, from the happiest year

in the reign of his nephew, Napoleon the Third, 1867.

To the honour of his late Majesty let it be recorded

that he fully entered into the grand and unselfish idea

of good Prince Albert, by arranging for the reception,

the comfort, and the benefit of the multitudes he

brought together from all parts of the earth. And

then his good feeling to England was marked indeed.

When, for instance, the representatives of the British and

Foreign Bible Society, the Tract Society, and com
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mittees of Evangelists asked for space in which to

exhibit and to do spiritual work, every facility was m

granted, by a permit for the erection of halls and

kiosks in the British Section of the " Field of War,"

with reasonable liberty of action. This led to prayerful

union between Christians of Paris, England, and the

Continent generally, and to holy resolve to use the

opportunity for publishing peace in the name of the

Lord Jesus to peoples gathered from all nations. As

the time for the opening ceremonial approached, the

magnitude of the evangelizing effort was realized by the

small band of Christian workers who had assembled in

Paris, and they wisely resolved to ask the aid of others.

When from them the urgent request was made to the

quiet worker who had formed acquaintance with so

many foreign exposants in London. " Come over and

help us,"* he obtained permission from the Committee of

the London City Mission, and gladly joined them a

week before the opening day. And here we think it

well to continue the "Narrative of Christian Effort in

Great Exhibitions," by giving a paper written fresh from

this scene of labour and conflict, to the secretary.

" The magnificent Palace of Industry at Paris has

justly been styled 'a wonder in the earth.' Erected

upon that historic field of Mars where the apostate

Julian held his court, and where the Napoleons had

Appendix, Note IV.
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given ' eagles ' to their armies before going forth to the

wars, surrounded by a fairy city of temples, pagodas,

tents, art and other buildings ; stored with the produce

of the earth and the achievements of man in mechanism

and commercial industry ; enriched with the creations

of man's genius in painting and sculpture ; honoured with

the presence of the kings and princes of the earth, and

resorted to by men of every land and clime, the highly

civilized Europeans and the distant and half-savage

tribes ; arranged and executed by the ruler of the great

French people with the object of producing peace, en

lightenment, and increased happiness amongst the

inhabitants of the world :—these and other considera

tions render it the most splendid, complete, and useful

of international Exhibitions.

" Paris is certainly a beautiful city, and is seen to per

fection upon a fete day. Not that there was much

preparation upon the 1st of April for the opening of

the Exposition; but the abundance of flags, the move

ments of soldiers, and the gaiety of the people indicated

the approaching event. Several Christian friends and my

self were among the earliest arrivals, as we were anxious

to survey that ' field of war,' the scene of our future con

flict, and uplift the standard of the Cross upon it. The

day was very fine, Queen's weather for the Emperor.

As we approached the Seine, whose high tide proudly

touched the feet of the gigantic stone sentinels of the

Alma, we came in sight of the grande forte. This is
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approached by an avenue 300 yards long. On each side

are lines of poles bearing bouquets of flags ; these

also sustain a covering of dark green velours, thickly

studded with the gilded bees of the Napoleonic crest.

The park on each side is laid out as a beautiful

garden, and is filled with erections, 132 in number,

representing the architecture, habits, and customs of

many nations. Upon the left rises a lighthouse, fifty

metres high, being based upon rocks surrounded by

water. Here is the Emperor's pavilion, an elegant

temple for photo-sculpture, tents of the Society for

Relieving the Wounded upon the Field of Battle, with

model iron and pottery works. Upon the right is the

International Club, with erections for the exhibition

of electric and other lights. In the distance are pictu

resque Chinese, Egyptian, and Tunisian temples, with a

Turkish mosque, while Arab and other tents adorn the

space around them. Upon each of these waves the

flags of the respective nations ; and groups of men of

various shades of colour,—white, black, and yellow,—in

a great variety of Eastern and other costume, give charm

to the scene. In the midst of these the eye is arrested

by a group of erections which stand together in goodly

fellowship, and we find ourselves in the Mission section.

Here is the Bible-stand of England and France, a

pretty octagonal kiosk, with eight windows, at each ot

which stands a Christian man, each of different nation,

giving portions of the Bible, and reasoning with his own
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countrymen. Over each window, in eight languages, are

printed in letters of gold the words, 'BELIEVE ON THE

Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved, and

THY HOUSE.' Over each of these is the standard of the

represented nation. Under the dome are the words in

English, ' Behold He cometh with clouds, and

EVERY EYE SHALL SEE HlM.' ' EVEN SO ; COME

Lord Jesus.' Upon the dome is a flagstaff with

banner, on which ' La Parole de Dieu ' flutters in the

breeze. Next to this is, perhaps, the most interesting

edifice in the park—the Missionary Museum. Here the

Protestant Societies of France, England, America, and

the Continent exhibit idol gods and implements of

savage warfare—trophies won by missionary warriors in

heathen lands. Here the son of the martyr Williams

shows the club by which his father was killed, while the

presence of a prison companion of Matamoros and a son

of Dr. Duff gives increased interest to the place. Just

by is the Salle Evangdique, in which the Gospel is to be

preached to the people gathered from all the ends of the

earth, from which prayer is daily to ascend to the great

Father from His believing children of many lands, and

in which conferences about matters which concern the

extension of the Redeemer's kingdom are to be held.

Next to it is a double building, occupied jointly by

the British and Foreign Bible Society and the London

Society for the Conversion of the Jews. In the first

portion is a rich store of the Divine Word, and several
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earnest men are diligently employed in giving portions

and selling complete copies of the Holy Scriptures. In

the other half are models of the Tabernacle in the

Wilderness, and of Ancient and Modern Jerusalem.

Already a company of Oriental Jews are standing round,

listening to the lucid descriptions of these, which is given

by a convert from their own nation of Israel. Passing

from this, we reach the last building of the group—our

tract kiosk. As this is to be my centre, and as I have

to give some direction to its work and agency, it will be

necessary shortly to describe it. Well, then, it is a

circular domed building, with eight windows— quite a

little lighthouse, with a pretty little printing-press in the

centre, worked by a small horizontal steam-engine. As

tracts containing the distinctive truths of the Gospel are

printed in the chief dialects of the earth, they are handed

to the motley crowd as souvenirs of the Exhibition. We

ascend a narrow staircase into the dome, and find it a

round, comfortable room, with six ship-cabin windows.

In it are assembled our staff of evangelists for special

prayer. These consist of two English ladies who have

resided from childhood in Paris, one French lady, two

German evangelists, a converted Arab and myself. We

are not only to give tracts, but intend to visit the sections

of the Exhibition, according to the languages we speak,

with the object of publishing salvation among the army

of exhibitors. The outside of this kiosk is prettily

arranged with glass cases, in which illustrated publica
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tions can be shown and read. Round the dome is our

motto in French, ' Glory to God in the Highest ;

ON EARTH PEACE ; GOODWILL TOWARD MEN ; ' and

upon the roof is our banner of true blue with the in

scription, 'Popular Publications' This has been erected

by, and all expense of tracts and agency is defrayed by,

Mr. H. Bewley, of Dublin. The Editor of the British

Workman and the Monthly Tract Society have, how

ever, the joint use of it ; and it is under the control of

Miss Blundell, of Paris.

" We must now hasten into the Exhibition, as martial

music and the heavy tramp of soldiers announce the

approach of the Emperor. The outside of the building

is unattractive, and I felt disappointed upon entering

the grande porte. It is of elliptical form, with sixteen

avenues, leading to a central garden, each national

section being perfect in itself, and each circle con

taining the objects of its own class. With the exception

of the machinery circle, there is no gallery, and a com

plete view cannot be obtained. We miss the magnifi

cent nave, annexes, and domes of 1862, also those words

of heavenly and earthly wisdom which the revered

Prince Albert suggested when he approved of the designs.

'Both riches and honour come of Thee and Thou

reignest over all.' ' Alternately the nations learn and

teach.' Just by is the representative pillar of Australian

gold which adorned our western annexe, and other

familiar objects meet the eye ; but, above all others, are
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familiar faces among those crowds of exposants, though

lost sight of for years. There is not time for greetings,

as heralds with silver trumpets announce the approach

of the procession. Servants in royal livery and officers

of the household lead the way, and are followed by

military and naval officers who glitter with honours.

These are succeeded by the Imperial Commission, in

the midst of which, followed by a group of princes, is the

Emperor of the French. We have just time to notice

that his Majesty looks ill and careworn as he enters the

English courts. In a moment a tremendous British

cheer bursts forth and drowns the band, which is playing

' Partant pour la Syrie.' The face of the Emperor

lights up with a pleasant smile, and he stops for a

moment to bow gracefully in several directions. Another

ringing cheer, and the procession has left our section. A

strange concourse of men bring up the rear. Greeks,

Turks, Chinese, Egyptians, Mexicans, and Africans

jostle with men from every European nation, the babble

of whose tongues is rendered hideous by the unearthly

shrieks of a large party of Japanese, who in their way

cheer the Emperor. These all pass us, and the English

are left in quiet possession of their courts. Several

gentlemen approach me ; and, as we pass on, we are

joined by other exhibitors, so it becomes necessary to

retire to a quiet place. A long conversation follows, in

which difference of opinion is heartily expressed, and

we agree to take action in the matter. This proved to

K
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be of considerable importance, and requires special

notice.

" We had not been many hours in Paris, before we met

with an old friend, Mr. Neal, who exhibited in the

Jewellery courts of the Exhibitions in London. He

expressed himself as pleased to see us, and added, ' I am

glad you have come, as you may influence our exhibitors

rightly as regards the Sunday. There are some of us

who dare not be present on the Lord's day ; but others

intend to be here. If you could prevail upon the whole

body to observe the Sunday, it would be a thing well

worth coming to Paris to accomplish.' Upon leaving

him I took counsel with two of the resident clergymen,

and then sought interviews with the leading exhibitors.

It was soon found that a serious difference of opinion

existed amongst them. The majority had a conscience

upon the matter, but others were influenced by con

siderations of interest and courtesy. Several of the

Jewish exposants stated that they kept their own Sabbath,

and had no reason while there to observe ours. With

these consistency as Englishmen was pleaded. Several

contended that ' when in Rome we ought to do as the

Romans do.' Of these I inquired ' if it would be right,

should the King of the Cannibal Islands have an exhi

bition, for us to partake of the food of the country ? '

Others said that courtesy to the thousands of French

people who on Sundays would pay their franc for ad

mission required that we should exhibit, and these
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expressed an opinion that the people would be angry at

finding so important a portion of the display covered

over, and would tear off the coverings. I answered these

by seeking an interview with the Secretary to the Imperial

Commission, who gave assurance that we had no reason

to fear discourtesy from the French people, or opposition

from themselves, as the highest authority desired that

the English should be free to act in their own section

as though they were at home. Others professed their

willingness to act with the majority, while one man

declared that he hated Sabbatarian restraint. With all

we reasoned calmly, urging upon them the duty of 'obey

ing the voice of the Lord their God by walking in the way

He had set before them.' By the opening day the matter

had been well considered, and the earnest conversation

referred to in the last paragraph was about it. As a

distinguished French gentleman had offered the use of his

library, a meeting was suggested and agreed to. This

was on the Tuesday, and all depended upon the good

resolution being taken before the first Sunday. I therefore

went to a printer, and had 200 of the following circular

letters struck off, and put into immediate circulation :—

" ' Dear Sir,—A desire has been expressed by several exhibit

ors to make arrangements as regards the Sunday. May I therefore

ask you to meet with gentlemen interested in the matter, at No. 10,

Avenue Percier (Boulevard Haussmann), at eight p.m. on Wednes

day next ? " ' Yours faithfully,

"'J. M. W .

"' April 2, 1867. Paris, 13, Rue Lord Byron.'
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" The day of the meeting was spent in effort with the

American and Colonial exhibitors, who were urged to

be present, in support of the ' right ticket.' The meet

ing was well attended by the most important of the

English-speaking exhibitors, and the following extract

from the English Record newspaper will show the order

of proceeding, and the happy result :—

" ' On Wednesday evening, the 3rd inst., a Meeting of British

and Colonial exhibitors was held to make arrangements as regards

the Sunday, the Rev. E. Forbes, M.A., Chaplain of the English

Church, Rue d'Aguesseau, in the chair. Mr. Weylland first

addressed the meeting, and said, " Gentlemen, you will, no doubt,

require a statement from me as to the reasons why you have been

called together. This is the more necessary as I am not myself in

the pleasant and honourable position of an exhibitor. The other

day, in passing through your courts, several gentlemen of my

acquaintance expressed a desire that an understanding should be

arrived at among yourselves as regards attendance at the Exhi

bition upon the Lord's Day, and they asked me, as a man of leisure,

to assist in the matter. I thought it well at once to seek an inter

view with a leading member of the Imperial Board of Commis

sioners, that you might act with full information as to the feeling of

those in authority. This gentleman in the most courteous manner

assured me that their desire was to promote the comfort and happi

ness of the exhibitors. He thought, if done without affectation, it

would be a valuable testimony. It is not necessary for me to make

any further remarks, but to leave the matter in your own hands ;

personally, I feel that, as visitors to France, we ought to act as

Christians and as Englishmen. The Almighty has said, ' If thou

turn away thy foot from the Sabbath, from doing thy pleasure on

My holy day, and call the Sabbath a delight, the holy of the Lord,

honourable, and shalt honour Him, not doing thine own ways, not

finding thine own pleasure, not speaking thine own words, then
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shalt thou delight thyself in the Lord, and I will cause thee to ride

on the high places of the earth.'" (Cheers). Mr. Stewart (Han

cock, Son & Co.) observed that, as exhibitors to a very large

amount, they took considerable interest in the question. They had

also conversed with exhibitors in the same court, and found that

the feeling with them was general, that, while desiring to give their

employes rest, they wished, out of courtesy to the French people,

to remove the coverings from their cases early on Sunday morn

ing. An animated conversation then followed. Several exhibitors

strongly expressed their conviction that Christian duty required

that there should be no exhibition of their goods upon the Lord's

Day, others contending that this question of covering or uncovering

should be left to individual feeling. One gentleman expressed his

fear that the French visitors might tear the covers off the cases.

A member of the Imperial Commission, who had just entered,

assured the meeting that there was no reason to fear discourtesy or

roughness from French visitors. If they acted from principle, it

would be a valuable testimony. He was personally of opinion that

those cases only need remain covered which, if uncovered, would

require attendants ; but that all works of art and beauty might be

exposed for public enjoyment. He also informed the meeting that

no regulation concerning the Sunday had been made by the Im

perial Commission. Dr. Eldridge (pastor of the American Church,

Rue de Berri) said that he was an exhibitor himself, and had also

the honour of representing a number of American exhibitors ; and

with them a very strong feeling existed as to the proper observance

of the Sabbath. Only the other day he received memorials from

several Christian bodies in America, requesting influence to be

used for the entire closing of the American department. This

might not be practicable ; but, as individual exhibitors, they were

unanimous not to employ their assistants on the Lord's Day. A

French gentleman rose and remarked that he considered the meet

ing one of great importance to France. In all quarters a strong

feeling existed in favour of a better observance of the Lord's Day—

it is one of the things which exalteth a nation ; and he felt that
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the expression of English feeling would be favourably received by

the people. Dr. Honeyman (Nova Scotia) said :—" I am privi

leged to represent the English colonies. With us the old family

feeling for a proper observance of the Lord's Day is very strong,

and it is not therefore our intention to employ any persons in the

Colonial department on that day."

"'The following Resolutions were then passed:—" ist, That

this meeting of British, American, and Colonial exhibitors is of

opinion that the services of attendants in their several departments

should not be required on the Lord's Day, and they trust that their

fellow-exhibitors will unanimously agree in carrying out this Reso

lution." Moved by Mr. H. Stewart (Hancock & Co.). Seconded

by Dr. Eldridge (America). Supported by Dr. Honeyman (Nova

Scotia).

" ' Second Resolution—" That this Resolution be forwarded to

the British and American Executive, with the respectful request

that their influence be kindly given in support of it." Moved by

Mr. John Neal (jeweller). Seconded by E. H. Curbutt (Vulcan

Iron Works).

" ' Mr. Weylland, as Secretary, was requested to have these

Resolutions printed for circulation among exhibitors.

" ' A hearty vote of thanks to the Chairman closed this deeply

interesting and important meeting.'

" Two hundred copies of the Resolutions were printed

and circulated by Saturday evening, and I considered it

to be my duty on Sunday afternoon to visit the Palace,

and see how far they were carried out. Upon entering

the grand avenue which separates the English from the

French sections, my heart was made glad by the marked

difference between them. Upon the French side all

was work-day excitement ; the steam power was on ;

heavy machinery was moving with its deafening whirl ;
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water flowing ; ten thousand spindles rattling ; and

about 130 men and women were employed at their

various trades. Upon the British and American side

there was a Sabbath reign of peace and quiet. All the

machinery was at rest, and much of it covered over, and

not a single workman or exhibitor was present. Upon

passing through the various courts of the sections,

there was the same expression of Sabbath rest. About

a third of the goods were covered over (all have

not coverings). Only one exhibitor was present ; and

he, upon my remonstrating with him, closed his case

and left. Three men were present on guard over

valuable property; these had not had time to com

municate with their employers, so a promise was made

to do so for them. After lingering for some time en

joying the happiness of the scene, thanks were given to

Almighty God, who had thus inclined the hearts of the

English-speaking people to honour Him by observing

His Sabbaths before the assembled nations.

" It was scarcely to be expected that a Resolution

which affected a body of nearly 500 men of great di

versity of opinion, and which involved pecuniary loss to

many, could be carried out without difficulties springing

up. These were not so great as might have been ex

pected, but sufficient to cause anxiety. On one Sunday

three or four men commenced work and sale. These,

with the exception of a Jewish pencil-maker, who kept

his own Sabbath, apologized when reasoned with, and
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promised not to offend again. Several of the ma

chinery-exhibitors came to me one morning and said,

'We shall be obliged to attend on Sundays, as during

our absence foreigners lift up the covering of our ma

chinery and take drawings, which is against regulations,

and much to our damage.' Upon several occasions

groups of exhibitors came in great anxiety, as orders

had been issued, followed once or twice by positive

command, for all goods to be uncovered upon the

Lord's Day. This would have involved the attendance

of employes who, while there, might have been tempted

to push trade. The evil would have increased ; and

though many would have stood firm, the united testi

mony, so valuable to the Continent and men from dis

tant lands, would have been lost. To ward off this evil,

deputations were formed and introduced to the Execu

tive of the Imperial and British Commission. One

Monday morning a gentleman called upon me, and

said he had just been informed by a military officer, a

friend of his, that the soldiers, sailors, and French work

men in charge of our naval and military sheds had

received orders to be present and exhibit on Sundays as

on other days ; and that yesterday the British Govern

ment was the only British exhibitor. As he urged

immediate action, we called upon Mr. Forbes for consul

tation and advice. There we met Canon Champneys,

who had just arrived, and who entered into the subject

with his usual zeal. We felt that the honour of our
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country was at stake, and thought it well to embody

our views in a Memorial to the British Commission. I

obtained correct information, and wrote out a statement

of facts, from which the Canon drew up the document.

It was at once signed by many influential persons ;

indeed, so strong was the feeling, that hundreds would

have signed, if they had had the opportunity. We

waited nearly seven weeks for the reply, during which

satisfactory arrangements were made. As the corre

spondence is honourable to the English residents and

visitors, and to the British Commission, it may be well

to copy it here :—

"'To Her Majesty's Commissioners, and to the English

Executive of the Paris Universal Exhibition.

'"Your Royal Highnesses, my Lords, and Gentlemen,—

We, the undersigned residents and visitors at Paris, beg to address

you very earnestly and respectfully for ourselves and a large body

of our countrymen now in this city on a matter which we regard as

of very great importance.

" ' We would first refer to the fact, that the British exhibitors have

agreed that the presence of their attendants shall not be required

for the purpose of exhibiting on the Lord's Day. In doing this,

they have acted in obedience to the laws of England, in unison

with the practice, and in harmony with the religious views of a

great majority of the people of England. In taking this course,

which involves more or less of pecuniary sacrifice to themselves,

they have given the best possible proof that they have acted upon

principle and conviction.

• " ' Your petitioners, however, have to express their painful regret

that the portion of the Exhibition in which the British Government

is especially represented (and which for the first few Sundays was
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closed) is now kept open on the Lord's Day, and is attended by

soldiers in British uniform, who do not act merely as sentries

posted at public buildings, but as exhibitors, and also that French

workmen are employed at the same time.

" ' Your petitioners feel that the British Government, by having

their portion exhibited on the Lord's Day, is placed before the

French people and Government, and the British subjects both in

France and England, as violating that law which the British

exhibitors obey, and painfully affecting the religious convictions of

a large portion of the English nation.

" ' Your petitioners also submit, that, though the Exhibition is

held in the French capital, the English exhibitors are not required

by the French Executive to act contrary to the laws and customs

of their country.

" ' Your petitioners, therefore, earnestly and respectfully request

that the honourable Executive may make such arrangements as

shall, in conformity with the practice of the great body of English

exhibitors, dispense with all attendance on the Lord's Day in that

part of the Exhibition in which the British Government is especially

represented.

" ' (Signed).

John Bethune, Bart J. Baron Hart, Independent

Spencer Cowper. Minister.

J. Olliffe, Kt. J. Gibson, MA., Wesleyan

Dillon. Minister.

J. Low, General. Charles Shrimpton, M.D.

Vernon. C. Rowley, Bart.

W. Weldon Champneys, J. M. Weylland, London City

Canon of St. Paul's Mission.

Edward Forbes, \ C. W. Grant, Colonel.

M.A. 1 Resident D. C. Cumby, R.N., and six

Geo. G. Gardner, ) Clergy teen others.

M.A. men.

Arthur Gurney. j

"'June 9, 1867.'
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" (Reply.)

" ' British Commission, Champs Elyse"es, Paris, "July, 3, 1867.

" ' To Sir John Bethune, Bart.

" ' Sir,—The Memorial addressed by yourself and others, request

ing that arrangements may be made to dispense with all attendants

on the Lord's Day in that part of the Exhibition in which the

British Government is especially represented, was duly brought

before Her Majesty's Commissioners for the Paris Exhibition at

their last meeting, and received their consideration. Her Ma

jesty's Commissioners direct me to state in reply, that it rests

entirely with the Imperial Commissioners, and not with the British

Executive, to cause any building or portion of the Exhibition to be

closed on Sundays.

'" The part of the Exhibition alluded to by you, requires that some

person should be present to protect the property. Only one British

soldier is placed in each building, who acts, not as an exhibitor,

but as a guardian. These buildings have been opened to the

public since the arrangements were completed ; and Her Majesty's

Commissioners regret that they cannot advise the British Execu

tive to dispense with the small amount of attendance. Through

out the Exhibition, the rule in the British portion is to dispense

with the presence of exhibitors or their attendants on Sundays,

when, although the crowds are greater than on other days of the

week, the smallest number of officers are present, and only for the

security of property.

" ' I have the honour to be your obedient servant,

" ' Henry Cole, Secretary and Executive Commissioner'

" There is reason to hope that this testimony will have

its influence in France. The example had an imme

diate effect in the Exposition itself, as many Continental

exhibitors absented themselves on Sundays, and several

covered their goods. One day the superintendent of
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an English refreshment buffet observed to me :—' The

absence of exhibitors keeps English visitors away. Those

who come are often ashamed when they see the Sabbath

quiet of the courts, and they leave early. The result is

that we are able to give the Sunday to many of our

waiters, who would have to work.' The influential

papers have spoken well of the movement. La Presse,

for instance, after announcing the fact of the English

Sabbath observance, added, ' England owes much of

her energy and character to the religious keeping of

Sunday. Why cannot France follow her, as the Sab

bath was made for all men, and we need its blessing?'

The rulers of the French people have long desired this,

and the Emperor and Archbishop of Paris have both

endeavoured to stop public works, and to close the shops

on Sundays. That the working classes of Paris are be

ginning to think upon the matter, is a hopeful sign, as

the following account will prove.

"Soon after the opening of the Exposition I had occa

sion to visit Billaincourt Island, for the purpose of setting

an evangelist to work. This island is four miles down

the Seine, and forms an important part of the whole

show, as the agricultural and other implements are here

exhibited. Quite a number of Englishmen were erecting

machinery, and attending to their goods. One of them

observed to me : ' Our Sundays are downright miserable,

as we have had to work on them. Our machinery is al

ways delivered on Saturday night or Sunday morning
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and we are obliged to get it under cover and attend to

it. The Frenchmen, who work all day themselves, get

round to jeer at us ; and they get that young man, who

can speak French, to translate their jokes about our

religion being different in one country to what it is in

another.' The young man joined us, so I entered into

conversation with him, and he kindly showed me over

the island. As we passed a temporary restaurant, in

which about forty workmen were taking their dejeuner,

the men gave an expression of feeling, their substitute

for an English cheer. Upon inquiring the meaning of it,

the young man replied, ' They have heard that you are

the gentleman who had to do with getting the Sunday

observed in the Exhibition, and they think you have

come here with the same object. If the English refrain

from exhibiting and competition, some of them for the

first time in their lives will have a Sunday, and they

need it.' ' Then they are sure to get it,' I replied ; ' for

there are here such names as Howard, Ransome, and

others, who would never allow their men to work on

Sundays ; but kindly act as interpreter, while I speak

to these men.' Upon this I entered, and standing with

my back to the bar, addressed them as follows : ' It is

pleasant to visit this country, as you treat us foreigners

with much courtesy. Kindly listen to me while I speak

about the word restaurant. You know its meaning,

and that these places had their origin in this way. At

the time of the Great Revolution, a man who did not
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believe in the Saviour of the world opened a cafe. In

derision, he wrote over the door the Lord's invitation,

" Come unto me, all ye that are weary, and I will refresh

you." Other people opened like shops, and reduced the

long sentence to the word restaurant, or refreshment

house.' 'Now,' I continued, 'Jesus refreshes every poor

burdened soul who comes to Him. He gives pardon

for sin, peace in the heart, and many earthly blessings.

One of them is a Christian Sabbath, a day of real enjoy

ment. In countries where working men have the Sab

bath, they have their Sunday clothes, enjoy the comforts

of home, and feel equal with the rich and great, as they

are free to work six days, and have time to worship

God.' This little speech was well received, and they

pressed forward for tracts.

"Soon after, upon passing a group of our countrymen,
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several of whom had been working on Sunday, it was

noticed that some one had sown his name with seeds in

a little garden he had made beside the shed. The seeds

had sprung up ; but the heavy rain had washed some

away, and the rest had been trodden on. I pointed to

it, and taking out my pocket Bible, read Jeremiah xvii.

13:' They that forsake thee shall be written in the earth,

because they have forsaken the Lord, the fountain of

living waters ;' and then repeated the Lord's admo

nition, ' Rejoice not in this, that the spirits are subject

unto you ; but rather rejoice because your names are

written in heaven.' Their attention was arrested by the

words, so I exclaimed, ' Working on the Sabbath is a

forsaking of God. Take your choice. Forsake God,

and follow in your own ways, and your names will be

written in the earth. You may be successful and even

rise to greatness, but all the world can do for its great

men is to write their names in dust ; and the name of

the wicked shall rot. A life devoted to God, however

lowly, gives an enduring name, because it is written in

heaven.' ' And can we know that our names are written

there ?' inquired a young man, with evident emotion.

I placed my hand upon his arm, and replied, ' The blood

of Jesus Christ cleanseth from all sin.' ' The Spirit of

God beareth witness with our spirits, that we are the

sons of God.' And so we parted.

" It was necessary to leave early, as arrangements had

been made for a most important meeting in Paris, to
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which reference must be made. Let us, however, take

leave of Billaincourt by saying, that just before leaving

Paris, I met the young man who has charge of the

British section of the island. He observed to me, ' Not

one Englishman now comes to the island on Sundays.

I mentioned this to our Commissioner, who replied,

" Then it's useless for you to go ; " so I also have the

Sabbath.'

" There is surely deep cause for gratitude that the

battle of the Lord's Day has thus been fought and won

upon this field of war. Thanks are due to many of the

exhibitors, who, like Neal, and Benham of London, and

Winfield of Birmingham, stood firm in the conflict. But

let all praise be ascribed to the great Giver of the Sab

bath. From Him proceed grace, strength, and all good ;

therefore, let His name be praised, and let the whole

earth be filled with His glory.

"Round the outside of the Exposition is a wide veran

dah, under which, taking the whole circle of the building,

are a number of refreshment buffets. These are accessible

after the building is closed, and are open until eleven at

night. They are divided amongst the exhibiting nations;

and the visitor can therefore dine in whatever country

he may please, and be waited upon by natives. The

attendants are of every shade of colour, and the various

costumes of the waitresses form an interesting feature of

the Exhibition. In one division the women are richly

dressed and partly veiled—in the next they wear bright
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helmets under their caps, and in another they have pet

ticoats of the brightest hues, and black velvet jackets

richly embroidered. In the four English buffets there

are about forty young English women, selected because

of their attractive appearance, and who are of course

richly dressed and adorned. Their position is one of

great temptation, and from the first a desire was con

ceived to do them good, but it was difficult to reach

them. Besides these, there are about twenty girls and

women employed in the machinery circle and annexes,

many of whom were friendless in the great pleasure city.

Now, in our last Exhibition some assistance was given

by the daughter of a country clergyman, and we were

enabled to benefit many. That effort ended in our

gathering at the close 800 of them to a tea in the build

ing. It was therefore reasonable to feel specially inter

ested in the comparatively few in this place. While

thinking for them I was so fortunate one day, when

passing through the Exposition, as to meet with Lord

Shaftesbury. The difficulty was stated to his lordship,

who advised me to consult with Lady Harriet Cowper,

who is resident in Paris. When I called, his lordship

was present, and they entered fully into the matter.

Her ladyship said, T will do all in my power. What can

you suggest ? ' It was then arranged that her ladyship

should invite them to tea upon the evening of that day

week. Fifty invitations were written and delivered by

the Christian young woman who has charge of the stall

L
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of the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

The Rev. E. Forbes and his lady, with several ladies

resident in Paris, and myself, were invited to meet them.

About twenty came, the others being on duty. Her

ladyship received them heartily in the drawing-room.

We retired to the library, where a sumptuous tea-dinner

was provided. The young people were soon set at ease,

and after the repast we returned to the drawing-room.

The Rev. E. Forbes opened the meeting by giving out

the hymn—'There is a fountain filled with blood.'

After the singing of this he requested me to deliver

the address. I commenced by stating that in the pri

vate reading of the Bible that morning attention had

been fixed upon a verse which, like the jewels of

the Exposition, glittered from every point of view.

It was Eph. iv. 30, ' Grieve not the Holy Spirit of

God, by which ye are sealed unto the day of re

demption.'

" ' I had that day witnessed a ploughing match, in which men of

different nations strove together for that seal of Imperial approbation

—the medal. Indeed, all in the Exhibition desired it. The seal of

the Spirit is an approbation mark. Unpardoned sinners have it

not. To possess it, there must be a conviction of sin, a repentance

unto life, a saving faith in the bloodshedding of the Lord Jesus as

an act done for us. The regenerating work of the Holy Spirit be

fore God regards us as His children. Sealing is also a covenant

mark. As men sign and seal documents which concern their legal

arrangements, so God enters into covenant with man. The rainbow

was His seal with Noah—circumcision was the Abrahamic seal ;

but the seal of the present dispensation is the gift of the Spirit.
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" The Spirit dwells in all the saints,

And seals them heirs of heaven."

Sealing is a security mark. Pilate sealed the stone of the tomb

and set a watch. There is security for those who are in Christ,

who walk not after the flesh but after the Spirit. They are safe for

time and eternity, being kept by the power of God. There may be

some present who are not sealed—who are living godless, prayerless

lives. This subject is not for you, for ye do always grieve the Holy

Spirit. Until now you have resisted His strivings. Grieve Him no

longer, but even now yield yourselves to God. There are some

here who are named by the name of Christ, sealed. To such let

me affectionately say, Grieve not the Spirit. He is grieved when

we sin ; therefore let us strive for personal holiness, to keep our

garments unspotted. This Paris is a dangerous place, a Vanity

Fair, and it is needful here to remember the injunction, " be not

conformed to this world, but be ye transformed by the renewing of

your minds." We grieve the Spirit when we resist His prompting

to prayer, to reading the Scripture, and to attending the worship of

God. Be it ours to walk with God, to be guided by His eye, that

we may be sealed unto the day of redemption. That day is draw

ing nigh. There are some of us who are not looking for death, but

for life, even for the revelation of the Lord from heaven. Man is

making a great display of his power in yonder Champ de Mars, and

the nations are hastening to behold his dominion ; but the saints

of the Most High are looking for greater things, even for His sign

in the heavens who maketh all things new. Then shall the great

gathering from the nations take place. Those who have the seal

—the name written in the forehead—will surround the King of

Glory and enter with Him into the royal city. There will be no

Babel of tongues in that realm of the blessed ; for unto each a harp

shall be given, and they will fill the heaven of heavens with melody,

and the song will be an ascription of praise unto Him that loved

them and redeemed them with His blood. God grant, my dear

young friends, that each of you may so take up the cross now as to

share the glory then.'
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" Lady Harriet continued the remarks by observing

' that the Holy Spirit of God was willing to seal every

soul then in His presence. All He required was sorrow

for the sins that are past, and simple resting upon the

merit and finished work of the Lord Jesus.' This led

to a deeply interesting conversation about personal

religion, in which the young women and the ladies pre

sent took part. Mr. Forbes spoke words of wisdom,

love, and power, which filled our minds with light and

seemed to deepen the desire in all present to know

Him who only hath the words of eternal life. The

evening, one of the happiest of our lives, was closed with

singing the hymn, ' Just as I am, without one plea,' and

Mr. Forbes pronounced the benediction. At parting,

her ladyship requested the young people to make her

their friend and confidante during their stay in Paris, and

she invited them to take tea with her every fortnight.

She had ordered a sufficient number of coaches to

convey them to their homes ; an act of thoughtful kind

ness which was evidently appreciated, as, when leaving,

every face was lit up with smiles.

" These meetings are continued, and have been at

tended by nearly, if not all, the young English and

American women employed in the Exposition. The

order of proceeding, is the same—a Christian minister

residing in or visiting Paris being invited to conduct the

service. Even this little work has had its trials ; but the

Master has caused His blessing to rest upon it. A
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serious tone of feeling has been produced among the

young people ; and many of those who are exposed to the

allurements of pleasure have obtained resisting power,

while several have obtained the chief good. A few days

after the fourth meeting, I met one of the young women

in the Mission Park. With faltering voice she told me

that she had decided to serve the Lord, that three of her

companions were like-minded, and they had been meet

ing together for prayer. She was invited to bring them

that evening to the Salle Evangilique, as an American

gentleman named Moody had promised to give an

address. They came, and after the address remained,

with others, for a special prayer-meeting. They then

made confession of the Lord Jesus, and left rejoicing in

God their Saviour. We were indeed thankful for this

first-fruit of the Gospel's converting power upon this

Champ de Mars, and one's joy is increased because it

is only a first-fruit. A glance at another department of

the effort will prove this.

" The other day I went with our Arab upon the some

what interesting errand of procuring for him ' a change

of raiment.' This led us into the Eastern and Turkish

sections, where such things are largely displayed. We

entered the 'Empire Ottoman,' and passed through a

succession of gorgeous courts and passages, until we

came to a saloon filled with the art-work productions

of Arabia. A display of goodly raiment ought certainly

to be reckoned with the latter. We first admired the
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kingly and priestly apparel which adorned the saloon t

and then examined several bales of more ordinary

clothing. There were garments of sackcloth, and

girdles of camel's hair, with white robes, and the peculiar

costumes of the Arab of the desert. My friend wanted

the latter, and commenced to bargain with that Eastern

dealer in purple and fine linen ; at first he appeared

to be exchanging compliments, but they soon became

demonstrative, and even excited. Suddenly the con

versation was stopped, and the strange-talking men

parted very coldly. This was afterwards explained as

the commencement of the bargain, and very odd it

seemed. Upon returning to the kiosk, our Arab friend

selected a number of Gospels in Arabic, and made his

way into the midst of the Eastern encampments and the

Tunisian palace. Being desirous of seeing his mode of

working, I watched him from the kiosk windows, and

could not but admire the natural dignity of the man.

The embroidered outer garments sat gracefully upon his

tall figure, while the white turban gave relief to the dark,

sallow, but noble countenance. Those massive features,

Roman nose, and flashing black eyes, speak Abd-el-

Kader to be no ordinary man ; while the green stamp

mark upon the right temple and right hand, indicate a

lineal descendant of the Prophet. The sword-scar upon

the forehead proves the warrior ; but the books in the

girdle and the calm expression of face proclaim him to

be a servant of the Prince of peace. He approaches the
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tent, and is instantly surrounded by a group of turbaned

men. Two Arabs with strange head-dresses, entirely

concealing their faces, dismount from the camels they

are riding, and approach the stranger. The mark upon

the forehead is noticed, and produces an expression of

respect Salutations are made, and books are offered ;

even in the distance we can see the change which is then

produced. The men become excited, and angry words

are being uttered with violent gestures. It is evident

that the converted Mussulman is confessing Christ before

men. He stands calmly in their midst, and speaks as

with authority. A long and earnest conversation is fol

lowed by several accepting Gospels ; but as he leaves, a

shout of derision is raised, and continues for several

minutes. Shortly after this, I entered our private room

in the kiosk, but instantly stepped back, for that glance

discovered to me that the weak was seeking strength

from the Almighty. There knelt the Arab as one who

pleaded for men, his hand upon an open Bible, and his

eyes uplifted to heaven. Tears had moistened his

cheeks, and the fervent but subdued utterances in his

strange language proved that he had power, like Jacob,

to wrestle with God.

" After this sketch of conflict upon the Field of Mars,

it may be well to speak of the antecedents of our Arab

friend. He, like hundreds of soldiers who have stood

upon that spot to receive honours from the first and

second Napoleons, has distinguished himself in battle.
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He fought for the great chief whose name he bears, who

says that he is ' a tiger in the fight,' and that he has

killed many Frenchmen. He was taken prisoner some

years ago, and brought to France with his chief. After

the pacification of his country, he was set at liberty, and

married a Frenchwoman. One afternoon, five years ago,

his wife was caught in a shower of rain, and stood in a

sheltered place on the wayside ; an English lady went

to the same shelter, and while standing there, offered

the Frenchwoman part of her umbrella, and inquired

about her faith. The woman replied that she was a

Catholic, but that her husband was of a strange religion,

and called Christians ' dogs.' At parting, the lady

promised to call and make his acquaintance. She did

so, and continued to visit them for many months, read

ing from and teaching them out of the French Bible.

Other Christian teachers were introduced, and both hus

band and wife became hopefully enlightened. With

Abd-el-Kader there was a clear work of grace. To him

the word came with power, and Christ Jesus was re

vealed to his heart as the true ' Prophet, Priest, and

King.' He is very zealous, and people crowd round him

to receive tracts and books. These are given cour

teously, and in simple language he speaks forth the

praises of his Redeemer. He has a very thankful heart.

One day two English ladies called to see me. He held

out his hand to them, and said in French, ' It was a lady

from England who taught me much, and I am so glad
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to see you are from that country.' This little history

gives us great encouragement to speak of our Lord and

of His work whenever opportunity offers.

" In neighbourly position, and in strange contrast with

the Arab tents, stand the Chinese palace and temple.

The former is a stately building of pure Chinese style

with a very beautiful boat-like roof. You enter the gate,

pass through a small but delightfully arranged garden,

and ascend through the flower-beds, which fill the air

with delicious perfume, to a terrace upon which is the

entrance to the court, and suite of rooms. Under the

verandah, which is gorgeously gilded and decorated

with innumerable grotesque lanterns and figures, stood

a Chinese selling articles of vertu from his country.

After a few pleasant words (which secured his acquaint

ance), we passed on to a scene of deepest interest. This

is an ante-room with superb glass windows, and richly

decorated. A long counter reaches from one end of the

room to the other, behind which stands a stately Chinese

quite six feet high, his pig-tail beautifully plaited, reach

ing to his feet. At his back, seated upon a kind of shelf

about four feet from the floor, were three Chinese ladies,

very short, and dressed in the modest and flowery

fashion of their people. Their cast of countenance was

very peculiar. The round thin face and prominent eye

does not harmonize with our idea of beauty ; but the

general expression was that of intelligence and good

temper. The man replied to my questions in pretty fair
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English, and a humorous conversation followed. Before

leaving, we asked, ' Are you a Christian ? '

' Oh, yes, I am,' he replied ; ' I am John Howard,

and that,' pointing to one of the ladies, ' is Mrs. John

Howard.' ' But,' I observed, ' Howard is certainly

not a Chinese name ? ' ' No, no,' he answered, ' it is

English. When I did hear of the Lord Jesus by good

English Christian, 600 miles from Pekin, and did believe

in Him, I did say, I will be baptized, and have good

Christian name, and it is John Howard ' (the name of

his missionary). After some further conversation, my

friend inquired if Mrs. Howard would accept a book of

English pictures. She smiled assent, and he sent to the

kiosk for a three-years' volume of his British Workman,

which they received with pleasure.

" A few days after, as my friend was leaving for Lon

don, he again visited the Chinese, to wish them good

bye. The moment Mr. Howard saw us, he disappeared

behind a screen, and brought Mrs. H , who handed

to him a very beautiful pair of Chinese shoes, and said,

' I will be much pleased, sir, if you will have this little

present from me.' They were, of course, accepted, and

a very profitable conversation followed, in the course of

which they informed us that the other two ladies and

several men at the outer side of the palace were heathens

still. When I observed, that ' it is our duty, as Chris

tians, to seek their conversion,' he said sadly, ' From

me they will not hear.' Upon this I looked towards
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them, and asking Mr. Howard to act as interpreter, said

with a smile, ' My friend here has given one book, and

it is right that I also should give another, and that you

should have it. Will you accept from me, and read, the

most wonderful book in the world, which is printed in

your own language ?' They thanked me, and added

that they would be sure to read it. It was promised

that the Life-book should be brought next day, and we

parted on very friendly terms. A few days after, I had

the pleasure of handing the New Testament of 'our

Lord and Saviour to these heathen women. They ap

peared pleased, and seemed to regard it with consider

able interest. Mr. Howard gave me his photograph, and

wrote his ' new name' in Chinese at the back. As my

acquaintance with this group was confirmed, I made my

way to the other inhabitants of the palace. These con

sist of four Chinamen, who, in height and colour, differ

widely from their friends, being shorter, and of the

whitest complexions I ever saw. Their outer garments

were a good match as far as regards colour, being a

light fawn, over the back of which their light brown

pigtails hung gracefully. One of them spoke a little

English, but he did not seem to care for my acquaint

ance. The next day, however, he stopped when I

raised my hat to him in the park, and the opportunity

was taken to tell him that 'a celestial visitor' had ap

peared on earth, even the Son of God, that He might be

its Saviour : the book that testifies of Him was promised,
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and we shook hands at parting. It is my intention

prayerfully to watch after this company of heathen men

and women. How glorious, if in Paris some of them

should be given to the Saviour as an earnest here that

He is to have the heathen for His inheritance !

"The distinguishing feature of the work in the Mission

Park is the circulation of the Divine Word, and of

printed truth based upon that word. We workers formed

a large company ; and the first blessing bestowed upon

us was 'love in the spirit' and promptings to united

prayer. The result has been general effectiveness ; an

harmonious acting together, which has furthered the

progress of the Gospel. It was pleasant at one time to

see six turbaned men approach our kiosk with gospels

they had received at the stand, pressing them to their

lips, and by gestures indicating that they wanted the

complete book. We took them to the British and

Foreign Bible depot, where they fairly seized Arabic

Testaments, and cheerfully paid for them. Just after, a

party of Italians entered the depdt, with some of our

tracts in hand, to purchase the book of which they had

been reading. The most striking union for work is,

however, in connection with the army of Paris. When

we were informed that the Emperor had issued orders

for its admission, in companies of 2000 or more daily,

Miss Blundell suggested to the director of the Bible-

stand that we should act together. As the result, every

morning at nine o'clock one of our workers and one of
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the Bible-men take position within the entrance gate.

Each is laden with small packets containing a book of

the Bible, several suitable tracts, and a popular hymn-

book. When the soldiers ground arms, our worker (who

is an old soldier) with respectful salute asks permission of

the commanding officer to give packets to his men. This

is always granted ; so the army of Paris,—indeed, the

whole French army,—is thus being leavened with the

truth. At times complete regiments of Zouaves and

Turcos receive Scriptures and tracts in Arabic. It is

very pleasant to see these turbaned and terrible warriors

standing in groups about the park while one of their

number reads from a gospel. These sons of the Prophet

usually regard the books as sacred, as they press them

to their foreheads and lips before hiding them away. In

several cases they have asked us in broken French

where they could buy the whole book. We always know

where to direct inquirers, as the Bible Society is our

next-door neighbour.

" In addition to the distribution, there has been much

real teaching. All the men of the Book converse with

the receivers, and we of the tract kiosk have devoted

much time to the systematic visitation of the army of

exhibitors, and to general conversation. One or two

narratives may illustrate the importance of this work,

both amongst the foreigners and the English.

" There are many children of the desert connected

with the Exposition, the most attractive of whom are
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four Arabs, who spend several hours daily in riding

round the building, two as ' swift messengers ' upon

dromedaries, and the others upon large white donkeys,

such as are used upon state occasions by Eastern princes.

One afternoon, in company with Mr. T. B. Smithies and

two ladies, we passed by their stables. As the ladies

expressed a wish to see the dromedaries, we approached

them, and found that their riders could speak neither

French nor English. A young man who was standing

by said, ' I can speak Arabic, sir ; what shall I say to

them?' 'Tell them,' Mr. Smithies replied, 'that the

ladies would feel obliged if they would allow them to

see the dromedaries.' He did so, and they refused.

My friend pressed the request by saying that the ladies

would be very thankful indeed if they would do so.

They sprung from their seats and conducted us into the

stables, fastening the door to keep out those who pressed

behind us. After soothing the animals, who appeared

irritated at the disturbance, they placed on the saddles,

and showed us their mode of riding. At leaving, my

friend offered each of them francs, which they refused

in a most disdainful manner. The interpreter told us

that Arabs never take payment for being courteous to

ladies, and advised that in a day or two's time we should

give them handkerchiefs as an expression of good

feeling. The next day my friend purchased two silk

handkerchiefs of gaudy colour and striking design, and

presented them, with Arabic Testaments, to the two
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Egyptian Arabs. As the ladies were afraid that the

other men might be jealous, they asked me to purchase

two more and give to them. When I approached they

led me into the stable and fastened the door. They

were pleased with the handkerchiefs, but more so with

the proffered Testaments. Those who received them

the day before took them from the folds of their"

robes, and making pretence to read, pointed upwards ;

thus giving me to understand that they had been read

ing in them about some one in heaven.

"Our visits to the Chinese and Mexicans were

equally interesting ; but it is right to pass to our own

people, and suppose we select the Naval Shed Barge

for a visit. England exhibits exceedingly well in

military and naval material. The employes are fine

specimens of the British soldier and sailor. There are

seven of the latter, and their cabins are in the Govern

ment Barge beside the Seine. Their acquaintance was

made when they came to our kiosk for tracts, and

afterwards I visited them in their cabin. Upon a first

visit, one of them was lying upon his hammock reading

a tract to a French boatman. When surprise was ex

pressed at his being able to read French, he said that he

was a Jersey man, and added, ' These poor Seine men

don't know anything about the Bible, so when off duty

I often read to them.' This was very beautiful. This

shed and barge have been more honoured than any

other part of the Exhibition by the kings, princes, and
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war officers of the earth. One evening, while standing

there, the Empress with a group of ladies unexpectedly

came on board. Her Majesty, pointing to a boat,—the

cutter of a man-of-war, which was fitted as a life-boat,

—asked a sailor what it was for. 'It's a life-boat

Mum,' he replied ; and then, pointing to the life-boat in

the shed, gave Her Majesty a clear statement about

them — 'Mumming' her all the time. With his usual

good fortune, Jack got into the Royal favour, as he took

the Empress to see the boat which the Emperor had

bought for the Prince Imperial ; and they remained in

familiar conversation for some time. One day we got

into difficulties with the flag upon our kiosk, so I went

down to ask help of the sailors. They came to us,

mounted the dome as if by magic, and set the colours

right. This cemented our acquaintance, and I trust it

will prove to their spiritual good. We gave them some

copies of the British Workman and an almanack. These

they pasted round their cabin, to the amusement of the

Editor, whom I took to see them. One day I met two of

them in the park, when they acknowledged the common

infirmity of their order—inability to save money, and

added, ' We should like, sir, to take our wives presents

from the Exhibition ; and what could be better than a

guinea Bible from the building there?' It was arranged

that one of our ladies should receive a franc weekly from

them until sufficient was saved to purchase two of the

heavenly treasures.
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" The most brilliant scene of the year took place yes

terday, as the Emperor distributed the medals in the

Palace of Industry, in the Champs Elys^es. This is

an immense building with galleries, and was built for

the former Paris Exhibition. Preparations equal to the

importance of the occasion had been made. Around

the vast parallelogram had been erected tiers of 16,000

red velvet seats, and on one side of these was the ascent

of fourteen steps to the Imperial platform. It was

covered with a gorgeous canopy of crimson and gold,

surmounted by the imperial eagle and the various orders

of France. At the end of the south gallery were one

thousand singing ladies, dressed in white, with blue

ribbons ; and a vast number of men with guitars, harps,

clarionets, and all kinds of musical instruments. The

glass roof was covered with a light pink awning, which

subdued the light and gave richness to the decorations,

while from it were suspended a number of silk banners,

white, green, orange, blue, and purple. My seat was

near the throne, and I was in time to see the people

arrive. They poured in at the various doors, and every

seat appeared occupied an hour before the commence

ment. The tiers on tiers of galleries which had been

raised all round the quadrangle were filled with ladies

in evening dress, and men in all the varieties of uniform

and costume which the fashion, folly, and vanity ot

mankind can devise,—Arabs with their snow-white

burnouses and swarthy faces ; French senators, in green

ai
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and gold ; with officers of the armies and navies of

many nations. Upon each side of the canopy were

richly dressed groups of municipal officials, including

the Lord Mayors of London and Dublin, the Provost

of Edinburgh, and Burgomasters of the chief conti

nental towns, all in their robes of office. I was admiring

the trophies representing the six circles of the Exhibit

tion which adorned the centre, and the clusters of

national flags around the building, when the trumpets'

blast and the firing of cannon announced the approach

of the Emperor. As his Majesty entered, the vast

multitude rose, and thousands of voices, made more

melodious by the musical instruments, sang the French

Imperial Anthem. Sixteen gold and crimson chairs

had been placed on each side of the throne, and these

were at once occupied by princes of the earth. The

three central ones were larger than the others, and the

Emperor handed the Empress to the left, and the

Sultan of Turkey to the right, and then seated himself

in the centre. There sat the Majesty of France, and

beside him the Sultan of Turkey, who is king of

Babylon, Antioch, and Bagdad ; also the Viceroy of

Egypt, Prince of Wales, King of Wurtemberg, Prince

Napoleon, etc., an illustrious company. At a given

signal, a long train of prize-winning exhibitors came in

procession, and with their six beautiful banners, repre

senting the sections, marched to martial music before

the throne. The Emperor then received an address,
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and in a clear, kingly voice, gave utterance to a reply

which was brilliant with expressions of wisdom and

goodwill. After this the herald called forth individual

names, and the honoured men ascended the steps, and

each received his distinction. The Emperor himself

had to receive a medal for improved cottages for the

poor, which evidently caused a momentary embarrass

ment, as to who should present it This was removed

by the Prince Imperial, who, leaving the side of the

Prince of Wales, and throwing his arms around his royal

father's neck, handed it to him, amidst thundering

applause. After this, a procession of the royal company

was formed, and they walked round the spacious

building, while the National Anthems of the various

countries were being played. They then re-ascended
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the throne, and retired amidst the loud plaudits of the

people.

" * And what,' it may be asked, ' has all this pomp

and pageantry to do with our Christian effort ? ' What ?

Why, just this,—M. Marinoni, whose courtesy lent us

the use of his presses, has received a gold medal for

them. On approaching the kiosk about an hour after,

a larger crowd than usual was gathered round it, looking

at the press, which had been adorned with a bouquet

of immense proportions, and two little flags, with the

inscription, " Medaille d'or." The people watched its

movement with deepened interest, and eagerly pressed

for the tracts. These little messengers of mercy had

evidently received additional value, and we were glad

to see them treasured. In the Exhibition we have

another press of the same kind at work, printing a

French edition of The British Workman, with the

likeness of the Emperor, and a picture of a blacksmith

at his forge. Upon the other side is printed the narra

tive of the ' King's Messenger,' and other papers, con

taining a clear and forcible statement of the Gospel.

This morning, the Prince Imperial and suite entered

the machinery circle by eight o'clock. He was arrested

by the decorations of the press, and stopped to watch

the printing. Upon seeing an impression of his father,

the youthful prince exclaimed, "O! que c'est gentil!"

and with glee accepted a copy, which was printed

before him. He was reading it in the carriage as he left
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the park ; and it was pleasant to see the Gospel message

being thus conveyed to the palace of the Tuileries.

" Large bodies of English working-men visit the Expo

sition by excursions arranged by Mr. Layard and other

friends of the working classes. As many were from

London, I felt it quite my duty to look after and to pay

them all the attention in my power. The French Govern

ment have kindly placed military huts with two and four

beds in each at their disposal. I was there to welcome

the first batch that came from Tunbridge Wells. It was

pleasant to see the explorer of Nineveh and the ex-

minister seated amongst a body of English workmen,

giving them their tickets, and entering into their affairs.

In the outer circle of the Exposition a reading room

had been provided for them. I went with Miss Blundell

to present for their use handsomely bound volumes of

the British Workman. As we entered, a man was writ

ing ' British Workmen's Hall ' over the door. They

were all delighted with the gift. As regards work a-

mongst these men, I could have spent my whole time in

walking about with them. For instance, one morning I fell

in with a group of six from London. They were exer

cising the Englishman's right to grumble, by declaring

that this Exhibition was not worth seeing, as it was only

our old one hashed and warmed up again. We had wan

dered into the American court, so leading them up to

the orrery I exclaimed, ' Is not that worth looking at ?'

They examined its mechanism with curious eye, and
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merely observed that the workmanship was good, ' But

what think you,' was inquired, ' of the Divine workman

ship which set these spheres, and our world, and millions

of other orbs in the immensity of space ? Has He not

done it well ? ' There was a pause ; so I explained to

them a few facts of our solar system—the planets and

their satellites, the use of star-knowledge for navigation

purposes, and some scientific deductions as to the plu

rality of worlds. They were pleased, and listened while

being told of the shepherd-boy who loved while taking

care of his sheep to gaze upon the starry firmament, and

who, when King of Israel, wrote a hymn about it to sing

upon his harp,—'The heavens declare the glory of

God, and the firmament showeth His handywork.' We

walked together into a quiet court, where one of them

observed that neither himself nor his pals were religious.

' Then set that right at once,' I replied ; ' your eternity

depends upon it. Not religious ? Why the stars are

religious ; every particle of earth is religious. All His

works praise Him ; and will you, immortal men, dis

honour your Creator ? Approach Him through His

Son who died for you, and He will give you pardon and

peace and eternal life.' Portions of Scripture and suit

able tracts were then given to each of them. As we held

our Exhibition Bible Class upon that evening, I invited

them to attend, and was glad to see two of them present,

and that their behaviour was devout.

" In this way, by giving and teaching, the Word of
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God has free course in the Champ de Mars. When

we left, in July, just one million portions of Scripture

had been given from the Bible-stand. The Bible Society

had given many parts, and sold about 15,000 complete

Bibles or Testaments. From our kiosk we had given

about 1,160,000 Dublin and French Society tracts, and

about 500,000 of the British Workman and Monthly

Tract Society's publications. This is much seed. May

the Lord cause the whole earth to yield the harvest !

" It must not be supposed that this marvellous work

has been accomplished without opposition. Quite other

wise. From the first there has been a tide of opposing in

fluences. Before the opening, the Romish priesthood tried

to prevent the work ; but only obtained the concession

of a piece of ground just by, upon which to establish

counteracting influences. Upon it they built a church,

and have filled it with images, altar decorations, and

Ritualistic and Pontifical raiments. In the midst of

these is a beautiful image of the Virgin, bearing the in

scription ' Venez d moi par ma mere.' How terrible,

that Rome should dishonour the blessed Virgin by put

ting a lie into the mouth of the Redeemer concerning

her. He never said, 'Come to Me by my mother;' but

from the depths of His Divine sympathy for man He

did say, ' Come unto Me, all ye that are weary and

heavy laden, and I will give you rest' Upon the out

side there are bas-relief sculptures representing the lead

ing circumstances of our Lord's life and passion. I could
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but remark to the nobleman with whom I visited the

place, the singular circumstance, that while the truth in

Romanism which saves is thus pictured freely to the

people, they have to pay half a franc admission to the

mediaeval poison. This show is powerless to injure. A

chief cause of anxiety was the undue zeal of some of

the workers. Unbounded liberty was given in our parts,

but some abused that liberty by following visitors all

over the building, and pressing books upon them. As

far as I had authority, a tight rein was held ; but I had

not power to control many. The enemy was soon down

upon us, and the Bible-stand was closed for one day,

while we had the unpleasant consciousness that we were

under the surveillance of the (invisible) police. A pro

vidential clashing of authority was our deliverance, and

all were taught prudence. A large portion of the press

did its utmost to write us down, and open opposition

was shown. Priests used to take our tracts and portions

and tear them up in the public ways. I once saw as

many as thirty gospels and tracts torn all together in one

place. By exercise of the ' meekness of wisdom ' we

bore down this opposition, and the tide of public feeling

turned in our favour. The press began to write us up,

and even the priests were gracious to us. On one occa

sion a crowd had assembled round our kiosk, many of

whom said the tracts were Protestant, and ought to be

destroyed. A priest stepped forward and said, ' I have

read them all, and advise you to do the same, as they
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will benefit your souls.' Another priest asked for 150

gospels to give to his people, adding, ' Poor France

needs the Gospel.' This work is not only increasing

but spreading. One day being exhausted with work, as

I had been giving from the kiosk window from eight

in the morning ; I made request to the Russian gentle

man who gives at the stand to relieve me early, as he

had not been long on duty. He did not come till eight

o'clock, and then said, ' I have been detained by a prin

cess. This morning a lady spoke to me and accepted a

gospel. I spoke to her about the importance of personal

religion, though I judged from her finished dress that

she was of rank. She returned this evening with two

other ladies, and introduced them as princesses, and told

me that she was a Russian princess. She added, " I have

15,000 emancipated serfs on my estate, and want you to

procure 1,000 Testaments for me to distribute amongst

them." ' We also have been honoured by royal visitors.

The Empress and our own Prince of Wales have

accepted gospels, and I gave tracts to Prince Oscar of

Sweden, to the King of Bavaria, and to many nobles.

" In the midst of all this labour we were reminded that

we work for eternity by the sudden death of one of the

machinery men. He was of middle age, of genial dis

position, and held in general respect. His acquaint

ance was made at Billaincourt,and the last time I saw

him was there. He was by himself, cleaning machinery,

so, in my frivolous way, I addressed him as ' the Robin
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son Crusoe of the island.' He said that he was far from

well, and expressed his desire to get back again to old

England. This led me to speak of the happy condition

of those who are strangers and foreigners upon the

earth, and who look for a better country, and of the

work of Jesus, who has opened the kingdom of heaven

to all believers. At parting he selected some tracts

from my packet, and wished me a cheerful good-bye. It

was startling to hear of his death, and it produced a

solemn effect throughout the British sections. The day

after his funeral a number of the men gathered round

me to speak of him, when I observed to them, ' It is

a solemn thing, that one who came over with us at the

opening should find his grave in France. Little did he

think that an English clergyman would here pronounce

" Earth to earth, dust to dust, ashes to ashes " over his

remains. Surely it is as a voice from heaven, saying

unto us, " Be ye also ready." If you are unsaved, grasp

the truth that the blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth from

all sin, and that if " the wicked man turneth away from

, the wickedness that he hath committed and doeth that

which is lawful and right he shall save his soul alive."

To us labourers in the Lord's vineyard it has also a

solemn voice, admonishing to diligence and faithfulness.

It is true of us as of others, " that we have but a short

time to live," and we stand as messengers of the Cross

—the living among the dead. Oh for grace to live and

labour in the light of eternity !'
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" During my stay in Paris I was privileged by an

interpreter to address the congregation of Pastor N.

Monod, and to speak in several other French churches.

Beside these, forty addresses were delivered, chiefly to

the English, in and near Paris. The first of these was

to the rag-pickers, those strange poor people who by

night, with basket on their backs, lantern in one hand

and hooked stick in the other, collect saleable refuse.

For some time there has been a work of grace amongst

them, and nearly all have left the Roman Church.

They worship in a large room outside Paris. It was

delightful to hear them sing, and to see the joy with

which they drank from the stream of Gospel truth.

" Perhaps the most interesting congregation in Paris

worships in the Rue Madame. They are about seventy

in number, and are all, with their two pastors, converts

from Popery. They will not even acknowledge the

baptism of Rome, and have been immersed. They are,

therefore, a Baptist Church. I first addressed them

upon 'the blessings and security we have in Christ,'

and they asked me to speak to them again. This I did

several times. I also conducted the English service,

when there was not an American or English minister

in Paris.

" Five addresses were delivered at the Jockeys' Meeting

in Avenue Montaigne. This is unsectarian, but is usually

conducted by the Rev. Baron Hart, the Independent

minister. It is frequently attended by about fifty persons,
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amongst whom are many grooms and jockeys. This is

one of the bright spots in Paris, as souls have been born

there, and many find it a shelter from the allurements

of the pleasure city. When one of the grooms heard of

my connection with the London City Mission, he said

that he had been led to the Saviour by the public-house

missionary who visits St. George's, Hanover-square, and

he sent a message of Christian love to him.

" I addressed the Anglo-American Sunday school

about ' Our work amongst children,' and they sent

twenty-five francs to the Society.

" The Wesleyan friends are, if possible, more active in

Paris than elsewhere. They have a large chapel in Rue

Roquepine, and eight smaller places near Paris. No

sooner did Mr. Gibson, the resident minister, hear of

my arrival than he sent to ask me to take Sunday

services, as several lay-preachers were ill. At Passy,

St. Denis, and other places, the preaching rooms are

small but comfortable. In each there is an harmonium.

The services are attended by the few English, who have

no other means of grace. The order of the service is

very Church-like — singing, reading the Litany and

Holy Scripture, another hymn, sermon, and benediction.

I conducted eight of these services, and so became ac

quainted with many of our scattered country people.

" In several instances English people have been met

who had been almost lost in the French population, as

the following narrative will show. One day I left the
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Exhibition by a strange gate, and found myself in the

midst of a number of restaurants. In one there were

about twenty French workmen. I stepped in and asked

them if they would accept of beautiful tracts. They

pressed round me for them, and a woman from behind

the bar said, ' I am sure, sir, that you are an English

man.' 'And because,' I replied, 'you are a country

woman I will give you liberally of my treasures.' She

asked me into the parlour, and after stating that she

had not spoken to an English person for three years,

gave the following account of herself. ' I am an orphan,

and was brought up at the Orphan School on Ashley

Down. I left then for service, and travelled with a lady

as her maid. About four years ago I married a cook,

and we went to live in a southern town. My husband

was a very religious Catholic, as were his aged parents.

About two years ago his father died, and we had to

bury him. As is the custom there, we gave the cure ten

francs to say mass for the repose of his soul. Three

months after, the mother died, and it impoverished

us to bury her. We were in difficulty about the money

for the mass, when the cure came in. My husband

suddenly said to him, "Monsieur le Cure, will you please

tell me who is king of purgatory ? God is King of

heaven, the devil is king of hell ; but who is king of the

third place ?" A man who was standing by exclaimed,

" Oh ! his holiness the Pope is king of purgatory."

Then my husband said, "He must be a bad king, to
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keep the poor creatures in there because their friends

cannot pay a few francs for masses for their release."

The priest left in anger, and my husband was in great

trouble, fearing that he might be cursed, so we raised

the money for the mass. My husband, however, never

went to confession after that. We have come to Paris

to take charge of this restaurant as I can speak English ;

but though we have only been here a few days, my

husband is turning infidel. The Paris workmen hate

the priests, and curse them with dreadful oaths. They

say that there is no truth in religion, as such a religion

cannot be true ; and my husband says the same.' I

went into the kitchen to see the man, and was pleased

with his bearing. The conversation was led to the love

of Jesus for sinners, and the meaning of His dying

words, ' It is finished.' Never shall I forget the ex

pression of pleasure which passed over his face when

we spoke of ' a free pardon for penitents, of daily

grace and strength given to believers, and of the happy

issue—the souls of the redeemed passing direct from

earth to the presence of the Redeemer.' After this I

saw the man several times, and his wife attended our

meeting for young women. Upon the last visit suitable

books and tracts were given ; and I believe that they

have both obtained spiritual good. They had com

menced attendance at a French Protestant chapel.

" Chantilly is the Newmarket of France, and a most

interesting place. It has an English population of
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about 450 souls. These are chiefly trainers, jockeys,

and grooms. Some of them are married to French

women, and their children attend the convent schools.

As there is no Sabbath in Chantilly, and the French

races usually take place on Sundays, this community of

English is in danger of being lost to the Protestant

Church. The reality of Popery, however, to some ex

tent, prevents this. I there witnessed the idolatrous rite,

la fite Dieu. Three priests, representing the Trinity,

carry the wafer-god in procession through the town.

The inhabitants cover their houses with sheets and

tablecloths ; and when the wafer is passing they kneel in

the streets and offer divine worship to it. There is an

English church in Chantilly, which is well attended, as

the excellent chaplain, the Rev. F. W. Wilkinson, is be

loved by the people. There is also a Wesleyan Society,

and they are now building a chapel. Both parties act

in harmony, the Wesleyans attending church on Sunday

mornings, and they never hold services at the same time.

I twice conducted the Wesleyan service, and at the

request of Mr. Wilkinson delivered an address in the

theatre upon ' Life amongst the Poor of London.' The

Rev. gentleman took the chair, and there was a good

attendance, chiefly of trainers and jockeys. It was,

perhaps, the first theatre service held in France. At the

close several of the men inquired after missionaries who

had visited them in London, and they sent fifty francs

as their subscription to the Mission.
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"This three months' sojourn in Paris has given me a

prayerful interest in its people, its Churches, and its

resident English. From the noble French Protestants,

the English clergy, ministers, and residents, I received

much kindness. It was a time of ceaseless and anxious

labour ; but strength according to the days was given,

therefore to Almighty God be the ascription of all praise.

Before Him there is cause for humility because of un

faithfulness and lack of full devotion. One blessed truth,

however, leads to confidence and joy ; it is, that we

stand complete in Jesus, and that ourselves and our poor

services will be accepted in Him.

"The work was made rich in blessing. During one

week above 7,868 copies of the Scriptures were issued

by the Bible Society, of which 1,086 were sold. The

following statement by the elect lady who had charge

of the kiosk is a cheering testimony as to mercy granted

during the effort.

" ' The Exhibition is closed, but not so the kiosk, which

carries on its now more quiet work through the hands

of the two French evangelists, who commenced their

labours before its foundations were laid. A constant

stream of workmen, police, soldiers, and employes, flow

to it through the day, to get a last souvenir, to pur

chase " sheet tracts," or buy a Bible or a Testament, or

exchange a civil word, which often gives text for serious

conversation. Last night, the police officer on guard at

the Grandporte of the Park, said to one of the workers :
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" Madam, you are indefatigable . . . Le bon Dieu

garde tons ceux qui s'attendent a Lui !—God preserves

all who trust in Him!" We value this double testi

mony.'

" Our first prayer-meeting in the kiosk was com

menced by some one reading the text for the day

(March 28th) in the Almanack des bons conseils ; it was

Deut. xxx. 9 : ' The Lord thy God will make thee

plenteous in every work of thine hand . . . for

good.' We all heard it with amazement, and pleaded

it as a special promise from our heavenly Father ; but

never did our widest thoughts embrace the extent to

which He had determined to fulfil that promise. Nor

need the details ever be published. The simple result,

in statistics, is about four millions of tracts, which

during eight months found their way into the chief

countries of the world, and the last thousands of which

were literally snatched from us all round the kiosk,

by hands so numerous that we often could not see

the faces and persons they belonged to.

" The English episode of this portion of the work had

its share in the blessing, as all who thereby enjoyed

their Sabbath rest amid the surrounding turmoil, and

the seasons of spiritual refreshment in the evening

meetings, can testify. May the Lord stir up thereby

His people to more earnest prayer, and more vigorous

labour in His cause.

" His gracious blessing rested abundantly on every

N
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work which was carried on in reliance on His holy

Name, in the Champ de Mars ; and in such a way did

it manifest itself, that no individuality was prominent,

no man was broughtforward, the work alone was owned,

manifested, and blessed, and the workers constrained to

say, Surely this is of God !

"Another character of the general mission-work was

that of catholicity ; not only was no one section of the

Church of Christ honoured above another, but I believe

no worker ever thought of asking of his fellow-worker

what section he belonged to. To be in Christ, and

consequently anxious to bring others in, was all that

was thought of in accepting the frequent and kindly

aid, tendered often so earnestly And harmony was

the consequence.

" Let our last note be therefore a note of praise,—

praise to our prayer-hearing God,—praise to our long-

suffering and tender Father,—praise to our Almighty

Saviour ! To us belongs confusion of face for a

thousand short- comings, but to the Lord our God

belong mercies and forgivenesses !"



Austrian Wettaussteikmjj, $Tiemm, 1873.

" What is earth but God's own field,

Fruit unto His praise to yield ?

Wheat and tares therein are sown,

Unto joy or sorrow grown ;

Ripening with a wondrous power,

Till the final harvest hour :

Grant, O Lord of life, that we

Holy grain and pure may be.

' ' For we know that Thou wilt come,

And wilt take Thy people home ;

From Thy field wilt purge away

All that doth offend, that day ;

And Thine angels charge at last,

In the fire the tares to cast,

But the fruitful ears to store

In Thy garner evermore.

" Come then, Lord of mercy, come,

Bid us sing Thy harvest-home !

Let Thy saints be gathered in,

Free from sorrow, free from sin ;

All upon the golden floor

Praising Thee for evermore ;

Come, ten thousand angels, come ;

Raise the glorious harvest-home. "

Henry Alford, D.D.



CHAPTER VI.

RECORDETH CERTAIN PARTICULARS ABOUT A

GREAT EVENT IN THE CITY OF THE DANUBE.

—A CONTINENTAL JOURNEY.—THE FINGER

OF THE CITY POINTING TO HEAVEN.—

AUSTRIA'S EMPEROR AND MANY PRINCES.—

LETTER TO ENGLAND'S AMBASSADOR.—THE

SABBATH IN VIENNA. — AMERICA, ENGLAND,

AND THE COLONIES UNITE IN REVERENCE

OF THE LORD'S DAY.—CONCESSIONS FOR

BIBLE AND TRACT CIRCULATION.—A VICAR'S

LADY WITH BRITISH SUBJECTS.—A CONVER

SATION WITH GREAT RESULTS.—PRAISE BE

CAUSE OF " MERCIFUL KINDNESS."



'T may with safety be asserted that for no

former Exhibition was longer and more

careful preparation made than for that

which distinguished the year 1873. The

expectation, so fully realised, that the Welt-

ausstellung to be held in the Prater of Vienna,

would in extent and excellency of exhibits surpass

all other collective displays, was general through the

nations. The studios, foundries, and workshops of the

world were many of them occupied for quite three years

with men of genius and industry, who determined that

in their departments beauty and perfect workmanship

should combine. The recently sealed nation of Japan

carried the spirit of emulation so far that the Micado

decreed an Exhibition of their own, that the public

might gaze upon the things prepared for the astonish

ment of Europe. They, to be sure, had no building

suited for the purpose, and therefore used the Buddhist

temples of Chronin, Kenninji, and Nishi Hongnaugi,

though they were two miles apart. These efforts were
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certainly successful, as their contributions to the great

show were both unique and useful.

Evangelists of England and France were also thought

ful ; and taking time by the forelock, they made early

application to the Austrian Imperial Commission for

space in the building for the exhibition of Bibles and

illustrated publications ; and they also applied for the

erection of a kiosk in the Prater, for gospel and tract

distribution. Neither of these requests was complied

with ; and the applicants were informed that the giving

of printed matter openly or in envelopes was against the

law, and that a " concession " must be obtained even for

sale, after the publications had been submitted to the

authorities for inspection. This denial was a serious

disappointment after the liberal treatment received in

Paris ; but the best had to be made of the difficulty. It

was indeed felt that a chief influence for good would

be the Christian behaviour of British Exhibitors and

visitors. The Committee of the Lord's Day Observance

Society, therefore, addressed a memorial to the large

body of British exhibitors, and the following to our own

Commission.

" To the Royal Commissioners appointed to represent British and

Colonial Exhibitors at the International Exhibition of Vienna

in 1873.

" Your Royal Highnesses, my Lords and Gentlemen,—The Com

mittee of the Lord's Day Society in London remember with gratifi

cation that at the International Exhibition of Paris, in 1867, the
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English and Colonial exhibitors claimed the Sunday as a day of

rest for themselves and servants, and did not uncover their goods,

work their machinery, or attend at their stalls on that day.

" The Committee have reason to know that the position assumed

by the English-speaking exhibitors was fully appreciated by the

Emperor of the French and the Imperial Commissioners ; and

even in some cases where it was at first regarded with disfavour, a

change of sentiment occurred, and opposition ceased.

" They are assured, also, that the witness then given to the fact

that the English nation has found in a general regard to the Lord's

day one great cause of her stability and happiness, was not with

out a salutary influence on many who were assembled in Paris from

various nations of the world.

" They are, therefore, very desirous that at the coming Vienna

Exhibition, for which you are the Royal Commissioners represent

ing British and Colonial exhibitors, there should be secured the

fullest liberty to those whom you represent, in the matter of

rest on the Lord's day. The Committee pray you to support by

your high authority any representations which may be made in

Vienna in favour of a quiet day of rest for exhibitors and their

servants, and they particularly ask that you would instruct your

Secretary that in this matter you will expect all proper assistance

to be rendered to those who desire to maintain their English rever

ence to the Sabbath appointment and the honour of their country,

which is so intimately associated with our national regard to the

Day of Rest.

" I have the honour to be, your Royal Highnesses, my lords

and gentlemen,

" Your very obedient and faithful servant,

(for the Committee) " John Gritton.

Christian exhibitors, who were making, preparations

in London, were also upon the alert, and one of them,

Mr. J. Neal, who had been an exposant at each of the
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exhibitions, carried a resolution at a meeting of trades

men, asking the London City Mission to allow an officer

of theirs who had been engaged in effort for the right

observance of Sunday, to proceed to Vienna for the

purpose of guiding and influencing the English-speaking

exhibitors. Their request was readily granted ; and

the Lord's Day Society prepared the way by sending

the following letter :—

" To His Excellency Sir Andrew Buchanan, Her Majesty's Am

bassador at the Court of Vienna.

" Sir,—I am commanded by this Committee to transmit to your

Excellency a memorial presented by them to the British Com

missioners for the Vienna Exhibition, with a copy of a circular

which the Committee have sent to the English exhibitors, and in

doing so to beg your attention to the effort which is being made to

secure the rest of the Sunday to the English exhibitors and their

servants, and also to request very earnestly and humbly, that

your Excellency will graciously assist in any way the efforts of

Mr. Weylland, who has arrived in Vienna with introductions to you

as Ambassador, and who is charged by this Committee with the

interests for which I now plead.

" I have the honour to be, your Excellency's very humble servant,

" John Gritton.

" Lord's Day Observance Society,

20, John Street, Adelphi."

The journey, the delivery of the letter, and matters

of interest which occurred, may serve as a continuation

of the narrative of Christian work in Great Exhibitions,

and we therefore print the letters addressed from

Vienna to the Secretary of the City Mission.
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"Hotel Metropole, Vienna, May-day, 1873.

"Rev. and dear Sir,—After a pleasant and not unevent

ful journey, I arrived four days ago in this beautiful city

of the blue Danube. Circumstances, of which I will

hereafter inform you, caused us to be very late, as it

was near midnight when the train arrived. There were

many passengers and a good proportion of ladies. To

our horror, we found that the cabmen had struck, and

that there were only three omnibuses at the station.

After some grumbling and expressions of humour, we

made the best of our position by placing the ladies

inside a crazy vehicle, and our luggage upon the roof,

and then, clambering up, we seated ourselves upon it.

The weather was bitterly cold, and we were glad to

wrap tightly in our rugs ; but the driver, who was very

communicative, beguiled the journey. Among other

things, he told us that the Government was paternal,

and would soon bring cabbies to their senses, as they

had been informed that if they were not upon their

seats by noon to-morrow, soldiers who could drive

would take their places ; their leaders would then be

sent to prison, and the rest would be deprived of their

licences for life. Though cold, the night was fine, and

the moon shed a soft light, which enabled us to see

something of the beauty and magnificence of the city

we had entered. The first impression was most favour

able, as upon leaving the terminus of the K. K. priv.

Oesterr. Staats Eisenbahn, Nordliche Linie, we passed
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through streets of white well-built houses which led

to others of still larger proportions and more elaborate

designs. Even by moonlight the Ring Strasse, with

its grand new buildings, its palace, opera-house, and

gardens, struck us as the finest boulevard in Europe.

The silvery light played upon the rapidly-flowing

water of that branch of the Danube which passes

through the city, and at the same moment gave us a

view of the lofty steeple of St. Stephen's Cathedral.

The spire, at an immense elevation, terminates with an

ornamental cross, which, to us, had the appearance of

an open hand, and gave us to understand the saying

of the Viennese, "that the Cathedral is the finger of

their good city pointing towards heaven." These obser

vations seemed to shorten the journey, as, after dropping

passengers on the way, we suddenly arrived at our

hotel. Another proof of the magnificence of the city

there awaited us, as we had, though painfully weary,

to toil up 157 stairs before reaching our chamber. This

chamber, however, like Bunyan's in the Interpreter's

house, might be called ' Peace,' as, after giving thanks

for the mercies of the way, and asking for a blessing

upon the city and our Mission here, 'sleep was sweet

unto me.'

" Early next morning I called at the British Embassy

with Dr. Stewart's note of introduction to Lady

Buchanan. Her Ladyship received me graciously, and

entered with interest into the matter of my visit to
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Vienna. I then handed her Ladyship a letter of intro

duction which Lord Shaftesbury had given me to Sir

Andrew Buchanan. She left the room, and in a few

moments returned with his Excellency, who greeted me

cordially. He expressed himself as favourable to our

effort in protection of the Sabbath at the Ausstellung,

and added 'that he was glad to have assurance from

Lord Shaftesbury of my discretion.' As an old Queen's

Messenger, I understood the meaning of this, and gave

his Excellency assurance of my anxiety to be prudent

as well as faithful. Upon this, his Excellency asked

Lady Buchanan to write me an introduction to Mr.

Owen, Secretary to our Commissioner. This was

certainly an effective epistle, as, upon reading it, Mr.

Owen addressed me in the kindest manner, gave me an

admit before the Exhibition was opened (a favour of

importance, but which could only be granted by him

self), and a free admission to a reserved seat at the

opening ceremony of to-day.

" There was little excitement in the city this morning,

though an event of deep public interest was to take

place. There were no flag decorations in the boulevards

or upon the white steamers which ply the turbid waters

of the Danube ; but the holiday attire of the people and

the long line of carriages which passed through its ave

nues of palaces toward the lovely park of the Prater,

indicated that the day had arrived for the opening of

Austria's great Palace of Industry. So wide and
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pleasant are the public ways, that we are not conscious

of pressure though following in the wake of thousands ;

and as we enter the magnificent Rotunda we are arrested

by its vastness, which affords accommodation for the

tens of thousands of people who are gathering for the

great ceremonial. So large is its dimension that I must

ask you to imagine the inner circle of Regent's Park

covered in with a mighty dome rising one hundred feet

higher than the cross of St. Paul's and surmounted by a

crown (the iron crown of Hungary), with imitation gems

as large as cannon balls. In the centre of this expanse

is a large raised platform with crimson covering and

about fifty golden and crimson chairs. Near this are

hundreds of seats occupied by ladies attired in beautiful

dresses and the most splendid of head decorations, and

by noblemen and naval and military officers in their

marvellous variety of costume, from the purple to the

purest white. Stars, orders, and ribbons adorn nearly

every breast ; while cocked hats with feathers of general

officers, naval cockades, and gold lace are in abundance.

While observing these things and conversing with

several American gentlemen about Him who will gather

all peoples to His throne, many military bands struck

up the Austrian National Anthem, and the Kaiser, of

Imperial presence and dignity, with his daughter,

stepped upon the platform. As the Prince Imperial

of Germany approached, with the Empress of Austria,

the Prussian Anthem was played, and the vast dome
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echoed back stirring melodies, including our ' Rule

Britannia,' as the Prince of Wales, with the daughter of

England upon his arm, and a succession of princes

stepped forward and took their seats.

"The opening ceremony was very short. It consisted

of the reception and reply to three addresses. But

when the Emperor rose, and in a loud and pleasant

tone of voice declared the Exhibition of 1873 opened,

there was great shouting of the multitude, and sound of

trumpets, mingled with sweet strains of music. The

Emperor then stepped from the platform and, followed

by the Crown Princes of Germany, England, Holland,

and Austria, with several princesses and a great com

pany of nobles and Royal Commissioners, commenced

his journey through the Exhibition. Nearly two hours

passed before the cheers of exhibitors announced their

return. They looked weary, and there was much dust

upon their Royal raiment. They were evidently glad to

step into their carriages ; and I was glad to get through

the cordon of sword-bearing police, to be about our

Master's business in the British and American courts.

"That you may be fully informed concerning the

work there, it is well that you should know that it

commenced nine days ago, on board the Harwich

steamer. A gentleman with whom I entered into con

versation recognised me as the Secretary to the Sabbath

Observance movement at the Paris Exhibition, and

being a Christian man, promised me his aid at Vienna.
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Upon visiting the forecastle together, we found quite

a number of men on their way to the Exhibition, many

of them assistants to exhibitors, or their workmen ; and

a group of seven waiters were going to the only English

restaurant : these told me that they were to be followed

by eight waitresses. To all of them we spoke concern

ing personal salvation and the proper observance of the

Sabbath, and, scattered many tracts among them.

" On the journey and in the hotels at Cologne and

Mayence opportunity offered to speak with several

English and American travellers, and to give them

gospels. Sunday was spent at Munich, where I attended

the English service, and during the day distributed

Gospels in the German and French languages. At the

hotel I fell in with a young gentleman who is travelling

round the world, and " doing " Europe. He is from the

Salt Lake City, U.S. ; a Mormon, and brother to one of

Brigham Young's wives. He listened to the truth, and

we became very friendly. He gave me his card, inviting

a correspondence a year hence ; and he assured me that

his parents and himself would gladly receive me for a

month, should I visit Utah. We travelled from Munich

in the same train with the Prince of Wales. The

stations were gaily decorated, as the Prince Leopold

and his bride, the Archduchess of Austria, were ex

pected to pass up the line. When we reached the little

Bavarian station of Bergen, our train had to be shunted

to let the royal train through, as the line is single. As
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the beautiful saloon carriage passed slowly through the

station, the Prince of Wales and Prince Arthur, both of

whom were in very ordinary undress, stood upon the

platform surrounded by their attendants and a few

of us loyal subjects of the Queen. We all raised our

hats, and received smiles and bows from the Prince and

Princess, neither of them recognising their royal cousins

of England. As we were delayed for quite ten minutes,

the opportunity was taken, in a quiet way, to distribute

some of the tracts, ' The Englishman in Vienna,' among

the retinue and servants of the Prince of Wales.

" Upon first entering the building, I was disappointed at

the few exposants present, and at the backward state of

affairs ; but was more so to-day. Messrs. Hancocks were

the only persons really ready, and hundreds of cases

were unpacked. I, however, entered freely into conver

sation with the exhibitors about their duty and privilege

in reference to the Lord's day, and found a difference

of opinion amongst them. The great majority readily

promised to absent themselves on Sundays, and others

to think the matter over. This personal conversation is

all-important here, as the law will not allow us to hold

a meeting without four days' notice, and a permit from

the police ; and as the authorities are opposed to our

Sabbath observance, this permit could never be ob

tained.

" I have also spoken with a number of American exhi

bitors and several colonials ; but as their courts are not
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yet open, it is a work for the future. The good influence,

however, of reasoning out of the Scriptures with every

man who can be approached upon the subject, and the

circulating of printed truth, must have its effect. May

the Divine blessing, without which nothing is strong,

nothing is holy, make this endeavour to protect and

honour the day which He in mercy has made for the

benefit of man successful ! "

" 3, Tiarken Strasse, Vienna, May 6.

" Rev. and dear Sir,— As Sunday was the first

Lord's day upon which the Exhibition was opened, I

entered the Prater with a deep sense of anxiety. On

the way all the shops were open, and men and women

were at work upon the many buildings in course of

erection. The women, who wear little shawls over their

heads, short skirts, heavy boots, and some without

stockings, mix the mortar and carry it and bricks in

oblong buckets upon their heads. They ascend the

ladders, and supply the bricklayers upon the scaffolds.

Hundreds of men and women were thus employed at

the erections round the Exhibition ; and in the vast

Rotunda and foreign courts a great number of work

people and exhibitors were busily engaged. But upon

passing into our courts and sections I was made glad

by the change of scene, as there was an expression of

Sabbath rest. All the exhibitors were absent, and such

of their exhibits as had covers were covered over. In
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others articles of value were removed, as for instance,

from Hancock's cases. Their jewels, which form an

attractive show, had been taken from the cases, in which

papers announced in French that 'the jewels will not

be exposed to-day.'

" About eleven o'clock, however, an Englishman and

his assistant entered, and commenced fixing and ar

ranging his cases. I approached him with the remark

' that he was bravely in the wrong, as few men could be

bold enough at once to act against the law of God, the

custom of his country, and the example of his brother

exhibitors.' He made a feeble defence ; and soon after

packed away his tools, closed his case, and they left

together.

" In our machinery section and agricultural machinery

annexe nearly all the goods were covered. Only five

exhibitors were present, and three of these said that

they did not care to push their interests on Sunday,

but that they had received an intimation from the

Commission that they ought to be present. They were

urged to resist any intimation or order of the kind, and

reminded that the British commission, especially the

executive, were in a most delicate position, and that

firmness on the part of exhibitors and employh was

real kindness to them. I then entered the American

Section. Several of our energetic cousins, with foreign

workmen, were erecting their machines ; and when re

monstrated with they were down upon me with ' cute '

O
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sayings and hard words. It came at length to the

handling of the Bible, to which respect was paid. They

did not yield, but one of them gave a significant ' guess'

that they would not be there another Sunday.

"About noon I stepped into the grounds to speak

with the man in charge of our ' British Workman '

cooking machine, and when there noticed a stream of

quite thirty men entering their houses, two comfortable

iron "erections with the Union Jack over the doors. As

they were in working dress and looked jaded, I went

towards them, and pointing up, remarked, ' So you fly

British colours, do you ?—the flag that braved a thousand

years the battle and the breeze.' ' We do,' replied

several of the men, with a laugh ; and then they asked

me into their dining-room. When there, I observed,

" Rule Britannia" was played the other day at the

opening ceremony, reminding one that " Britons never

shall be slaves." You would not be allowed thus to

slave on Sundays in an English Exhibition ; but you

have of course hired yourselves to the foreigners to do

evil' ' No, we have not,' they answered ; ' we serve

the British Commission or private firms, and are com

pelled to work on Sundays.' 'British or foreign,' I

replied, pointing to the Union Jack, ' you have dis

graced your flag; haul it down and run up Austrian

colours, for your conduct is as un-English as it is un

christian.' This severe rebuke led to earnest conversa

tion, during which one of the men left the room, and
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returned with a printed copy of the agreement they had

signed, one condition of which was, as near as I can

recollect, 'that they should work any number of re

quired hours, Sunday not excepted, if necessary.' After

friendly advices, a liberal supply of tracts and publica

tions were received.

" During the day I conversed with many of the men

in groups or at their work, and received valuable testi

mony from several. One man, who was painting a little

drink-hall in the grounds, observed, ' I agreed with my

master to receive three pounds a week for a full week's

work, which in this wretched country means seven days

a week, and I have had my dose. I have been here nearly

three months, and to me it has been one long dismal

work-day. So tired am I of it, that if I was told that I

must go to prison or work on Sundays for life, I would

walk in at the prison doors.'

" Another observed, ' I work for our Commission, and

some of us have been slaving for three, four, eight, or

more Sundays. I have had two months of it, and the

Commission will not get much out of me to-day, as I

have no mettle left.'

" A third man said that he was ashamed of himself,

as he was fighting against the dictates of his conscience.

He had been deeply impressed by the death, after a few

days' illness, of one of his ' pals ' with whom he came

over. He added that when the poor man was ill in

hospital he expressed a wish to see an English parson ;
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but no one of them thought him to be so ill as he

was, and next night he died. It was, he added, a

dreadful thing for a Sunday-worker who had at the last

neglected religion thus to die. And it was bad that

nearly two hundred workmen should be in that

foreign land as sheep without a shepherd. His mate

had been interred by the Presbyterian minister ; and if

their work ceased next Sunday he intended to attend

his service.

" These conversations drew out my deepest sympathy

for the men, and I embraced every opportunity to speak

to them upon the great matter of human salvation. An

opportunity of this kind occurred toward the evening, as

a company of quite ten men gathered round me at the

end of the agricultural shed. To secure their attention

I addressed them as follows :—

" ' You know the branch of the river Danube which divides the

city from yonder popular suburb called Leopoldstadt. During the

reign of the Emperor Francis II. a severe winter was followed by

a sudden thaw, and the river rose to such a degree as to overflow

the quays and inundate the streets. But this was not the worst of

the mischief, for the ice, in thick blocks, brought down by the

swollen current, and forced one upon another, pressed with con

tinually increasing force against the piers of the only existing

bridge. These at length gave way, and the bridge fell into the

turbid river ; and the people of Leopoldstadt saw with dismay

their only communication with the capital cut off. Great distress

followed for want of provisions, the inhabitants having been de

pendent upon the city for their daily supplies. Boats were collected

at the quays and loaded with bread ; but no one was bold enough
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to risk the passage, which was rendered extremely perilous by the

rapidity with which large masses of ice were every moment shooting

down the stream. The Emperor himself stood at the water's edge ;

he exhorted, entreated, threatened, and promised high rewards, but

all in vain ; while, on the other hand, his subjects, famished with

hunger, stretched forth their hands and supplicated relief. At

length the monarch could bear the sad scene no longer. Leaping

singly into a boat laden with bread, he took hold of the oars, ex

claiming, " Shall it be said that I would see those perish without

an effort, who would risk their lives for me ?" The example of the

Emperor produced a feeling of shame in the spectators, who im

mediately crowded into the boats, as emulous of the danger as, a

few moments before, they had been disheartened by it. The raging

stream was encountered without accident, and the intrepid Sovereign

had the joy of being the first to hold out to his dying people the

bread which he had conveyed to them at the hazard of his life.

This action was worthy of a king, and did him more honour than

the conquest of an empire, and yet it but faintly sets forth the love

of Christ which passeth knowledge. His was a love that brought

Him from the throne of His glory to the manger of Bethlehem, to

a life of sorrow and the cruel death of the cross. All this He en

dured for us and our salvation, and He is therefore the Bread of Life

to all who believe upon Him. Grasp, my good men, grasp firmly

the salvation offered you by Him. Then your sins will be pardoned

and the Holy Spirit will give you peace with God ; then your lives

will be holy and happy, and your eternity a fulness of joy in the

presence of your Saviour.'

" The men appeared to be deeply impressed, and to

wards evening I left the Exhibition, wearied and sad

dened because of some things, but glad because of the

Sabbath testimony, and thankful that an effectual door

is opened in this palace of man's power and intellect for

publishing the glad tidings of great joy.
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"Tiirken Strasse, Vienna, May 15. ,«

" Rev. and dear Sir,—Admission to the Exhibition on

Sunday was reduced to a gulden, or tenpence English

money, the now fixed sum for that day, and as the result

the immense building and its many outside erections

were for the first time densely crowded. Continental

exhibitors were there in large numbers, much of their

machinery was in action, and all was excitement, busi

ness, work, and pleasure. But in the British and

American portion of the transept and in their sections there

was a Sabbath calm. Not an exhibitor was to be seen.

Many of the cases were covered, and others remained
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imdressed. In our machinery and agricultural annexes

many objects were covered, and few persons passed

through them. With the exception of here and there

a visitor, I had no one to converse with, and therefore

made my way to the English and American refreshment

restaurations, in order to speak to the people in them.

" In the former were many friends, as the acquaintance

of the waiters had been made during a rather rough sea-

passage across the Channel, and to these I have since

then added to the list the principals and six young

people who serve refreshments. Upon entering, a few

days ago, I was told that one of their number had been

taken seriously ill. I asked for his address, and immedi

ately went to see him. It was with difficulty that he was

found, as he was lodging at an hotel in the old part of

the city. So valuable is space here, that he was sleeping

in a kind of cellar comfortably fitted up as a dormitory

for eight or ten men. Though it was the middle of the

afternoon, he was in total darkness ; but he gave an

exclamation of pleasure when he heard my voice. An

attendant brought a lamp, and we sat for some time in

earnest conversation. He was very ill and low, and in

great spiritual distress, as he had been ' overtaken in a

fault' He informed me that he was a member of a

Baptist Church, and had never before, since his conver

sion, worked upon the Lord's day. The inducement of

high wages and the desire to see the Continent had,

however, led him to accept the appointment ; and he was
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now distressed at the prospect of six months of unceas

ing toil. I entered with sympathy into his trial, and

in a subdued tone of voice comforted him with many

passages from the Book of Life—declarations of Divine

love which give assurance that He who has received His

people into His covenant of unceasing love will ' heal

our backslidings,' and again apply the ' blood of sprink

ling ' which cleanseth from all sin. After this, we took

refuge and sought for strong consolation in prayer. He

was most grateful for the visit, as he seemed to feel that

I had come direct from the Lord to him. It was indeed

worth the journey to Vienna to visit this erring disciple

in his affliction.

" There is also much opportunity for Christian effort

in the American . refreshment places, to one of which

reference shall be made. A lady of rank wrote to ask

my opinion upon the introduction of Drink-halls for the

sale of light and unintoxicating beverages into London.

While reading the letter, I passed a refreshment temple

in the Prater, and noticed that ' America ' was written

over one window and ' England ' over the other. At

the first window there was a negro, and at the other a

pretty English girl. I entered into conversation with

the negro, who at first made light of my words, but

soon became very attentive. As it was evident that he

had been well instructed in the truth, inquiry was made

concerning his parents, when, with the starting tear, he

informed me that he had sinned against light and
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knowledge, and went on to say that his father was a

born slave, but became a Methodist preacher. He was

sold to a master who beat him cruelly for preaching to

and praying with other slaves. A quaker gentleman

heard of this, and arranged his escape to Canada, where

he became a regular Wesleyan minister. 'And I was

raised there,' the negro continued, ' and used to pray in

meetings ; but since father and mother died I have been

awful wicked.' He was reminded that he was the child

of prayer, and of ' parents passed into the skies,' and

exhorted earnestly to seek mercy.

" In the Exhibition grounds there are other acquaint

ances of his nation and colour, especially in the Wigwam,

a large South American refreshment booth. Sixteen

negro waiters serve in it, fifteen of whom are Wes-

leyans and Freemasons. They have all brought Bibles

with them, and several have expressed their sorrow

at having to work on Sundays, and at the lack of means

of grace.

" As I had been supplied with a number of tracts in

German and other languages, effort, has been made to

do good among the Viennese themselves. This, how

ever, is very difficult, as the law is framed to keep out

the light. There is an abundance of crucifixes of horrid

distortion both of face and limb to be seen at the way

side, and even in the tap-rooms ; but there is scarcely a

trace of the pure Christian religion. The light of the

written Word has long been shut out of the city, as no
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bookseller dare place the Volume of Inspiration in his

window or offer it for sale. The giving of tracts or

religious papers of any kind is against law and regula

tion ; and even religious services cannot be held without

authorization from the police. The resident minister is

now in trouble, having an ' intimation ' that the Presby

terian form of service is not one recognised by the State,

and must therefore be conducted merely as domestic

worship. There is, indeed, a reign of spiritual death

throughout this beautiful European city. On the Sab

bath evening, not a single place for Divine worship is

open—not a church bell is to be heard ; but the public

gardens, with bands of music, Museums, Zoological

Gardens, Polytechnic, and Picture Galleries are all open.

Sentimentalism about the elevating influence of a plea

sure, as opposed to a religious, Sunday has no influence

here, as they possess the evil. It is said in England

that such an arrangement would prevent drinking, and

I have put this statement to the test by walking through

many of the drink-shops here on the Sunday evening.

In the comparatively few where ardent spirits are sold,

I saw many working-men more or less inflamed by them.

In others beer was as freely drunk as in our tap-rooms ;

but its effects are less felt, as Viennese beer is not so

intoxicating as English. But to make up for this, the

men smoke excessively, and they, no doubt, upon the

double enjoyment, spend more money than our working-

men. From early in the morning all the drinking places
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are crowded with card and billiard players, and during

one Sunday I have seen thousands of men and women

thus occupied. As regards numbers, I can certify of a

truth (as I know much of London public houses), that in

this city of open Sunday Museums, there are, upon the

evening of the Lord's day, a treble proportion of men

and women in the drinking places to what there are in

our city, where such good influences are left for other

days, that each man may possess his natural and Scrip

tural right—a day of rest—and the opportunity to learn

that righteousness which exalts both the individual and

the nation.

" Though it is true of this as of other cities, that 'gross

darkness covers the people,' yet there are pleasing signs

that the true light is breaking upon it. Several years

ago a concession was granted to the British and Foreign

Bible Society, and they have a flourishing depot in

Elizabeth Strasse, one of the best positions in Vienna.

Their agent, Mr. Millard, is an intelligent and devout

man, well qualified for his position; and he has under

him a staff of colporteurs who scatter the good seed of

the kingdom in the towns and villages round about. Of

late the circulation has steadily increased ; and since the

Pope has declared himself to be infallible it has reached

five hundred copies a week. A desire is indeed gaining

ground to know the Holy Scriptures. When standing

in the depdt one morning, I noticed a number of men

and women reading at the window, and was told that
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the pages of a number of Bibles were turned over every

morning for the people who come to the window to

read their daily portion.

"The usual result of Bible circulation is seen in a

growing desire among young men to read its pages to

gether. On Sunday evenings Mr. Millard has a meeting,

with an average attendance of forty men, who are thus

drawn together, all being Austrians or Hungarians. A

police agent is usually present ; but this does not inter

fere with the proceedings. Last Sunday evening I was

requested to address them, Mr. Millard acting as in

terpreter. The meeting was held in an upper room in

a distant part of the city, and to me it was a novel sight

to see so many young men of this nation kneel in prayer,

and to observe the reverence with which they turned

over the pages of their Bibles. Their attention was fixed

upon the concluding words of Romans viii., ' The love

of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord,' and after

illustrating the blessed theme with many scriptures,

showed its practical influence upon the believer, and in

support of this gave narratives of missionary work in

London. It was a pleasant meeting, and we parted

with expressions of Christian affection.

"Our Religious Tract Society has also obtained a

'concession,' and has opened a shop in the Ring

Strasse for the sale of their valuable publications in

German and other languages. I was glad to be almost

the first customer.
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"Mr. Smithies has also obtained permission to publish

a copy of the Austrian (British) Workman in Vienna,

as has the Monthly Tract Society to open a depdt in the

centre of the city for the circulation of their tracts and

books. The barrier to a free circulation of printed truth

also appears to be breaking down, as I ventured last

Sunday to give away tracts at the racecourse, and among

the multitudes of people assembled at the fair in the

Prater. There was no feeling of opposition—quite the

opposite—but I was very careful. This extension of

liberty and right feeling argues well for the future of

Austria ; and let us hope that this Exhibition may result

in the spreading of truth and right principles, and in the

increase of her material prosperity.

" 3, Tiirken Strasse, Vienna, May 29.

" Rev. and dear Sir,—During the past week I have had

a pleasant companion in the good work, the Rev. F. J.

C. Moran, of the Colonial and Continental Society. He

has come over to arrange extra services for the exhi

bitors and English visitors, and had an introduction to

me. I was heartily glad to see him, as there is great

need here for his Society's operations, the accommodation

at the Embassy and Presbyterian Room being quite

unequal to the worshipping necessities of the people. I

therefore entered heartily into his object, and introduced

him to many of our exhibitors and workmen, receiving

much kind aid in return. After three weeks of lonely,
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exhausting effort, it was pleasant to meet with so friendly

and zealous a worker in the Great Master's vineyard ;

and I trust that permanent good will result from his

visit. Within the week two services were established,

one for Sunday morning at 8 o'clock, for persons who

cannot attend later in the day, and another at 4 in the

afternoon. These were well attended, and will be con

tinued until the close of the Exhibition, Mr. Forbes,

of Paris, and other good clergymen taking them in suc

cession.

" You will rejoice to know that among our countrymen

employed in the Exhibition there is proof of spiritual

good. Several of the workmen to whom Bibles or por

tions of the good Book had been given, have spoken to

me about the great matter of personal salvation, and

seem anxious to be brought into the liberty of the sons

of God. One of them, who has charge of art work of

great value, told me that he has yielded himself to the

Lord, and he is giving proof of this by joining in Chris

tian effort. He now gives a quiet but bold testimony,

and has accepted a supply of tracts for circulation among

his companions—a first-fruit, let us trust, of good result

ing from a published Gospel in this Exhibition.

"There is also an indication of blessing upon the young

English-speaking women employed there. In Paris

their number was very large, and the late Lady Harriet

Cowper gathered them in parties to her house that she

might seek their safety and salvation. Though the
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number here is small (about 30), we have desired a con

tinuance of the good to them, and it has been brought

about. On Thursday evening Mr. Moran and myself

strolled into a concert-room in the Ring Strasse, and

while listening to the music I told him my wish as

regards these young people. 'A lady,' he exclaimed,

'of my acquaintance is staying at the Grand Hotel,

who will certainly help in the matter.' Though it was

nearly 10 o'clock, we hastened to the hotel, and ascend

ing by the lift to the second floor, inquired for Mrs.

Watkins. She received us kindly, and we told her of

our desire to establish religious meetings for the young

women employed in the refreshment and other parts of

the Exhibition ; but that being here without our wives

we could not invite them to take tea with us at an hotel,

and required a lady to do so. She kindly offered to do

this, and we hurried off to an hotel and made arrange

ments for the gathering. Next morning the following

invitation was issued:—'Mrs. Watkins requests the plea

sure of 's company on Saturday evening, May

24th, to meet several friends at the Britannia Hotel,

Schellerplatz, Elizabeth Strasse, off the Opera Ring.

Tea and coffee at 7.30.'

" The following abridged account of this meeting will

no doubt give you pleasure :—

" ' About twelve persons were present. After tea, the Rev. H. G.

Watkins, Vicar of Potter's Bar, expressed the pleasure it gave Mrs.

Watkins and himself to receive them there. As strangers in a
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foreign city, it was well that they should be cared for by Christian

visitors, placed as they were in a position of exposure and forget-

fulness of holy things. Many of them would have to serve behind

refreshment-bars, Sundays and week-days alike, and all would have

great reason to be watchful and prayerful. In the Exhibition there

were things of priceless worth, but each of them had a soul of more

value still, to save which, and to glorify God, ought to be the great

object of their lives.

" ' Mr. Weylland then gave an account of tea-meetings instituted

by the late Lady Harriet Cowper to young people employed at the

Paris Exhibition, and after comparing the great truths of the Bible

to things of wonder and beauty in the Exhibition, he exhorted them

to strive for a diadem, for the crown of life that fadeth not away.

" ' The Rev. F. J. C. Moran then addressed them upon the value

of the Holy Scriptures as the guide of life, and asked each of them

to accept of a reference Bible from the depot of the Bible Society.

These were gratefully received. One young woman who had been

resident in Vienna for years, kissed the Bible handed to her affec

tionately, and said with tears, " This was my mother's book." She

had for years been living in the neglect of religion.

" ' It was announced that Lady Buchanan would attend the next

meeting. Mr. Moran then offered prayer, and the young people

left with many expressions of thanks to Mrs. Watkins for her

kindness. Several young women who were prevented by business

from being present, sent an apology and promised to attend if again

invited.'

"An important sectional meeting has since been held,

of which I append an account :—

'"On Monday a meeting of gentlemen who exhibit in the British

agricultural machinery section of the Vienna Exhibition was held

in an office in the building. Though one of the most complete and

interesting parts of the Exhibition, it is the display of only a few

large English firms.

" ' Mr. Head (Orwell Works, Ipswich) said that a question of

P
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considerable importance had brought them together. As yet there

had been a general observance of the Sabbath by the English-

speaking exhibitors, and in their section they had not only given

the rest-day to their assistants, but had generally covered over

their goods. Several of their number had a feeling that considera

tion for the Austrian public, who paid their money for admission

on the Sunday, ought to lead them generally to uncover ; besides,

the Austrian Commission had strongly expressed a desire to that

effect. As regards Sunday labour, they, as a firm, were convinced

that, even on the Continent, nothing was to be gained by it, and

they did not allow their agents to transact business upon that day.

He, however, was of opinion that they ought here to uncover, while

discouraging Sunday labour.

" ' Mr. Weylland observed that they, as exhibitors, represented a

nation which entirely closed its own successful Exhibitions upon

the Lord's day, and consistency required that in foreign lands they

should stand firmly to the right. In Paris they did so, to the

honour of their country and to the benefit of themselves and those

employed by them. As regards the uncovering, he had an im

pression that a general resolution to that effect would never be

passed by a body of English exhibitors, as many of them would no

more expose their goods on the Lord's day in a foreign Exhibition

than they would open their factories or take down their shop

shutters in England on that day. As regards the Viennese, a

people without a Sabbath required a good example—(hear, hear)—

and they would do more good to them by strictly observing the

day than by conforming to their custom.

" ' An animated conversation followed, in which each gentleman

took part, one exhibitor expressing an opinion that it was right and

our duty to exhibit every day, as was no doubt expected by the

Austrian authorities.

"'The Rev. F. J. C. Moran observed, that the Viennese them

selves were now making an effort to obtain the Sabbath rest. An

increased number of shops we're closed last Sunday, and, for the

first time in the history of the nation, the working classes were
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taking up the question. On Sunday last seven hundred shoe

makers refused to work ; and we ought therefore by our example

to strengthen the movement.

" ' The agent of a large firm said he had been for years upon the

Continent, and disliked an English Sunday ; besides, he owed a

duty to his employer, which required him to do business whenever

he could, and as Sunday was the people's day he should not think

it right to stop business and cover up their exhibits.

" ' Mr. Weylland observed, dryly, that foreigners might doubt

the respectability of firms which traded on the Lord's day, as the

best-known firms of England did not do so ; and then, as regards

the " people's day "—in this country saints' days were the people's

day. (Hear, hear.) We could therefore as Christians keep our

Sabbaths and pay attention to the Austrian people on their holi

days. He then read a list of firms who, in reply to a circular of

the Lord's Day Society, had pledged themselves not to employ

labour on Sundays.

"'After some further conversation, Mr. Davy (Standard Iron

Works) moved that " The exhibitors of this section are agreed not

to be present or to transact business on the Lord's day." This was

seconded by Mr. Head (Ransome & Co.). Thirteen persons voted

for it, including all the principals of firms ; but three agents voted

against it. It was suggested that they should write to their

principals for permission to fall in with the Resolution. The

meeting then separated.'

" Communications were addressed to these three firms

by the Secretary of the Lord's-day Observance Society,

and in each case directions were afterwards sent to the

agents in Austria, not to uncover or to transact business.

"Last Sunday was the fourth Sunday upon which

the Exhibition has been open, and it was strictly observed

in the British, American, and Colonial sections. The
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meeting of Monday will help to secure this respect for

its claims to the end, and I therefore feel that the object

for which I was sent here is fully accomplished, and shall,

in obedience to orders, return home without delay. For

this result I am deeply grateful to Almighty God, and

anxious that undue credit should not be given to my

self, as I have merely assisted others. Much is due to

the Christian feeling of gentlemen upon the British and

American Commissions, and above all to a large body

of godly exhibitors. Many of these were as anxious as

ourselves that the Sabbath sign between God and His

people should be clearly maintained in this distant land.

I shall leave Vienna with a sense of ' love in the Spirit'

to many of them. There will be other ties to this city,

as I shall always remember with pleasure the kindness

received from Sir Andrew and Lady Buchanan, the

Rev. Dunlop Moore, Mr. Millard, and other residents.

For the Viennese themselves I have conceived a great

regard ; and I have been treated with uniform kindness

and consideration by all with whom I have had inter

course. For them we desire an open Bible and all

the blessings which flow from it. Among them there is

a considerable number of English, or the children of

English parents. I conversed with several governesses,

and young men and women employed in shops and

manufactories. Each of these feel the loss of England's

Sabbaths. One spoke of having on that day to give

dancing lessons, and others of man's bondage during
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its sacred hours. For them a stated and missionary

ministry is required. The city itself is peopled by

representatives of the various nationalities of the great

Austrian Empire and surrounding nations, and is there

fore a great field for missionary effort. That this gather

ing of the nations within its boundaries may result in an

effort for the evangelization of its people, and so help

to fill the earth with the glory of the Lord, is the desire

of yours faithfully, " "

" Rev. J. Garwood."

Four years have passed since the Weltausstellung

building, with its wondrous dome, capable of covering

that of St. Peter's of Rome, St. Paul's of London, and

many others—with its separate Palace of Fine Arts,

and surrounding erections, Persian, Egyptian, Japanese,

Styrian, Samole-Sclav, and many others, were swept

away ; but some results of them remain in the beautiful

capital of Austria. English exhibitors arid visitors have

left an impress behind them. Not only is the depot of

the Bible Society prospering, through a large increase of

sale, but depots (conspicuous shops) of the Tract Society,

and another for monthly tracts, have been opened and

are flourishing, while the familiar British Workman,

there re-named the Austrian Workman, is commonly seen

in the newspaper kiosks and book shops ; and so the

blessing is established of a Christian and pure literature

in this chief city of seven nationalities—a blessing which
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must increase, as the entrance of the Divine Word

giveth light to nations as to men.

Among the gracious promises of Jehovah is this—

" Them that honour Me I will honour " ; and it is there

fore a satisfaction to know that the British Exhibitors

in Agricultural Implements and Jewellery,—those who

lost most by observing the Lord's day,—to these the

chief medals and honourable mentions were awarded,

so that they possess the prize of world-wide competi

tion bearing the wreathed likeness of the Emperor of

Austria.

The example set of honouring the Lord's day is, we

are assured, attended with good results. In Vienna,

as in Paris, a body of shopkeepers (few in number but

respectable) now close all day on the Christian Sabbath.

The working-classes have also commenced the struggle
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for rest rights on that day, and several thousands, chiefly

of indoor trades, have obtained the privilege.

These are good results ; but to those who work for

eternity nothing short of the conversion of souls, the

leading of sinful men to the great Sin-bearer for pardon

and peace, and their evidence of holy living, is really

satisfactory. The husbandman looks with joy upon the

gathered sheaves, the result of all his anxious thought

and pains, and so the Christian worker regards with

delight every addition to the Church, knowing well that

in the blessed future, when "angels shall shout the

harvest-home," that other crowns of rejoicing will be

granted, because of His faithfulness who has promised

the increase.

If one renewing of acquaintance gave a Christian

visitor to Exhibitions more pleasure than another, it

was the meeting by appointment at the Polytechnic

in London with a young man soon after his return from

Vienna. He was an Exhibition assistant, and was fre

quently seen in the American Refreshment Hall and

once in a drink-shop of the city, as he had fallen into

habits of intemperance. His position was jeopardized,

and his employers thought of sending him home, when

the Christian teacher met him early one morning in the

Prater. They retired to a seat under an avenue of trees,

where an earnest conversation was kept up, and truths

taught by a Christian mother brought vividly to his

mind. Under the influence of deep feeling he pledged
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his honour, that while in Vienna he would abstain from

intoxicants and attend Divine Worship at the Embassy.

He kept his word and wrote his friend several letters,

by which the meeting was arranged. It was pleasant,

while they stood in a building not unlike an Exhibition,

to hear from his lips the result of that one conversation

in the Prater ; his struggle against an acquired appe

tite; his resort, and that constantly, to the throne of

grace for strength ; and his ultimate surrender to the

service of his God and Saviour. He has become estab

lished in the faith and hope of the Gospel, and is one of

the many,—very many, we trust and believe,—who have

been gathered out of Great Exhibitions into the large

Church of the Redeemer.

Throughout all these efforts the language of thanks

giving, as expressed by the 117th Psalm has been con

stantly on the lips of each of the company of evan

gelists ; and it is well with that ancient hymn of praise

to close this record concerning Austria's Great Exhibi

tion.

0 PRAISE the Loud, all

ye nations : praise Him,

all ye people.

2 For His merciful kindness

is great toward us : and the

truth of the Lord endureth

for ever. Praise ye the

Lobd.
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Through storm and calm the years have led

Our nation on from stage to stage

A century's space, until we tread

The threshold of another age.

Oh ! checkered train of years, farewell,

With all thy strifes and hopes and fears .

But with us let thy memories dwell,

To warn and lead the coming years.

And thou, the new beginning age,

Warned by the past and not in vain,

VV rite on a fairer, whiter page,

The record of thy happier reign.

W. C. Bryant.



CHAPTER VII.

REJOICETH WITH YOUNG AMERICA UPON HER

HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY.—THE CITY OF

BROTHERLY LOVE, AND VISITORS FROM ALL

NATIONS.—A PEOPLE'S REVERENCE FOR THE

SABBATH.—THE BIBLE PAVILION AND ITS

MANY TONGUES.—CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP.—

A POET'S WISH FOR WAR FLAGS FURLED.—

SUMMARY OF MERCIES.



1 HAT America should commemorate her cen

tennial year—her Declaration of Independ

ence by an Universal Exhibition, is proof

that the idea which emanated from the

Prince Consort of the British throne has

rightly influenced the whole Anglo-Saxon

race. To those who would give enduring strength

to the bonds of relationship and religion which happily

unite the mighty nation of America to these fair

Isles, it is gladdening to know that in the reign of

Victoria animosities generated in a former reign were

completely destroyed, and peace with good-will estab

lished between them for this and for future generations.

All was certainly joyous and happy in the " city of

brotherly love " upon the fourth of July, 1876, when the

hundredth year of the American nation was celebrated.

The day was ushered in by the great Liberty Bell

ringing out the National Anthem at its first moment,

and the welcome peals were greeted with salutes from

artillery and with shouts from watchful multitudes in

the city. While the morning was yet early, processions
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with flags, banners, and music emerged from all parts of

the city, passed through the main streets, only stopping

to cheer before their ancient places (the cottage built

for William Penn before his arrival, and the old London

Coffee House, bearing date 1702), and rallied en masse

before the old Court House, in which the " Declaration "

was drawn up and signed. Here an original copy was

held up in full view of the assembled multitudes amidst

enthusiastic applause. A national ode was then recited

by the composer,* and an oration delivered in honour of

the day. The people then listened with emotion to the

Hallelujah Chorus, and with deep feeling joined, and

their voices were as the sound of many waters in singing

the Old Hundredth Psalm. Peals of the great bell were

then heard through the city, and the processions with

pressing multitudes passed on to their great Centennial

Exhibition. Festivities and fireworks concluded the day,

which was marked by the absence of all but the best

feeling toward the Old Country, and by a deep and uni

versal expression of good-will to the large number of Eng

lish visitors who fraternised with the rejoicing citizens.

The praise which the founder of Philadelphia bestowed

upon its site for a city is certainly true of its suitability

for an International gathering. " Of all the places I

have seen in the world," wrote William Penn, " I remem

ber not one better seated ; so that it seems to me to have

Appendix. Note VI.
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been appointed for a town because of its coves, docks,

springs, and lofty lands." Its nearness to the ocean by

one of its great rivers, the Delaware, with its geographi

cal position and railway service, render it accessible to

people of all the States. Fairmount, the great park of

Philadelphia, embraces 3000 acres of land, 450 acres of

which were reserved for Exhibition purposes. The main

building was about four times larger than the first exhi

bition in London, while numerous erections for art and

machinery exhibition surrounded it. Ten horse-car

roads and four steam-roads connected by lateral rail

ways were so arranged as to be able to carry 144,000

persons to the termini in the building every two hours,

while facility was given for approach by the beautiful

river which flowed through the Park.

The opening ceremony by His Excellency President

Hayes, upon the 10th of May, was of some magnificence ;

but a sober spirit pervaded the people of the Quaker City,

while visitors from other States and abroad were looking

forward to the excitement of Independence Day. And

then, among the Christians of the city and nation, a

desire strong and prayerful had been manifested to

make their Centennial something more than an ex

pression of the nation's pride, progress, and power. By

them a baptism of the Holy Spirit upon their continent

and the world was sought in hundreds of prayer-

meetings held in the commercial centres of the country

and in many towns and villages, while the same holy
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desire found expression in thousands of pulpits and

church meetings. The result was marked in several

ways, and especially by the nation adopting the sign

between Almighty God and His people—the observance

of the Sabbath.

A great responsibility rested upon the Centennial

Commission, as with them, among other important

matters, was left the decision as to opening or closing

the Exhibition upon the Lord's Day. The Board con

sisted of two members from each State of the Union, and

as they were representative men of repute, their decision

upon any subject was regarded as expressive of the voice

of the nation. To influence them to open the Park and

building on Sunday, great effort, extending over several

months, was made. The press of the country fully

discussed the subject, while public meetings were held

in Philadelphia and other large towns to which great

support was given by the lower order of emigrants and

foreign residents. At one time fear was expressed that

this party would prevail, though it was known that the

old Puritan element and the Bible guided people of every

name were intent upon a national acknowledgment of

the force of the Divine law, while a deep though rarely

expressed desire to follow the good example of England

was known to exist among the people. Between these

parties the conflict was sharp and earnest.

After the excitement of controversy outside, the

decision had to be taken by the Commission ; and
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this was done with a debate which was conducted

throughout in the smart business-like way in which

the Americans excel. The hall in which the debate

took place was crowded, partisans of both sides occupy

ing the gallery and strangers' floor. As these visitors

were not allowed to speak, they took part in true

American fashion by ' vigorous expressions of their

approval or disapproval. There was, however, but one

disturbance of the business of the meeting, though it

lasted one hour and a half. We will only refer to

several of the arguments used, as these have a flavour

peculiarly American, or clearly express the English view.

" You are all politicians," exclaimed one of the Com

mission, " and are afraid of offending the Churches by

opening."

" I," retorted a brother commissioner, " represent a

Territory (Orizona) which has not a single organized

Church in it, and yet I should be ashamed to go back

to my constituents if I did not insist upon and vote for

our people as a nation honouring the Sabbath law."

"Why not," inquired another member, "revive the old

State law which forbids a man to walk ten miles on the

Sunday, and which would prevent strangers leaving their

hotels under pains of starvation ? "

The retort was delivered with warmth, and fairly

electrified the listeners. " We are not such fools as to

put State law on a footing with the moral law of the

Almighty. We are a 'cute people—very. Something
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good in those laws when they were made ; they how

ever wear out, but the statute law of heaven endureth

for ever."

"The Roman Catholics are seven millions in this

country," quietly observed another member ; " and the

Archbishop proposes that the Park and building should

be closed until one o'clock in the day, and opened after

that."

" Indeed," was the sharp retort of a friend at his side,

" and by what authority would his grace give over one

half of the Lord's Day to the Devil ? "

The next speaker took the expediency side, by giving

his opinion, " that as a speculation the Exhibition would

be a great failure if closed on Sundays ; the loss of

dollars, dollars, millions of dollars."

" England alone has made her Exhibitions pay, and

she closed them on Sundays," was the calm retort of

an opposing member ; " and I support the example of

the Old Country."

In this style the debate continued, the speakers being

kept to a last speech of not more than ten minutes each.

When they had finished there was great excitement

while the votes, by States, were publicly taken ; and

loud cheers conveyed to the people outside the pleasing

fact that the Commission had put honour on the Lord's

Day by deciding that it should in their exhibition be

properly observed. Thirty States against, and only

seven for opening.
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This decision met with public approbation so general

as to prove that the family feeling in favour of Sunday

rest is the sentiment of the nation, and that the mighty

energy of the people is derived from its benefits.

" Twenty thousand pulpits " was the utterance of a

representative, " will condemn your act if you dishonour

the Lord's Day ; " but the closing words of the last

speaker were echoed through the country:—

" The Americans absorb people of all nationalities and make

English-speaking people of them, and therefore, as Americans

representing the old feeling of their fathers, the Commission ought

to agree that Sunday is a sacred day of rest. This Sunday obser

vance had made the Americans what they are ; had they not been

a Sunday-observing people, they would have had no Centennial—

the annals of their country would long ago have been written."

This union of religious sentiment was exceedingly

agreeable to English exhibitors, who in consequence

felt quite at home in Philadelphia, their position in

other cities having been one of unpleasant protest

against the large body of neighbouring exposants. In

other matters they also met with friendly consideration.

We, for instance, were asked to introduce a deputation to

the American Minister, Mr. Pierrepoint, upon his arrival

in London, as exhibitors who like ourself could not visit

the Centennial Exhibition were anxious to join with

their brethren in Philadelphia in asking for alteration

in regulations which unpleasantly affected them. His

Excellency received us graciously, and after hearing our

Q
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statement, informed us that the matter was mentioned

at the last meeting of the Cabinet he attended ; and he

promised to represent our case in a favourable manner

to his Government. This was done, as within a few

weeks the regulation was modified at the suggestion of

the President. We mention this, as to " be courteous "

is an apostolic admonition, and to observe it is produc

tive of good feeling between nations as between indi

viduals. And here we may add that the large number

of medals awarded to British exhibitors appeared to be

rather a source of satisfaction than otherwise to their

American rivals.

As at our first exhibition so at the Centennial, but

feeble effort was made in an organized form to evan

gelize among the vast flow of visitors to the centre

of the New World, and yet there was a constant and

impressive testimony of Jesus. In the first place,

marked honour was paid to the Bible, as it was shown

to the nations in the main building in 148 languages

and dialects, of which 121 had prior to the formation of

the British and Foreign Bible Society never appeared,

and twenty-five of these languages existed without a

written form. No sales were here attempted ; but a special

attendant was employed to give information to those

who asked it, and sixty thousand copies of " Speci

men Verses " were gratuitously distributed.

The Pennsylvania Bible Society also, by means of

private subscriptions, erected a Bible Pavilion in the
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Park, and this more than met the expectations of its

projectors. Concessions were made by the Commission

permitting the sale of Scriptures without payment of

any royalty, and the Society took care of the manage

ment and bore the expense. The immediate result was

the sale of 3,324 Bibles, 8,489 New Testaments, and

13,832 portions of the Bible, making a total of 25,155

copies, in forty-five different languages, twenty-five thou

sand copies of the Specimen Verses were also distri

buted. It was computed that during the six months

of the Exhibition not less than 200,000 persons entered

the Pavilion, and saw in it one manifestation of the

unity of Christian power and life.

As regards other efforts, it ought to be placed on

record that increased Sunday services, midday gath

erings for prayer and praise, and week-evening meetings

were arranged for and carried on until after the close

of the Exhibition, and much printed truth in various

forms was distributed. At one meeting alone, held in

the main audience-room of the Bethany Church, Phila

delphia, more than 2,800 persons listened to a discourse

from Mr. Moody, while a company formed of several

hundred persons, the overflow of attendants, held a

prayer meeting in the school-room. At these as at

many of the meetings, Sankey's hymns were sung, both

as solos and by the congregations : the general singing

of these hymns was indeed a proof of the strong hold

which evangelical religion has upon the American
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people. At the out-door services, men and women of

every condition in life crowded to the sound of the sweet

familiar tunes and heartily took up the notes of praise.

Busy passers by would stop until the end of the song of

Zion, and then leave singing on their way. In every

part of the city, school children, and even " babes

and sucklings," chanted or lisped the familiar songs

and melodies. All this, with the many visitors from

each State who boldly confessed Christ, gives hope that

Young America will as a nation not only increase in

worldly greatness, but that it is her high destiny to be

exalted before the world as a people blessed by Jehovah

with power to honour His name and word, and to aid

in the establishing of His gospel kingdom of peace and

love.

The strong bond of union between English and

American Christians will certainly hasten this blessed

result, because of their oneness in Him who is Head

over all things to His Church, the Corner and the Top-

stone uniting all its parts. Several incidents occurred at

the Centennial Exhibition which displayed this spirit

of unity in bold relief. An English evangelist, for

instance, Mr. Needham, became a guest at the Atlas

Hotel, and after a time was invited to attend meetings

which had been established there and were conducted

by the Rev. G. H. Andrews of St. Charles, Illinois.

The visitor as requested took part in the services, and

week by week the number of persons attending in
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creased, until the audience chamber of the Hotel be

came overcrowded with American, English, and Colonial

worshippers. It indeed became and continued, until the

close of the Exhibition, an Evangelical Alliance of the

Churches of the two nations, and the result was spiritual

profit and power. The meeting was usually opened by

an American gentlemen giving out a hymn, after which

an Englishman would offer prayer ; this was followed

by Bible reading and short addresses by brethren of

each country, after which Professor Johnson would sing

a sweet solo, such as, "I am coming now to thee, O

thou Lamb of Calvary," and then the meeting would

separate, the people praising and blessing God.

It is only right to add here, that visitors and exhibit

ors agreed that a high tone of good feeling distin

guished the American nation during the period of their

Centennial rejoicings, so that their Exhibition was truly

a " festival of peace." Their poet Whittier, with the in

stinct of true genius, caught the popular sentiment, and

in the centennial hymn which was sung on the hundredth

birthday of the nation by the vast multitude in Philadel

phia, and with which we close this record, has given to it

enduring expression. To Britons this hymn will seem

to echo back from the new. world in poetic metre the

thriling language of our Princely founder of Interna

tional Exhibitions, and will tend to increase between

them and between the family of nations stronger im

pulse to labour and to pray for the glorious consumma
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tion when all people shall be gathered beneath the

sceptre of the Prince of Peace, whose kingdom shall

increase until the earth shall be filled with the glory

of God.

" Our fathers' "God ! from out whose hand

The centuries fall like grains of sand,

We meet to-day, united, free,

And loyal to our land and Thee,

To thank Thee for the era done

And trust Thee for the opening one.

Here, where of old by Thy design

The fathers spake that word of Thine,

Whose echo is the glad refrain

Of rended bolt and falling chain,

To grace our festal time, from all

The zones of earth our guests we call.

Be with us while the New World greets

The Old World thronging all its streets,

Unveiling all the triumphs won

By art or toil beneath the sun ;

And unto common good ordain

This rivalship of hand and brain.

Thou who hast here in concord furled

The war-flags of a gathering world,

Beneath our Western skies fulfil

The Orient's mission of good-will,

And, freighted with love's Golden Fleece,

Send back its Argonauts of peace.

For art and labour met in truce,

For beauty made the bride of use,
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We thank Thee ; but, withal, we crave

The austere virtues, strong to save,

The honour proof to place or gold,

The manhood never bought or sold !

Oh ! make Thou us, through centuries long,

In peace secure, in justice strong ;

Around our gift of freedom draw

The safeguards of Thy righteous law,

And cast in some Diviner mould,

Let the new cycle shame the old ! "

It would not be well to close this narrative of Christian

effort in International Exhibitions without distinct and

lowly expressions of gratitude to Almighty God for

the known blessings which He has vouchsafed to

those engaged in each department of its labours. At
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first, the magnitude of the buildings and the vast

pressing multitudes of people, suggested discourage

ments, from the difficulty of securing attention ; the

minds of all associated with them being absorbed by

duty, cares, or pleasure. And yet rare opportunities

were presented for the spiritual application of the

prophet's words, " Blessed are ye that sow beside all

waters."

Under ordinary circumstances, such extensive teaching

would have required the agency of many persons, in

many countries ; but in these vast erections there was

what the Hebrew dialect calls, " a gathering together of

waters " (Lev. xi. 36), for there were assembled in each

spot the representatives of nearly all the nations of the

earth ; and never since that marvellous outpouring of

the Spirit on the Day of Pentecost,—when " Parthians,

and Medes, and Elamites, and the dwellers in Mesopo

tamia, and in Judaa, and Cappadocia, in Pontus, and

Asia, Phrygia, and Pamphylia, in Egypt, and in the

parts of Libya about Cyrene, and strangers of Rome,

Jews and proselytes, Cretes and Arabians," heard every

man in his own tongue, wherein he was born, the

wonderful works of God,—never, since that day, had

there been such heterogeneous assemblages of the

peoples of the earth in one place ; never had there been

such glorious opportunities of heralding the glad tidings

of salvation in the ears of countless myriads, who, to a

great extent, were as ignorant of Gospel truth,—of
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that peculiar way, revealed in the Book, whereby God

proposeth to save sinners,—as were those Parthians,

Medes, and Elamites, at the Day of Pentecost. If on

that unhopeful assembly the Spirit of God could de

scend, awakening the conscience and touching the hearts

of thousands, why might not that same Spirit grant

His presence and bless the efforts of His servants in the

midst of equally hopeless gatherings in London, Paris,

or Vienna.

This consideration influenced many of the Lord's

people, who entered upon the effort with timidity but

in simple faith ; and now that the great events have

succeeded each other and are over, they are enabled

to look back with joy and gratitude, because of sus

taining grace,—to give thanks for wheat gathered into

the garner,—to join with the apostle in rendering

" glory in the Church by Jesus Christ, unto Him that

is able to do exceeding abundantly above all that we

ask or think, according to the power that worketh

in us."

At the commencement, the force of discouragements

appeared equal to the good anticipated. On every

hand there were repelling influences ; and those who

joined in early struggles can testify to periods when

hope of success almost deserted them. One sustaining

circumstance was, however, felt,—the fact that the first

International Exhibition had been opened with a prayer

of solemn dedication to Almighty God—a prayer which
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extended in holy desires for good to result from succes

sive gatherings of the peoples of the world. That the

Lord was gracious to His servants beyond their fears,—.

that openings, altogether unexpected, were made for

their testimony, and that blessings were granted far

beyond the efforts put forth, the following " summing

up of mercies " will clearly show, to the praise of Sove

reign grace.

The Word of God was honoured and magnified.

Winged messengers of truth were scattered over the

globe.

The Gospel was preached to men of all nations.

The Sabbath Institution has been honoured and

strengthened.

Many individuals were led to the Saviour.

The Church of Christ has been strengthened and

encouraged for future and increased effort.

The Word of God was honoured and magnified. This

light for mankind, which was at the beginning obscured,

rose in the first Exhibition to send forth fresh rays

into the dark places of the earth. When its arrival

became known, men of all tribes and peoples flocked to

read in their own, and to gaze upon the written lan

guages of others. A deep sense of gratitude was ex

pressed to that association of Christians known as the

British and Foreign Bible Society, and many strangers

visited their Depdt for the purpose of securing copies

for the use of themselves or friends in distant lands, or
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as souvenirs of the Exhibition. On the Continent the

Book sent forth a great blaze of light, which illuminated

and continues to illuminate the surrounding darkness.

The Bible Stands in Hyde Park, the effort of Mr. Hawke

and other private Christians, were a powerful expression

of the desire of English Christians for the increase of

the knowledge of the Gospel of Christ ; and the con

tinuance of this effort, with its daily effectiveness, in

the Crystal Palace, under the direction of Mr. Alexander,

is a matter for thankfulness and rejoicing, while stimulus

has been given to Christians generally to scatter with

liberal hand, books and portions of the Book whose

words bringeth salvation.

Winged messengers of the truth were scattered over the

globe. That other association of Christians, the Tract

Society,—with its inexhaustible supply of truth, pure

truth in printed form, from leaflets, tracts, and maga

zines to volumes,—put forth its energy to acquaint

the gathering and dispersing myriads with the saving

testimony God has given of His Son. Their records

speak of hundreds of thousands, even millions of silent

messengers of mercy diffused by their own and every

agency they could command ; and their records also

show that they who scatter liberally are rewarded with

the large ingathering.

But let it also be recorded that these Exhibitions

have given large scope for the exercise of personal

solicitude for the enlightenment and happiness of man
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kind. That good servant of the Master, Henry Bewley

of Dublin, for instance, who has so recently entered into

rest, spent upwards of seven thousand pounds in scatter

ing precious grains of truth throughout England, Europe,

and the world. To him, as to others, Great Exhibitions

were "opportunities embraced," to occupy for the service

of their God and Saviour, and by them sound and

lasting work was well and truly done.

Other of the Lord's servants united themselves,

union being strength, in this way to accomplish good

by all means in their power. The Monthly Tract Society,

under the direction of Mr. J. Stabb, published choice and

polyglot tracts, and put them into careful and useful

circulation. At Paris a kind of friendly partnership

was entered into with the native Evangelistic Society,

and the British Workman Publications, under the editor

ship and guidance of Mr. J. B. Smithies. These three

united to occupy the kiosk, and while zealously pur

suing their own duties, rendered ready and fraternal

aid to all brethren in the same holy calling.

/ The Sabbath Institution has been honoured and

strengthened. Of late years the Lord's Day, as observed

in Great Britain, has been subjected to constant and,

severe opposition. Organized bodies, led by men of

intellect and high social position, have pressed hard

against the barriers which at once protect its sanctity

and the right and liberty of all men to possess its rest,

its social and its religious enjoyments. Many of these
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are influenced by direct antagonism to the Christian

faith, while others, with good and kind motives, fail to see

the force of these two considerations :—That Christ

distinctly stated that " He came not to destroy the

law," any portion of the moral law:—That the change of

days was, for mighty reasons, from the day of creation

to the day of completed redemption—the resurrection

day. And then, while searching out the opinions of

men of great name who lived in the dark and later ages,

they fail to remember that the practice of the early

Christians settles the matter of mere opinion. For

instance, that Pliny in his report to the Emperor Trajan,

in his 97th Epistle, states that " the believers on Jesus

assembled upon a certain stated day to sing alternately

among themselves hymns to Christ as a God," this

being the Lord's Day, as mentioned by St. John in the

Book of Revelation. The rise of Exhibitions gave to

these persons and associations an opportunity to further

their views, but the result in England and America

has been against them ; a high and exalted national and

race testimony being given to the value and divine

objects of the day.

And more than this, the conflict has been carried into

the camp of the foe. Sabbathless nations have had

attention directed to their loss, with the religious, social

and political consequences ; while the energy of charac

ter, goodness of exhibits, and consistent Sabbath ob

servance on the part of the English-speaking exhibitors,
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has led to movements in favour of Sunday reverence

and freedom from toil. The late conference upon the

Sabbath, held at Geneva, in which all European coun

tries were well represented, is proof of the universal

interest taken in the question, and, with the enlightened

views which are spreading, will no doubt prove a source

of increased and general blessing to the nations.

The Gospel was preached to men of all nations. Gospel

Halls near Hyde Park, the Salle Evangelique in the

Champ de Mars, and special services in each of the Ex

hibition cities gave proof of zeal in this direction, and

great was the company of preachers, while multitudes

flocked to hear the glad tidings. The quiet and un

obtrusive teaching of ministers, ladies, and laymen, in

private gatherings, from house to house, and in the

public ways, helped largely to spread the saving know

ledge of the Redeemer, while the London City Mission

ceased not with holy earnestness its pleadings with men ;

beseeching of them by His mercies, to be reconciled

to God. This labour as a whole was distinctly blessed,

and, as the gracious result—

Many individuals were led to the Saviour. The letter-

writing by the Rector's daughter was attended with

marked results, as hundreds of young women wrote

to her to inquire the way of salvation more fully, and

not a few, after their scattering throughout the kingdom,

informed her with joyous expressions of their admission

into the household of faith. Each company of workers
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in each Exhibition were cheered with some proof

of blessing to those whose highest benefit they sought.

To those already narrated we add two by way of en

couragement.

The Superintendent of the Bible Society erection

in the zone of the Paris Exposition, received a letter

from a person in the Mazas Prison, begging a visit

from him. Upon his arrival he was introduced, with a

grating between them, to an American who was under

a term of imprisonment for debt. He told his visitor

that in the prison-house he had remembered the saving

words spoken to him in the Mission Park, and that he

required more knowledge of Him who came to proclaim

deliverance to the captive. In his cell his meditation

had been upon the portion of Scripture given to him,

and he gave hope and indication of the " repentance

unto life."

" Do you think sir ? " inquired a man who had charge

of a lighthouse in the English annexe, of a visitor, " that

if fairly handled, the parsons can get over the teaching

of the flints ? They prove that man has been an in

habitant of this earth more than 6000 years ; just as

geology proves that the world is older than Moses made

it out to be."

" Just stop, if you please," was the reply, " lest you

should be guilty of the folly old Job speaks of, that of

darkening counsel by words without knowledge. As

regards the flints, they are still a bone of contention
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between learned and scientific men ; some starting a

theory as to their age, and others with apparent ease

destroying that theory. It is one proof that men are

' slow of heart to believe all that Moses and the prophets

wrote concerning the Saviour,' when every discovery in

science or historic research is so readily used in effort to

invalidate the verity of Scripture."

" Yes, sir," the man answered, " but history and the

truths of science are all proper tests of the truth of the

Bible."

" Granted," was the reply ; " and we believers apply

these tests rather severely ourselves. Our difficulty is

the readiness of men to use them before their authority

is attested. When Sir Isaac Newton wrote his ' Prin-

cipia,' there were only nine men in the world with suffi

cient astronomical, mathematical, and geometrical know

ledge to understand the work. What if all the scientific

world except that little company of nine had rejected

the Newtonian theory of the heavens,—would that theory,

therefore, have been wrong ? Certainly not. With the

Bible, however, this practice of condemning, without

sufficient cause, is, and has always been, the case. Now,

to change the subject, let me tell you that I think more

of the immortality than I do of the antiquity of man.

Where will you be a thousand years hence ? "

It was a sudden and unexpected turn of subject, and

the man inquired, " How am I to tell ? "

" Every pillar, and they are numerous," was the reply,
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" which supports the verity of the Bible stamps your

immortality as a fact ; nay, more, the analogy of nature

and the universal craving of man's inner self attest the

same thing. In this, as in many other matters, revela

tion and nature are in harmony. Taking this as an

established truth, our moral condition is an important

and grave question. Should the great Governor of the

universe say, as we enter the new and immortal state,

' He that is holy, let him be holy still, and he which is

filthy, let him be filthy still,' would our state be felicity

in, or banishment from, the presence of the Almighty ?"

" A close question that."

" But a question," was continued, " which can only be

answered by the gospel assurance, that it is not the will

of God that any should perish, but that all should come

to repentance, and that ' God was in Christ reconciling

the world unto Himself.' "

Other conversation followed, and the friendship of this

skilled artisan was formed. A year after his return to

Plymouth, he thus wrote his friend : " After a deep in

ward struggle, I have, with penitence and faith in Jesus,

yielded myself to the Divine service. I shall always feel

thankful for your reasoning with me out of the scrip

tures, which I now love and trust. Intellectual know

ledge and science is much, but I can now say,—

" 'The true philosophy, thou bleeding Lamb, is love of Thee.'"

From detached incidents hope and assurance springs

R
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that the day of the Lord will reveal that vast and con

tinual blessing has been granted, and, therefore,—

The Churck of Christ has been strengthened and en

couragedforfuture and increased effort.

In each Exhibition the work has been one of conflict

and discouragement, the resisting influences to the truth

being great and failures frequent and depressing. There

is no room in a work like this for the laudation of man,

whose strength is in weakness and whose power is

communicated grace and overshadowing blessing ; but

there is every ground for simple devotion and combined

effort to obey the Royal command, " Preach My gospel

to every creature." Mistakes made in past Exhibi

tions can be avoided in those to follow, while experience

gained will be of great value in directing future efforts.

These gatherings of mankind are opportunities, yes,

direct calls from the Head of the Church for the people

separated to Himself, His witnesses in the earth, to gird

on their strength, and in the power of His might to

prevail over the enemies of the Cross by gathering of

all nations to His throne of righteousness and truth.
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Note I.

As International Exhibitions are calculated to diffuse a love

of industry and a peaceful emulation over the whole globe, it

is well to give prominence to the fact that, with skilful manage

ment, they can accomplish all the good desired, and from a

commercial point of view, yield a large profit. The follow

ing facts of the first of these Exhibitions (1851) will prove

this :—

In order to enable the royal commissioners to enter into con

tracts, and otherwise to incur obligations, it was necessary to

procure subscriptions to a guarantee fund. The subscription

list was opened by the Queen with ^1000. The building of

iron and glass was 1851 feet long by 456 feet broad, and 66

high; the entire acres covered being 13. On the ground

floor and galleries there were eight miles of tables. The glass

employed in the structure weighed upwards of 400 tons. The

number of exhibitors exceeded 17,000. It was open 144 days.
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The entire number of visitors exceeded 6,170,000, averaging

43.536 per day. The largest number at one time in the

building was 109,760. The entire money drawn for tickets of

admission amounted to .£505,107 ; and after all expenses

were defrayed a balance of ,£150,000 was left over; so that

there was no need to call on those who subscribed the

guarantee fund, as the surplus of profit alone has conferred a

great benefit upon the nation by the establishing and endow

ment of the South Kensington Museum.

Note II.

The following is a specimen letter by the Rector's daughter,

great numbers of which were circulated in several languages:—

LETTER TO A YOUNG WOMAN ENGAGED AT THE EXHIBITION.

My dear young Friend,—I do not even know your name ;

but a friend of mine, who often visits the Exhibition, will kindly

give you this letter. My only reason for writing is, that I may

direct you to Jesus, the sinner's friend, and that you may look

to Him and live. There are two things necessary in order to

be saved—to know ourselves, and to know Jesus. Do you, then,

know yourself as, in the sight of an infinitely holy God, a

vile, polluted, undone sinner? Take yourself even at your

best moments, you are infinitely sinful in Jehovah's sight, and

so am I. Have you thus been convinced of sin 1 This is the

Holy Spirit's work, and His first work upon the soul (John

xvi. 8). It is only when you feel yourself ill that you send for

the physician ; and so you will never go to Jesus, the heavenly
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physician, unless you feel that your soul is sick even unto

death. The world will say that you are an innocent and harm

less girl. Do not believe it. Pray to see yourself exactly as

God sees you. Pray to know the worth ofyour soul. Perhaps

you will ask, " Why do you wish me to have such a conscious

ness of my lost condition ?" I answer—In order that you may

feel your deep need of Jesus ; that it is utterly impossible for

you to recommend yourself unto God ; and so joyfully accept

the Lord Jesus, who lived and died for such as we are. You

are welcome this moment to stand righteous before God in

Jesus. You may be perfect in Him. Oh ! what will become

of you if you are found in yourself? Where will you appear?

In the last awful day you will shrink back, and call on rocks

and mountains to fall and cover you ! But if you will now

come to Jesus, and take Him as your Saviour, He will wash you

in His blood, and clothe you in His own righteousness, and

God will love you with perfect love. Oh ! do not live—oh ! do

not die—out of this sweet, sin-pardoning, soul-comforting love

of God. Remember, Jesus is quite ready to gather you under

His wings (Matt, xxiii. 37). Remember, also, the present is

the only time to be saved (Eccles. ix. 10). Now is your best

time, perhaps your only time, to come to Jesus. Oh that your

heart may cleave to Him—that you may forsake all, and follow

Jesus ; and then, come life or come death, you will be eternally

happy. One word more. Look at Rev. xxii. 17—sweet, sweet

words : " Whosoever will, let him take of the water of life

freely." The last invitation in the Bible, and the freest—

Christ's parting words to a world of sinners ! Any one that

pleases may take this glorious water of salvation. Can you
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refuse it ? Dear young friend, be persuaded by one who loves

your precious soul, not to delay another moment. " Turn ye,

turn ye, for why will ye die ?" May your answer be contained

in the beautiful hymn,—

" Just as I am, without one plea

But that Thy blood was shed for me,

And that Thou bidd'st me come to Thee,

^O Lamb of God, I come !

Just as I am, Thou wilt receive,

Wilt welcome, pardon, cleanse, relieve !

Because Thy promise I believe,

O Lamb of God, I come ! "

Praying that you may be saved, I remain your affectionate

friend.

P.S.—If at any time you would like any future advice, do

not hesitate to write to me ; for I should only be too glad to

help you, if ever so little, in the way everlasting. Farewell !

Note III.

We append the two following letters, selected from hundreds

sent in reply to the above and other letters by V. M. S. :—

" November 14.

"My dear Madam,-—Many thanks for your kind letter,

and I regret having so foolishly omitted to give you my

address. We left the Exhibition on Saturday last, and that

occasioned some delay in my receiving, and therefore in

answering, yours.
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" Let me begin by telling you what I fear will vex you. I

have lost the letter of which you desire a copy. I did not put

it up with my treasures, as I did yours ; for, as you seemed to

have guessed, I did not like it half so well ; but now, since the

pleasant interview with you, I regret extremely having lost

anything which emanated from your kindness. I am con

vinced that all you say is perfectly right, and particularly when

you say that more of Divine grace within me would remove all

difficulties.

"In answer to your plain question—Have I decided for

Christ ?—permit me to put another—What is deciding for

Christ ? What is it to give up all for Him ? I love dearly

many things which are called ' worldly things,' but I cannot see

that it is wrong to like them ;—for instance, songs, the dance,

and occasionally the play,—and I will tell you why I like

them : they are to me things of beauty ; beauty is life and joy

to me ; art, its centre, is my queen. But tell me, do you think

the two incompatible ? I worship with my whole soul, with

all my better nature, with the glorious ambition of immortality,

which is the remnant of God's nature within us, the things of

God ; aiid the very thoughts which Mr. Molyneux spoke on

that momentous Friday, had often before been my own—' If

man's Exhibition is so beautiful, what must not God's be !

What is it not?'—and I solemnly tell you that sometimes in

the midst of a public or social pleasure, I have acknowledged,

with a thrill of joy, the hand of my good Father, the crown of

all that is lovely, Jesus Christ. Can you think I do not love

Him above all ? Ay, and with my whole soul hate the devil ;

so you may suppose that when I do his works, which I told
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you how often, through self-will and bad temper, I do,—how

I loathe myself; but in my paroxysms of rage and* darkness,

the only prayer I could sometimes offer has been that demons

might not point their finger at my Saviour ; but all glory, all

glory to Him ! though I should be lost.

" Tis hard, my dear Miss , to explain to others that

which we scarce understand ourselves.

" I tell you the plain facts, but I cannot go into their springs

and causes. You ask me, 'Am I a communicant?' Yes;

and find that inestimable privilege a great means of strengthen

ing my love to Jesus Christ. I will write no more.

" ' Whole-hearted ' stares at me from your letter. Perhaps

that is the secret. I am not as you say—whole-hearted.

" Your letters I shall ever prize. I have met before with

religious friends—friends who would have given their advice

and counsel, but none whom I could trust— before you kindly

noticed me. I must apologise for being a trouble, but had I

not faith in your goodness, I would not do so. The book you

promised I will read carefully, and thank you much.

" I have not heard of any situation, and yet find that Acker-

man's Artistic School, which I spoke so sanguinely to you

about, will not suit me.

" In conclusion accept my kindest, best wishes, dear Madam.

Yours very faithfully and affectionately,

" March 17, 1863.

" My dear Madam,—You would not deem my long silence

ungrateful if you knew how often my thoughts fly to you with

gratitude and love.
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" Just before I received your last very precious letter I had

taken a room down here at Norwood, close to the Crystal

Palace, to avoid the great loss of time and fatigue of travelling

night and morning, so that since then I have been retired

here ; only going home on Saturday. I take it to be a gracious

providence of God this causing me to live alone for a while;

it has proved a great blessing to me. Never was I so happy

before. I fear I never shall be so happy again, when once I

leave it, and this I am about to do, to live with a dear aunt,

who is my godmother, and with whom I shall have every

opportunity of practising my favourite work. Why did I not

go before?—she wished me to do so. God has led me in this

path, and never shall I forget the meditations (often suggested

by the book you lent me) of this short solitude—so sweet they

have been. Often, sitting by a quiet lake (early, before busi

ness) in the grounds, the birds singing around me, I have felt

so entirely peaceful and happy in the thought of selling all to

follow so good a God, that there has been no self-denial ;

and, changed as my mind has been, 1 am inclined to

doubt whether it is not because I have had no temptation,

and whether, if tested, my love would stand. The only con

solation and hope which I can put against this fear is that I

have been in closer communion with God. I see His mercy

at every turn. I cannot but be hourly praising Him. Do you

think that in seeing more and more the great beauty of my

Saviour, and the amazing mightiness of His salvation, and

hence finding less pleasure in those things we spoke about,

that here lies true religion ? for here is no self-denial or temp

tations resisted, but where there are more pleasures, and
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where there is much of that company which, not against re

ligion, are yet not religious.

" Tis mercy that has brought me to this ; that mercy can

keep me still,—but I see the danger that is before me.

" Since my late thinkings, however, religion has lost that

misty aspect it always wore to me before. Clear and defined

I see the Person of my Saviour, as if He were one who only

died last year.

" Every good thought is from above !

" I am somewhat guarded in writing, my dear Miss ,

notwithstanding you ask me to write fully and freely to you. I

fear lest I should mistake my own heart, and tell you of any

feelings which are not real and true from the ' ground ' of my

heart.

" Do not let me ever interfere with your sweet work at home

—which God prosper !—nor cause you to sit tip when, perhaps,

the day's work has taxed your strength. But I prize your

letters ; yet they will be more pain than pleasure to me if I

think that they prevent a rest which must be so necessary to

one whose mind as well as body is always working. Some day

again, I trust, and am inclined to believe, I shall have the

happiness to see you ; but meanwhile, all blessings on the

easy means of communication.

" I hope that you are well ; and that every blessing may

attend you, is ever the earnest prayer of, dear Madam, your

very faithful, affectionate friend,
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Note IV.

The following letters, written by a lady long resident in

Paris, to the Rector's daughter, are of interest, as showing

the irreligious condition of Paris at that time, and the holy

desires which then influenced the little company of Protestant

Christians in the city :—

LETTER I.

" Paris, Dec. 3rd, 1866.

" My dear Madam,—I have just finished re-perusing ' The

Standard of the Cross,' and the irrepressible wish it has in

duced is to communicate with you (notwithstanding press of

correspondence and various calls upon time), and beg your

prayers. None more than yourself will understand how much

I need and long for union in prayer. It is respecting the

Exposition of 1867 in Paris. The Lord has inclined the heart

of the leading powers, and in particular the Commissioner

General, M. Leplay, to give expression to a high moral thought,

by placing, at the chief entrance in the Park, religious influence

and agency : on one side a Roman Catholic church, filled

with handsome ritualistic and symbolical ornaments (the priests

declined ought else, I believe) ; and on the other, the princi

pal Protestant agencies for spreading truth and good-will—Bible

societies, missionary museums, conference hall, and tract circu

lation. Now we intensely want the deep, prayerful interest of

serious Christians. It struck me in reading ' The Standard of

the Cross,' that the Lord had so greatly blessed your quiet

effort, that you would have a kind and kindred feeling towards
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other efforts in the great and blessed service of the same

gracious and loving Saviour, who would have all men to be

saved.

" I have been all my life in France, and endeavouring for

above twenty years (for the Lord called me in my youth) to

express gratitude to my Saviour in telling others of His love.

Lately, He has given me the preparing, etc., of tracts, as my

special occupation. I send you a few of them, they are by

various authors—French and foreign. But, of course, we shall

have special ones for the occasion : I think several conversa

tions in ' The Standard,' etc., will give ideas for striking tracts.

Prayfor this ; Paris does want prayer, life, love, power, every

thing—I mean Paris Christians ; and, if we receive power

from on high, what wonderful works the Lord may be pleased

to do next year. But we are very weak and timid and cold ;

yet we are looking up and telling the Lord about it, and ask

ing Him to revive our often drooping spirits, and give us

strength to testify firmly and lovingly in the midst of infidelity

and wickedness. Wherever the bold, outspoken gospel is

given lovingly, saving results follow, here as elsewhere.

" I hope you will not think this letter intrusive, but receive

itsimply as an expression of high esteem and Christian grati

tude for having published ' The Standard ; ' it is a great en

couragement.

" Believe me, my dear Madam, yours most truly,

" P.S.—I beg prayer for direction as to right arrangements,

right publications, right persons."
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LETTER II.

"Paris, Dec. 13th, 1866.

"... Thank you for your kind letter and promise of

prayer. The point that first strikes me is the possibility of

your fellow-labourer coming over. I know that many desire

to have a daily prayer-meeting in the conference-hall in the

park, for the exhibitors, not only of the mission plot of ground,

but for the exhibitors in general, the majority of whom, it is

supposed, will be Protestants. Now, it will be necessary to

invite them to this. If you cast your eye over the inclosed

plan, you will see that Great Britain has, at least, a sixth of the

space ; then there are Prussia, Switzerland, Sweden, and Nor

way, United States, Low Countries, Denmark—all Protestant

nations. Now the prospect of a prudent Christian man,

going quietly and unofficially about among these (modifying,

of course, his plan according to the exigence of French ad

ministration, and the invisible presence of hundreds of secret

police), was, and is to me, an exceedingly bright vision. His

head-quarters might be our tract kiosk perhaps ; and as our

religious work here,—I mean our seeking the salvation of

souls, must be- done unostentatiously, the very word religion

(which immediately brings to the mind ceremonial observ

ances) should be avoided, and morality put in its stead.

" I was once saved from condemnation by people declaring

I had never said one word of ' religion? it was all 'morale? yet

I had given them the gospel as clearly as possible.

" We shall give English tracts, and tracts in other lan

guages, and especially the British Workman, as it is the great
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admiration felt for this publication which in part obtained us a

place in the Protestant mission ground.

" We have every shade of atheism in Paris. I think from

remarks friends make when they come over, that few in Eng

land have an idea of the rapidly spreading darkness here and

elsewhere on the Continent. Our statesmen are literally at

their wits' end about it. One of them said lately, that if means

were not found to stop it—and no one knows what means—we

are upon the eve of the most awfully anarchical and wicked

period the world has ever seen. And the question was put

whether the Evangelical Hall might not do something towards

stemming it in Paris ? Let us then look much upward, and

rejoice in hope of the glory of God.

Note V.

As a specimen of Polyglot Tracts we give the popular

English hymn, " Rock of Ages," in French, Italian, German,

and Spanish. The French translation was made by the late

venerated Countess de Chabaud-Latour, and presented for

the purpose by her brother, the General Baron de Chabaud-

Latour.

LE ROCHER DES SIECLES."

Exode xvii. 6. I Cor, x. 4.

Divin Rocher, brise pour moi,

Laisse-moi me cacher en toi.

Je"sus, le sang de ta blessure

Peut seul effacer ma souillure ;

Ton angoisse est ma guerison,

Ta mort, le prix de mon pardon.
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Mes pleurs et mes efforts sont vains,

Car jamais l'œuvre de mes mains

Ne peut accomplir ta loi sainte ;

Un zèle inspiré par la crainte

Ne peut racheter le pécheur ;

Je te bénis mon Rédempteur !

Dans mes mains je n'apporte rien ;

J'embrasse la croix mon seul bien ;

Si je suis ténèbres, misère,

En toi j'ai puissance, lumière ;

Tu suffis à tous mes besoins,

Je me repose sur tes soins.

Tant que je respire en ces lieux,

Quand la mort fermera mes yeux,

Quand ton tribunal redoutable

Fera tressaillir un coupable,

Divin Rocher, brisé pour moi,

Laisse-moi me cacher en toi !

ROCCIA DE' SECOLI.

Esodo xvii. 6. i Cor. x. 4.

Roccia de' secoli—schiusa per me,

Fa che nascondermi—io possa in Te.

L' acqua e '1 sangue che zampillano

Da' tuoi fianchi lacerati

Su me piovano, e sien duplice

Medicina a' miei peccati,

E per sempre ne sbandiscano

La sozzura ed il poter.
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Tutto il travaglio—Della mia mano

Tue leggi adempiere—vorrebbe invano ;

Del mio zelo infaticabile

Sia pur 1' opra ognor fervente ;

Da quest' occhi amare lagrime

Sgorghin pure eternamente . . .

Non potrian mie colpe tergere ;

Tu, sol tu mi puoi salvar.

Abbietto e povero—nulla in man reco :

In croce stringermi—io sol vo' teco.

Nudo affatto a te rivolgermi,

O Gesù, perchè mi vesta :

La tua grazia imploro e supplico,

Sol comforto che mi resta.

Lordo, al fonte io volo . . .ah ! lavami,

O io muojo, o Redentor.

O duri il rapido—soffio vitale,

O i rai m' ottenebri—sonno mortale ;

Quando sciolta andrà quest' anima

Verso un mondo sconosciuto

Per mirarti del giudizio

Sopra il trono in ciel seduto.

Roccia de' secoli—schiusa per me,

Deh ! fa che nascondermi—io possa in Te.
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LA ROCA DE LOS SIGLOS !

Éxodo xvii. 6. i Cor. x. 4.

Oh Roca de los siglos por mí abierta !

Halle en tu seno paz mi vida incierta.

De tu costado sangre y aqua fluyan,

Y mi miseria y mi maldad destruyan,

Y su corriente pura

Lave mis manchas, calme mi amargura.

En vano, por mí solo determino

Seguir de tus preceptos el camino.

Aunque ardiera mi pecho en celo santo

Y cubriese mi rostro eterno llanto,

Salvarme no podría ;

Solo me salvará tu mano pia.

Cuando del mundo el alma se despida

Con el postrero sopla de la vida,

Y, sueltos ya los vínculos mortales

Aspire á las regiones celestiales,

Ábreme tú la puerta,

Oh Roca de los siglos por mí abierta !

Note VI.

The following extract from the National Ode composed for

the occasion (Centenary Day), and recited by Bayard Taylor,

may be of interest to some readers :—

" We are waiting for purer seed

Of knowledge, desire, and deed,
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For keener sunshine and mellower rain !

But keep thy garments pure ;

Pluck them back with the old disdain

From touch of the hands that stain,

So shall thy strength endure.

Transmute into Good the Gold of Gain,

Compel to beauty thy ruder powers

Till the bounty of coming hours

Shall plant on thy fields apart

With the oak of Toil, the rose of Art !

Be watchful and keep us so ;

Be strong and fear no foe ;

Be just and the world shall know ;

With the same love love us as we give !

And the day shall never come

That finds us weak or dumb

To join and smite and cry

In the great task for thee to die

And the greater task—for thee to live ! "

We add the following hymn, as it was very popular during

the Centennial year, being frequently sung in Christian gahter-

ings. Though written by Charles Wesley in 1751, it was from

its joyous note considered by them as well adapted for their

great national festival :—

" Blow ye the trumpet, blow,

The gladly solemn sound ;

Let all the nations know,

To earth's remotest bound ;

The year of Jubilee is come ;

Return, ye ransomed sinners, home.
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I

Jesus, our great High Priest,

Hath full atonement made ;

Ye weary spirits, rest ;

Ye mournful souls, be glad :

The year of Jubilee is come ;

Return, ye ransomed sinners, home.

Extol the Lamb of God,

The all-atoning Lamb ;

Redemption in His blood

Throughout the world proclaim

The year of Jubilee is come ;

Return, ye ransomed sinners, home.

Ye, who have sold for nought

Your heritage above,

Shall have it back unbought,

The gift of Jesus' love :

The year of Jubilee is come ;

Return, ye ransomed sinners; home."

Butler & Tanner, The Selwood Printing Works, Frome, and London.
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